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ABSTRACT 

Current practice in the construction and use of models in 

medicine is considered. CAMET2 is a compartment model 

calcium metabolism. Its description of the flow of material 

in the gut is inconsistent, and is corrected in CAMET3. 

In CAMET2, the rate of emptying of the stomach is proportional 

to the square root of its volume. In CAMET3, the distension of 

the duodenum inhibits the emptying of the stomach. There is 

experimental evidence for this mechanism. An observed 10-20 

minute delay in the appearance in blood of radioactive 

calcium taken by mouth, is still unaccounted for. 

Present methods for fitting sums decaying exponential 

functions to radioactive tracer measurements are reviewed. 

Even when the measurement errors are as low as 2%, and the 

nearest exponents are the ratio 2:1, the number of 

exponential components cannot be reliably determined. The 

parameters may be in error by 60%. The method of Lemaitre and 

Malenge (LemaitreA., Malenge J-P. (1971), "An efficient 

method for multiexponential fitting with a computer II , Cptrs. 

and Biomed. Res. 4: 555), is the most flexible and efficient 

where least squares is the criterion of goodness of fit. 

Data commonly are a measure of a function which is a 

convolution of a desired function and a known or measured 

function. The Fourier transforms of both the function to 

which the data belong, and of the known or measured function 

must both be zero at the same points in the complex plane. The 

data are both truncated and also contain experimental error. 

When the error dominates the problem, the constraints on the 

positions of the zeros are used to tmprove the estimate of one 
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or more the functions above. When, on other hand, the 

truncation dominates, the constraints are used to 

values outside the interval data; this way the 

feet the truncation is removed. 

In a new version the simulation program solve 

CAMET3, the integration step length is adjusted automatically 

to ensure that not only the integration e iently 

performed, but also that the steps inputs and outputs. 

A five~fold reduction in computer time results in the present· 

case. 

'For the simulation of small models or parts large 

models, a new interactive program SIMUL8., has been developed. 

The model equations are expressed simply in a FORTRAN sub

routine and flexible control of graphical output on an 

oscilloscope display provided. 
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PREFACE 

The work presented in this thesis developed from con

sideration of problems relating to the modelling and 

simulation of calcium dynamics in man. It forms part of an 

interdisciplinary project initiated by Dr W.S. Metcalf of the 

Chemistry Department at the University of Canterbury. We are 

concerned with three aspects: the analysis of experimental 

data; some details of the calcium model itself; and the 

provision of computer facilities for solving it. 

In chapter 1 we review the application of models to 

medical problems and we consider various' aspects of model 

construction and use. Chapter 2 is a review of mode of 

calcium in man, and in particular the model CAMET2, which is 

the basis of the interdisciplinary project. Past simulations 

using CAMET2 are tabulated, and its deficiencies are noted. 

Tests with radioactive isotopes are common in calcium 

metabolism studies, and in chapter 3 we show that under 

certain assumptions, the amount of tracer in blood after an 

initial injection, is described by a sum of decaying 

exponential functions of time. A review of methods for 

solving the difficult problem of fitting exponential functions 

to data is given. We investigate one particular method 

further in chapter 4, but conclude that, although it is 

mathematically elegant, the inverse Laplace transform 

procedure suffers from severe practical limitations. 

The tests in which separate oral and intravenous doses 

of different calcium tracers are given to patients, was the 

original motivation behind the work in chapters 5, 6 and 7. 

These chapters contain the bulk of the original material in 
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the present research. In the calcium test, the amounts of 

orally and intravenously administered tracer in the blood are 

related by the convolution integral. The rate at which 

calcium tracer enters the blood from the gut for the first 

time, is obtained by deconvolution. A review of current 

methods for this widely occurring problem concludes chapter 3. 

In chapter 5 we demonstrate that there is, in principle, 

redundant information available in many deconvolution 

problems, and from this we generate consistency conditions on 

the given data. The consistency conditions apply to the 

values of the Fourier transforms of the data in the complex 

plane, and in chapter 5, we deviate to-show that there may be 

some advantage in carrying out the popular Fourier method of 

deconvolution by inverse filtering for complex values of the 

argument, instead of for the usual real values We apply our 

consistency conditions to X~ray diffraction data in chapter 6. 

Both analytically generated and actual data are used, the 

former successfully, the latter not. Numerous computational 

results are given in an attempt to arrive at a satisfactory 

algorithm. 

We deconvolve data from the ium absorption 

ments in chapter 7, after first demonstrating our technique on 

analytically generated data. In this case the consistency 

conditions are used to compensate for the truncation, in time, 

of the measurement. 

Chapter 8 gives details of the computational methods 

used for the procedures in chapters 4=7. Except as stated in 

chapter 8, all computer programs were written by the author, 

in FORTRAN for the IBM 360/44 computer. 



In chapter 9 we develop the ium model CAMET3 by 

modifying CAMET2. The modifications remove an inconsistency 

in the description of intestinal fluid flow in CAMET2, and 

provide a more phys description the emptying the 

stomach. The delayed appearance blood orally given 

calcium tracer is considered in the light of model. 

Chapters 10 and 11 are concerned with simUlation. In 

chapter 10 we de the computer program which implements 

CAMET 3 we demonstrate our attempts to improve its 

flexibility and efficiency, compared with previous versions. 

Interactive simulation, where possible, of s di 

ix 

advantages over simulation in 'batch' mode. In chapter 11 we 

describe and demonstrate an interactive simulation program 

which is table the manipulation of small models. 

Chapter 12 contains concluding remarks and suggests 

various areas for future research. 

Oral presentations and papers on topics relevant to 

material presented in this thes are as follows: 

McKinnon A.E. (1971) Mathematical models and computer 

simulation biochemical dynamics. Presented at the 

New Zealand Endocrinology Society Conference, Christchurch, 

New Zealand, August 1971. 

Jordan R.B., McKinnon A.E. Stomach emptying model on a 

1 computer with oscilloscope splay. at 

the Quantitative Biology Meeting, Nelson, New Zealand, 

May 1972. 

Bates R.H.T., McKinnon A.E., P.J. Sel istent 

deconvolution. To be submitted to Journal of Physics A 

(General Physics) . 
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Unless otherwise stated abbreviations and symbols used 

this thesis are as defined below. symbols used the 

models CAMET2 and CAMET3 are def ly in Appendix I. 
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C HAP T E R 1 

MODELLING IN 

Models have been used to represent systems ranging from a 

simple chemical reaction (Atkins, 1969, pe15) p to the complex 

society in which we live (Watt and f, 1970), and they form 

a part of many medical research programs (cf. Coleman, 1972; 

Garfinkel et ., 1972). 

1.1 MODELLING PHILOSOPHY 

There is currently no generally app~ied theory of models 

or systems. Indeed, the words "model" and "system" are 

themselves variously used. In th section we define them, 

and discuss guidelines and procedures for developing and using 

models. 

1.1.1 Models and 

The word "system" has been used with reference either to 

reality or to a representation of (Table 1.1). Mihram 

(1972) refers to the former when he defines a system as a 

'collection of interdependent elements which act together in a 

collective effort to achieve some goal'. We use "system" with 

reference only to physical reality, and quali it to focus 

attention on a particular aspect of reality (as, for example, 

in the terms II cardiovascular system", "ac control 

system" and "calcium metabolism system"). However, we 

acknowledge that "systems theory" (always with "systems" in 

the plural) is the theory of formal (mathematical) models of 

either real or conceptual systems (Mesarovic, 1968). 

L 1 
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Table 1.1 

Use of the Word "System" 

Used with 
Context reference Reference 

to* 

General system Rep. Mesarovic et al. (1970,p.69) 

Biological system Real Apter (1970) 

Physical system Real MacFarlane (1964,p.ll) 

Control system Real Elgerd (1967,p.l) 

Control system Rep. Elgerd (1967,p.l) 

Model system Rep. MacFarlane (1964,p.12) 

Mathematical system Rep. MacFarlane (1964,p.12) 

Linear system Rep. Elgerd (1967,p.45) 

Hierarchical system Rep. Mesarovic et ale (1970) 

Measuring system Real MacFarlane (1964) 

Systems theory Rep. Mesarovic (1968) 

Systems analysis Rep. Milsum (1970) 

Systems analysis Real Waterman (1968) 

Systems physiology Real Li and Urquhart (1969) 

Systems synthesis Rep. Mihram (1972) 

System identification Real Bakey (1970) 

* Real designates reality, and Rep. designates some 

representation of reality. 

loLl 
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Depending on its nature and the current state of 

knowledge, the system mayor may not be isely fined. In 

this respect Zadeh (1970) discusses 'fuzzy' 

Mihram (1972) gives an historical account and c sific-

at ion of the ways which systems have been represented. He 

demonstrates that the word "model" is also variously used. 

Achinstein (1965) defines a model as a set assumptions 

about a system, and argues that "model" and "theory" may be 

used interchangeably. Mesarovi6 (1968) states that a theory 

is always based on an 'image' termed a model, and that any 

theory may be represented by a mathematical relation. He 

discusses this latter point in detail but does not prove it. 

The definition a model as a set of mathematical 

equations, is either implied or stated by authors such as 

Berman (1963), Li and Urquhart (1969), Birge et al. (1969) 

and Garfinkel (1969). 

According to Apter (1970), a model functions independent

ly of the real system, is internally consistent, and functions 

according to physical or mathematical laws which can be 

mathematically expressed. Apter's objective is to define the 

most useful representation of a system. Diagrams and verbal 

constructs, although of use, are not included among his 

models. He also excludes empirical equations, which are sets 

of symbols manipulated to fit experimental data, However, c:m 

equation which used empirically may take the form of a 

physical law, and so Apter's distinctions are not al 

clear. 

We define a model to be a representation in terms of 

mathematical equations as summaris 

empiricism but aim to reduce it. 

above. We accept 

1.1.1 



1.1.2 

Table 1.2 lists various usages of the term "model" as we 

have just defined it. The subdivision of models as static, 

dynamic, deterministic, stochastic, continuous or discrete, 

proved most useful. terms are defined in Table 1.3 

according to the characteristics of the model inputs and 

outputs. 

Because of the various i1ities available for their 

computer implementation, the distinction between continuous 

and discrete models is the most important. Continuous models 

be implemented on the analogue computer (Jackson, 1960), 

or by using a variety digital simulation languages (see 

11). For models, digital simulation 

languages such as GPSS (Herscovitch and Schneider, 1965), 

4 

GASP (Pritsker and Kiviat, 1969) and SIMSCRIPT (Kiviat et al., 

1968), are widely used. Fahr1and (1970) points out that 

discrete and continuous models are actually special cases of 

each other. He proposes a combined discrete and continuous 

simulation language, but current practice favours the 

languages designed specifically for one model type or the 

other. 

We see in the following section, how the type of model 

developed depends not only on the system being represented, but 

also on the obj s and ability of the mode11er. 

1.1.3 Modell 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Although modelling is a skill which is improved by 

practice (Garfinkel et al., 1972), is profitable to analyse 

the process. In our view the important steps are System 

Analysis, Model Synthesis, Parameter Estimation, Computer 

Implementation, Model Testing and Prediction. 

1.1. 3 



Context 

Symbolic model 

Mathematical model 

Mathematical model 

Computer model 

Simulation model 

static model 

Dynamic model 

Deterministic model 

Stochastic model 

Continuous model 

Discrete model 

1 2 

Types of Model 

Meaning Reference 

Representation byequations Taha (1971) 

Physical phenomena Li and Urquhart (1969) 
represented by equations 

Representation in terms of Apter (1970) 
mathematical laws 

Equations implemented on a Li and Urquhart (1969) 
computer 

Equations implemented on a Taha (1971) 
computer 

Representation does not 1'\ 
depend on time 

Representation depends on 
time J 

Representation which has a 
unique output for a given 
input } Mihram (1972) 

Representation includes 
random fluctuations 

Representation applies at 
all times 

Representation applies 
only at distinct times 

Steady-state model Representation in which Wigan (1972) 
quantities and flows are 
constant 

5 

Boolean model Representation in terms of Schoeffler et al. (1968) 
Boolean functions 

Phys'ical model Equations correspond well Birge et ale (1969) 
with physical phenomena 

Linear system (model) Representation in terms Atkins (1969, p.19) 
of linear ordinary 
differential equations 

Simple model Representation in terms Apter (1970) 
of equations which are 
readily solved or easily 
understood 

Compartmental model Equations derived by Atkins (1969) and 
considering the system as section 3.2 
a set of distinct 
compartments 

1.1.3 



Model Type 

Static 

Dynamic 

Deterministic 

Stochastic 

Continuous 

Discrete 

Table 1.3 

Definitions of Some Model Types 

Restrictions 
on Inputs 

None 

None 

Properties of Outputs 

Directly related to current 

value of inputs. 

Directly related to present 

and past values of inputs. 

None Uniquely defined by inputs. 

None Contain random fluctuations. 

None Exist at all times. 

Exist only at Exist only at distinct times. 

distinct times 

6 

1.1. 3 
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1. is the planning step in model 

development, in which the aims of the project and the scope of 

the model are first decided. The aims of the project may be 

precisely defined, as is required for an economic model to be 

used in making management decisions, or loosely stated, to 

allow the necessary flexibility when a model is being developed 

as part of a research project. The model CAMET2 described in 

section 2.2 currently accounts for some of the known facts 

about calcium metabolism in man. However, the aims of the 

project range from the satisfactory representation of all 

known facts about calcium metabolism, to the rapid, accurate 

prediction of the effects of various treatments for calcium 

disorders. The feasibility of any particular aim becomes 

apparent as the project proceeds. 

The specification of model 'inputs' and 'outputs' has the 

effect of isolating the system being modelled from its 

environment, because by definition, outputs do not affect 

inputs. For example, fluid intake, which is an input to 

CAMET2, is completely unaffected by fluid loss in the urine, 

an output. That thirst, and hence fluid intake, is actually 

controlled to satisfy body fluid requirements, is not taken 

into account in the present model. 

We further determine the scope of the model by dividing 

it into submodels, the details of which can be considered 

separately. For example, in chapter 9 we discuss the 

intestinal fluid dynamics of CAMET2 independently of all 

calcium flows and controls. McLeod (l970) refers to the 

isolation of submodels as the 'divide and conquer' approach. 

Concurrent with the isolation of submodels, all the 

variables and parameters to be initially included in the 

1.1. 3 



representation must be specified. While fting the evidence 

for the important variables and parameters, assumptions will 

be made about the relative significance of various 

experimental results. All assumptions must be recorded for 

subsequent assessment. 

The type of model to be developed follows naturally from 

the aims of the project and the assumptions made about the 

quant being represented. For example, a model used in 

making management decisions should be stochastic so that the 

probability of success can be determined. On the other hand, 

CAMET2 is a deterministic model which has proved useful even 

though represents phenomena known to have large random 

variations. A calcium model used for treatment studies, like 

an economic model, would need to account statistically for 

the natural variation within and between subjects. 

8 

Many of the decisions made during System Analysis are 

necessarily tentative. We must expect to return to the System 

Analysis step to reappraise the project aims and the various 

assumptions made in the light of subsequent experience in 

building the model. 

2. Model s is the development of a mathematical 

description of the model or submodels. Brennan (1968) 

demonstrates synthesis either using formal mathematical 

equations, or an ad hoc description of the phenomenon being 

modelled. The latter approach directly generates a computer 

procedure for the solution of the model. However, we believe 

that it is instructive (at least for continuous models such as 

CAMET2) to develop the mathematical relations as an explicit 

set of differential equations which describe specific physical 

processes. 

1.1.3 



3. Parameter is required to determined the 

values of parameters in the mathematical description of the 

model, from available measurements. Parameters of submodels 

may be estimated separately. 

The parameter estimation procedures discussed in chapter 
(v. 4-1) 

9 

3 nearly all require computer implementation of the model. To 

increase the computational efficiency of the often repetitive 

solutions required, computer implementation for estimation 

purposes is frequently different from that intended for the 

fully developed model. For example, on a digital computer, 

the analytical solution of the model differential equations, 

if available, is preferred to their solution by numerical 

methods. In any case, the implemented model must be checked 

for logical errors, before any estimation is commenced. The 

selection of a parameter estimation algorithm is based on 

availability, speed, accuracy and convenience of use (chapter 

3) • 

We may find that there is insufficient data to estimate 

parameter values within a given tolerance. Alternatively, the 

best fit of the model to the data may be judged unsatisfactory 

in view of the estimated experimental error. In the former 

case the model is 'unidentifiable' and in the latter it is 

'inconsistent' (section 3.1.1). In either case we must return 

to the System Analysis and Model Synthesis steps and review 

the decisions and assumptions made. 

4. Computer Implementation of the fully developed model 

varies according to the facilities available, the nature of 

the model, and the experience of the modeller. We discussed 

the various alternatives in section 1.1.2. 

1.1.3 
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Mihram (1972) to the logical checking of an 

implemented model as 'verification'. For deterministic models 

tests are run for which the correct model behaviour has been 

determined by other means. Statistical tests such as those 

described by Mihram (1972) are required for checking the 

implementation of a stochastic model. 

5. Model is the comparison of model and system 

behaviour, with the intention of finding an experiment which 

the model cannot satisfactorily represent. This step is also 

referred to as 'Validation' (cf. Mihram, 1972; Wigan, 1972) 

but we avoid the term, because it suggests a search for 

experiments which the model can represent. 

Wig an (1972) points out that frequently all available 

data is used during the Parameter Estimation step, so that no 

separate Model Testing can be done. However, this is not 

necessarily as bad as he suggests , because the use of all 

available data in the Parameter Estimation step means that the 

best estimate of parameter values is obtained. The important 

thing is the amount of independent data available compared 

with the number of parameters being estimated. If there is 

sufficient data, we can test the model as well as estimate its 

parameters. 

When a new set of data becomes available, we can test the 

model either by comparing its predictions with the measurement, 

or by including the new information with all previous data, in 

a revised Parameter Estimation step. If the model is 

satisfactory, the latter procedure is preferred because it 

improves the estimate of the parameters. However, if there is 

a discrepancy, a careful look at the relevant parts of the 

model is required, remembering that the incompatibility may be 

caused by an earlier set of data. It could be that an effect 
1.1. 3 
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assumed unimportant during System Analysis, is actually highly 

relevant to some experimental results. 

Wigan (1972) shows that the failure of a model test may 

be caused not only by an incorrect model, but also by using an 

inappropriate criterion of goodness of fit during Parameter 

Estimation. Unfortunately, he also reports that it is often 

difficult to assess the effect of the criterion of goodness of 

fit. 

6. Prediction is the process of extracting information . 

from a model. Frequently, predictions with biological models 

are used for designing further experiments on the system 

(Apter, 1970), so that confidence in the, model is not of prime 

importance. This contrasts with a model used for treatment 

studies where much more confidence in its predictions is 

required •. 

In section 1.1.4 we describe a variety of ways for 

extracting information from a model. 

We believe that System Analysis, Model Testing, and 

Prediction are the most important steps in modelling, and 

that faults here give rise to criticisms such as those 

referred to by Coleman (1972). In practice, the problems of 

Parameter Estimation and Computer Implementation have a short 

term appeal which can distract the researcher from his main 

objectives. 

Golomb (1971) gives a clear, lighthearted summary of the 

pitfalls of model construction and use. In a table headed 

'~'Dos and Don I ts of Mathematical Modelling" I (containing only 

IIdon'tsll) he notes the modelling errors described more fully 

by others (cf. Apter, 1970; Garfinkel et al., 1972). 

1.1. 3 
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The latter authors discuss the important question of when 

work on a model should cease. If no new ideas are forthcoming 

about how to get further useful information out of the model 

(or about the system), it is pointless to continue working 

with it. This condition may arise because the original aims 

of the project have been achieved, or because further 

experimental data are required. 

1.1.4 Model Elucidation 

The tests which were performed on CAMET2 by Pearson 
~~ 

(1972), and which are suntmarised in section 2.2, are single 

runs of the model corresponding to various experimental 

conditions. There are various other analytical and computat

ional techniques which are applied to models, and we review 

these here. 

1. Model Transformation converts the model to a form 

which is mathematically equivalent, but not physically 

equivalent. Neer et al. (1967) express their model of 

radioactive calcium dynamics in man following an intravenous 

injection, in terms of various arrangements of four 

'compartments' which contain calcium. Each arrangement is 

equally consistent with the experimental data used to 

determine it. Berman and Schoenfeld (1956) give the 

mathematical basis of Neer's transformations, and show that 

they are applicable only to a model consisting of linear 

differential equations (i.e. a 'linear' model). 

Linear models have been subject to analysis by various 

well-developed techniques, especially frequency domain 

methods (cf. Elgerd, 1967, p.59). The transfonmation of a 

model into its frequency domain representation, is carried out 

in engineering mainly to assess its stability (cf. Elgerd, 

1.1.4 



1967, p.71). However, biological systems are usually highly 

stable and so frequency domain methods are not popular. 
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There is no corresponding theory applicable to the trans

formation of nonlinear models (i.e. models comprising non

linear differential equations) except by first approximating 

them by a linear form. Again this approach is unpopular for 

biological systems because they are commonly highly nonlinear, 

and linear models representing them are frequently 'suspect' 

(Garfinkel et al., 1972). 

2. Model Reduction is the process of decreasing the 

complexity of less relevant parts of a model. Chen et ale 

(1968) describe an algorithm for reducing the number of 

differentials in a linear model while retaining its principal 

dynamic features. The reduction of nonlinear models requires 

the judgement of the modeller, and any simplification must be 

shown not to destroy the adequacy of the model in representing 

the available data. 

3. is the assessment of the 

dependence of a quantity of interest on each of several model 

parameters. 

The sensitivity may be determined by repeatedly solving 

the model for various values of each parameter. However, even 

using a hybrid computer, only small problems can be dealt with, 

due to the excessive computation time required (Andreae et al., 

1972). Alternatively, the partial derivatives of the quantity 

of interest with respect to each model parameter may be 

computed (Tomovi6, 1963). But because each partial 

derivative in general depends on all parameter values, the 

magnitude of the computing problem is not reduced. 

1.1. 4 
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When sensitivity with respect to more than two parameters 

is being assessed, it difficult to display the computed 

information. Andreae et ale (1972) view the sensitivity of a 

quantity with respect to a number of parameters, by displaying 

i.t on separate graphs, one for each parameter. The parameter 

values are chosen randomly from within predefined ranges. 

Even though some information is lost, the resulting displays, 

which are called 'miniviews', are suggested as aids for 

viewing sensitivity information. 

1.2 "MODELS APPLIED IN MEDICINE 

Table 1.3 lists a number of bodily functions for which 

computer-implemented models have been published. The 

references cited refer to recent modelling effort on each 

system. Models are variously used in medicine, and of the 

applications mentioned below, we note that the fiJst two rely, 

in the main, on the ability of a model to store information 

(both data and hypotheses), and the last four use models 

predictively. 

1. Teachin~ is aided by computer-implemented models of 

various bodily functions. Partridge (1972) considers that 

this is an efficient form of instruction, because the student 

can gain experience with highly complex systems, and because 

the speed at which information is presented to him can be 

matched to his ability to absorb it. 

Teaching in this way is not a complete substitute for 

laboratory work, and there is a danger of students not 

realising the significance of biological variation when 

deterministic models are used. A number of teaching models 

are detailed in the journal to which the article by Partridge 

1.2 



Published Models of Bodily Functions 

System 

Cardiovascular System 

Respiratory System 

Body Fluid Control 

Temperature Control 

~eural Systems 

Eye Function 

Ear Function 

Voice Production 

Neuro-Muscular Control 

Intestinal Electrical Activity 

Pelvic Floor Neuromuscular Activity 

Postural Control 

Iron Metabolism 

Calcium Metabolism 

Radionuclide Metabolism 

Thyroxine Transfer 

Drug Distribution 

Menst.rual Cycle 

Glucocorticoid System 

Gluconeogenesis 

Glycosis 

Glood Glucose and Insulin 

Krebs Cycle 

Growth Hormone Regulation 

Protein Metabolism 

Reference 

Boyers et ale (1972) 

Dionne (1972) 

Dickinson (1971) 

Heu et ale (1972) 

Harmon and Lewis (1968) 

Milsurn (1970) 

Geisler and Hubbard (1972) 

Flana9an (1972) 

Mains and Soechting (1971) 

Robertson-Dunn et ale (1971) 

Jones et ale (1971) 

Agarwal et al. (1970) 

Sharney et al. (1971) 

Pearson (1972) 

Beach and Dyson (1971) 

Benetazzo et al. (1972) 

Sheiner et al. (1972) 

Bogumil et 01. (1972) 

stokely and Howard (1972) 

Anderson et ale (1971) 

Garfinkel (1969) 

Ackerman et ale (1969) 

Garfinkel et ale (1969) 

Howard and Young (1970) 

Janes and Carson (1971) 

15 
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(1972) is an introduction. 

2. A model parameter is a useful Diagnostic Index, if 

its value gives a reliable indication of the disease state of 

a patient. The value of the parameter estimated from a 

measurement on the patient, and it is then compared with 

previous estimates of the'same parameter for both healthy and 

diseased subjects. Essentially one asks how the value of the 

parameter affects the probability of each possible diagnosis. 

If markedly affects the probability of one or more 

diagnoses, it is a useful diagnostic tool. 

The use of model parameters as diagnostic indices 

related to the whole question of the application of computers 

to medical diagnosis. This problem is currently receiving 

much attention (cf. Gleser and Collen, 1972; Warner et ale, 

1972) . 

3. Hypothesis Testing using a model may occur as part of 

a research program. The model is used to predict the 

consequences of hypotheses about the operation of the system 

it represents, and experimental effort is aimed at showing 

the predictions to be in error, thus refuting the hypothesis. 

Although researchers rarely attempt to estimate the degree to 

which modelling has assisted them, Coleman (1972) discusses 

the general benefits which accrue, and cites some examples 

where he considers the approach has been successful. 

4. of an artificial replacement for a 

defective part of the body is sometimes carried out using a 

model of the system with which the device must interact. In 

this case, adequate models of both the artificial aid and the 

relevant bodily function are required. Spyker (1970) 

describes work with a cardiovascular model to assess 

1.2 
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circulatory 'assist' devices. Abbrecht and Prodany (1971) use 

a model to assess the performance of an artifical kidney in 

man. 

5. Deduction from Measurement is the use of models to 

quantities that are not easily measured, from those that 

are. An example is the use of the two radioactive isotope 

measurements to obtain an assessment of the rate of absorption 

of calcium from the gut, as described in section 7.4. Jordan 

(1973) uses a model to determine the concentration of 

biologically active adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) in 

plasma, from a radioimmtinoassay sensitive to both ACTH itself 

and to a fragment of it. Such models can be tested by direct 

measurement of the derived quantity, if this is possible. 

Unfortunately, the error in the measurements frequently appears 

magnified in the derived quantity (as in, for example, section 

7.4), so that direct measurement is preferred if it is 

practical. 

6. Treatment Studies with a model provide a means for 

assessing the effect of proposed medication. Of the various 
(p.15) 

models listed in Table 1.3, those of drug distribution are 

most widely used for treatment studies. The subject of 

pharmacokinetics (cf. Wagner ., 1968) is concerned with 

the 'dynamics of drug distribution in man and the formulation 

of models to describe the processes which occur'. 

Pharmacokinetic models are used to determine the dosage 

required to achieve a particular drug concentration at a 

specified organ, but are usually not used to predict 

pharmacological effects. 

Where the effect of treatment is not expected to be seen 

for some years, a rapid artifidBl assessment by computer may be 

a better guide than is observation of the patient. 
1.2 
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C HAP T E R 2 

MODELS OF CALCIUM METABOLISM 

Calcium plays an important role in many cellular processes, 

and is a primary constituent of the skeleton. The concentrat-

ion of calcium in plasma, intracellular fluid, and extra-

cellular fluid stays remarkably constant throughout the life-

time of a human being, and indeed must do so for the correct 

operation of cellular mechanisms (cf. Bianchi, 1968). 

Disorders of calcium metabolism are not always_ associated with 

an abnormal plasma calcium concentration. Renal stones (cf. 

Vaughan, 1970, p.l09) and osteoporosis (cf. Vaughan, 1970, 

p.224) are ailments in this category. 'Osteoporosis occurs 

mostly in older people and is both difficult to detect in its 

early stages, and difficult to treat (cf. Vaughan, 1970, p.2l7). 

Computer models provide a convenient basis on which to develop 

an understanding of the complex interactions involved in 

calcium metabolism, from the man~ and sometimes inconsistent, 

experimental results reported in the-literature. 

2.1 OTHER CALCIUM MODELS 

47 The disappearance of radioactive Ca from plasma follow-

ing an intravenous injection, is a common measurement of the 

dynamics of calcium in man, and the results obtained are 

described by a number of published models. Of these, models 

consisting of several 'compartments' (see section 3.2) are the 

most popular (Table 2.1), but noncompartmental models 

consisting of power functions have also been used. Both the 

compartmental and noncompartmental models are highly 

empirical, serving only to represent the result of the tracer 

2.1 



Table 2.1 

Models of Calcium Metabolism 

Bauer et ala (1957) 

Aubert and Milhaud (1960) 

Bronner and Aubert (1965) 

Cohn et ale (1965) 

Neer et ala (1967) 

Massin et a1. (1968) 

Phang et a1. (1969) 

Gonick and Brown (1970) 

Ramberg et ,a1. (1970) 

Intestinal Compartmental Models 

Birge et • (1969) 

Marshall and Nordin (1969) 

Models 

Roston (1959) 

Copp et ale (1960) 

Aubert and Bronner (1965) 

Riggs (1966) 

Noncompartmental Models 

Marshall (1964) 

Ackerman et ale (1967) 

Anderson et a1. (1967) 

Marshall and Onkelinx (1968) 

Burkinshaw et a1. (1969) 

19 
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test. The reviews by Heaney (1963), Livesey (1970) and 

Vaughan (1970, p.139) show that attempts to find a satis-

factory physical basis for the mathematically determined 

compartments have failed, and that the physical significance 

of derived quantities such as 'bone accretion' is not clear. 

20 

When tracer is injected into the blood, it quickly distributes 

itself throughout a volume which is unknown, but is larger 

than the vascular space. Therefore, the total amount of 

tracer in the first compartment at any time cannot be measured; 

specific activity (the ratio of tracer to stable isotope) is 
, (~~7) 

the only information available. We see in section 3.2.1 that 

calcium flow rates between compartments can be estimated from 

a specific activity measurement, only ~f they are effectively 

constant throughout the experiment. This assumption is 

commonly made when interpreting tracer kinetic data. There-

fore, we can infer little about the mechanisms which control 

the plasma concentration of calcium, from typical tracer 

measurements. 

Regulatory models, on the other hand, describe to some 

degree the observed behaviour when the plasma concentration 

of calcium is disturbed from its normal level. They attempt 

to represent the various interacting mechanisms; their data 

coming from tests on humans (where possible), and on laboratory 

animals. 

The basis and performance of most of the models listed 

in Table 2.1 are reviewed in detail by Livesey (1970). 

However, two further regulatory models have been published 

since (Wolaver, 1972, and Powell, 1972). As in the regulatory 

models of Table 2.1, the controlled quantity is the plasma 

(ionic) calcium concentration. Its increase above normal 

2.1 
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causes secretion the hormone calcitonin (CT), and its 

decrease causes the secretion of parathyroid hormone (PTH). 

Wolaver (1972) represents the distribution of calcium, PTH and 

CT in two compartments, intravascular and extravascular. 

Powell (1972) them only in a plasma compa:t:'tment. 

Both authors include the ef of PTH and CT in sing 

and decreasing, respec ly, nett transfer of calcium from 

bone to plasma. The lowering of the renal excretion of 

calcium in the presence of PTH is also included in their 

models. Powell (1972) goes further, and in his initial 

formulation includes an increased intestinal absorption of 

calcium in the presence of PTH, and a lowering of both urinary 

calcium and calcium loss to' the intestine in the presence of 

CT. Unfortunately, he finds it necessary to combine a number 

of his parameters together, which means that the detailed 

effect of PTH and/or CT at various sites (such as the kidney) 

can no longer be deduced from his model. He does not 

complete the estimation of the model parameters but indicates 

how this can be done from existing data and data which could 

be obtained from experiments on laboratory animals using 

current techniques. 

The article by Wolaver (1972) is an abstract to a 

conference proceedings and so details of some mathematical 

expressions (such as urinary calcium excretion. as a function 

of PTH and plasma calcium), and parameter values are not 

given. Neither Wolaver (1972) nor Powell (1972) include the 

dynamics of intestinal calcium in their models. Powell 

assumes that a certain fraction (subject to PTH control) of 

ingested calcium is absorbed, whereas Wolaver has calcium 

absorption as a model input. 

2.1 
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2.2 CAMET 2 

The present model ium metabolism is part of an on-

going project initiated by Dr W.S. Metcalf of the Chemi 

Department of the Univers Canterbury, and is the subject 

two research dis (Livesey, 1970 and Pearson, 

1972). Livesey developed model CAMET, which was 

subsequently improved extended as CAMET2 by Pearson. 

Both CAMET and CAMET2 combine the various types model 

given in Table 2.1 ( the power function models) • 

Although, Livesey (1970) included hormone action on bone, 

kidney and gut absorption, in the formulation of CAMET, the 

lack of suitable at that time prevented quantification 

of these effects. The major contributions to the model by 

Pearson (1972) are the inclusion of the quantitative details 

of hormone (i.e. PTH and CT) action on the excretion of 

calcium, and the imposition of controlled bone deposition rates 

according to the availability of sites in the collagen matrix. 

CAMET2 consists 12 compartments containing calcium 

(Fig. 2.2). The f t 11 of these are true homogeneous 
~~ 

compartments as defined in section 3.2. The twelfth is an 

'unmixed i such that during the period of a tracer 

study (Neer et ., 1967, collected data over 20 days) the 

amount of tracer leaving it is negligible compared with that 

entering. The existence of an unmixed compartment is the 

basis of the definition of bone accretion (cf. Heaney, 1963). 

The compartments numbered 1-4 are empi ly derived from 

tracer data. Compartment 1 certainly includes the calcium in 

the vascular space, but its actual phys counterpart (if 

any) and that of compartments 2, 3.and 4 is uncertain. 

2.2 
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Figure 2.2 Calcium compartments and flows in CAMET2 

Pearson (1972) deleted compartments 3 and 4 from the model 

describing the dynamics of stable calcium, but they remain in 

Cru~ET2 to describe the dynamics of tracer, because ion 

exchange af the latter, but not the former. Compartment 

5 represents calcium in the stomach and compartments 6-11 

represent calcium in equal length sections of the intestine 

from the upper duodenum to the distal ileum. Corresponding 

to each calcium compartment 5-11 is a compartment of fluid, 

2.2 
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so that the dynamics material flow in the intestine are 

described. 

Table 2.3 lists the equations which describe CAMET2. The 

symbols used are defined in Appendix If but some of the 

important ones are: 

MI the quantity of calcium in compartment I 

MTI the quantity of tracer in compartment I 

the rate of trans r of calcium from compartment 

I to compartment J 

RTI,J the rate of transfer of tracer from compartment I 

to compartment J 

RFI,J the rate of transfer of fluid from compartment I 

to compartment J 

X the first derivative of x with respect to time. 

The equations in Table 2.3 denoted with an asterisk are 

the same as those in CAMET (Livesey, 1970). Where applicab1e~ 

quantities are normalised to unit body weight. A body weight 

of 65 kg is used if the actual body weight is not known. 

2.2 
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Table 2.3 

CAMET2 Equations 

Differential 

Plasma and exchanging calcium 

(2.1) 

- R - R urin - R gsec derm 

· MTl RT 2 ,1 + RT. f + RTabs - RT 1 ,2 - RT 1n acc ( 2 • 2). 

RT RT . - RT gsec ur1n derm 

· M2 :::: Rl 2 - R2 ,1 , (2.3) 

· *MT == RT 1 ,2 + RT 3 ,2 - RT 2 ,l - RT2 ,3 2 (2.4) 

*MT = RT2 ,3 + RT 4,3 RT 3 ,2 - RT 3 ,4 3 
(2.5) 

· *MT :::: RT 3 ,4 - RT 4 ,3 4 (2.6) 

Stomach 

· *M 5 
:::: (2.7) 

:::: (2.8) 

:::: (2.9) 

Intestine 

:::: (2.10) 

6 ~ I ~ 10 

:::: RT(I_l),r + RT1,r - RTr,(I+l) - RT r ,l (2.11) 

6 ~ r ~ 10 

2.2 
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. 
*Mll RIO ,11 + Rl ,ll - R - R feel 11,1 (2.12 ) 

*MT11 
:= RT 10 ,11 + RT l ,11 - RTfeel - RT ll ,l (2.13) 

Hormones 

M ::::: R + R einf 
~ R (2.14 ) e se de 

. 
M =: R + R pinf - R (2.1S) p sp dp 

Bone 

M ::::: R - R (2.16) . bea ace dee 

. 
(2.17) Mbcoll R - R codee coacc 

Rate Expressions and Volumes 

Plasma and Exchanging Calcium 

*R ::: M1K1 ,2 (2.18) 1,2 

*R2 ,1 ::::: M2K2 ,1 (2.19) 

*RTl,J == MTlKl,J 1~I~4, 1~J~4, I::::: J±1 (2.20) 

11 
*R =: L: RI,l (2.21) 

gsec 

11 
*RT L: RTl,l (2.22) 

gsee l=S 

Stomach 

*RF S ,6 =: FV ~ (2.23) 
S 

*RS ,6 =: RF 5 ,6CS (2.24) 

*RT S ,6 := 
RS ,6SAS (2.25)' 

R1 ,S == KcRGS (2.26) 

RTl,S ::: Rl ,SSA1 
(2.27) 

2.2 
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Intestine 

RF1 ,6 = 3RF 5,6 + G1 (2.28) 

R1 ,6 == Kc (G 2RF 1 ,6 + G
3

) (2.29) 

Rl,I = KcRGI 7 ~ I .t£ 11 (2.30) 

*RF I, (1+1) == RF(I_l),I(I-AF I ) + RF 1 ,I 6 ~ I ~ 10 (2.31) 

*RFfec1 
=: RF10 ,11(I-AF11 ) + RF 1,11 (2.32) 

*v =: BI,lRFI , (X+l)/(BI ,2 + RFI , (1+1» r 
6 ~ I ~ 10 (2.33) 

*v1l = Bll,IRFfecl/(Bll,2 + RF fe'cl) (2.34) 

*Rr , (1+1) == RF I , (I+l)C I 6 ,~ I ~ 10 (2.35) 

*RTI , (1+1) = R1 , (I+l)SAI 6 ~ I ~ 10 (2.36) 

*R fec1 == RFfeclCll (2.37) 

*RTfec1 == RfeclSAll (2.38) 

*RI ,1 == EI ,ICI!(EI ,2 + CI ) 6 .$ I ~ 11 (2.39) 

*RTI,l =: RI ,ISAI 6 ~ I <E 11 (2.40) 

RT1 ,I == Rl ,ISAl 5 ~ I ~ 11 (2.41) 

11 

Rabs == z: RI,l (2.42) 
1=6 

11 
RT b == z: RTI,l (2.43) 

a s 1=6 
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RGr and RFI are constant rates - see table 2.+. 

Hormones 

Rse :::::: 0.0 

R :::::: A23 (C l - A22 ) se 

Rde "" Kd M c c 

R A25 (A24 - Cl ) sp 

R 0.0 sp 

Rdp 
:::::: Kd M P P 

Bone 

R A4 coacc 

R eodee "" AliKe 

R "" ace K K U c oss mcoll 

*RT :::::: K C SAl ace acc 1 

R = K R dec rp codee 

Urinary Excretion of Calcium 

R . url.n 
:::: 

*RT . :::::: R . SAl url.n url.n 

Dermal Excretion of Calcium 
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(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 
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*c ::: M1/V1 1 

*c ::: M1/V1 I 

C :::: Mc/Vc c 

C M /V 
P P P 

K Cl /<\ where c 

*SA = MTr/M1 I 

::: 

Total Tracer Calcium 

Calcium Balance 

::: 

11 
E MTI 

1=1 

5 < I < 11 

'\ = 2.5 m.moles/litre 

1 < I < 11 

CTbal 
::: STdiet + ST inf :+ MTtot - STfecl - STurin 

- ST derm 

29 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62 ) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

(2.6B) 
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The basic set of model parameters and initial conditions 

for CAMET2 is given in Table 2.4. Where a parameter is the 

same as used in CAMET it is marked with an asterisk. The 

initial conditions for stomach fluid volume and the calcium 

in compartments 6-11, are the 'steady state I values obtained 

when the model is run for a long time with no inputs. 

Pearson (1972) reports the details of 15 simulations which 

he conducted using CAMET2. The nature of the test on the 

model, and the conclusions he draws are summarised in Table 

2.5, where we note with an asterisk any simulations similar 

to those previously conducted using CAMET (Livesey, 1970). 

Some of the simulations listed in Table ·2.5 serve more to 

highlight a phenomenon already suspected from the literature, 

than to provide new information. 

CAMET2 represents a significant advance over CAMET in 

that it now adequately describes a wider range of measured 

results. Pearson (1972) suggests various improvements such 

as; the inclusion CT and PTH action on bone; the intro-

duction of vitamin D and its action on intestinal absorption; 

the inclusion of a variable plasma volume, to account for water 

movement into and out of the intestine, and to improve the 

kidney model. 

He points out two deficiencies in the gastro-intestinal 

section of the model, which we consider further in chapter 9. 

The first arises because of an inconsistency in the equations 

describing intestinal fluid flow. We note from equation 

(2.31) that the outflow (RF I , (I+l» fluid from an intestinal 

compartment is equal to the inflow (RF(I ),I + RFl,I) minus 

what is absorbed (AFIRF(I 1) ,I)· 

2.2 
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Table 2.4 

CAMET2 Model Parameters and Initial Conditions 

Parameter Value Units 

*M 1 0.45 m.moles/kg< 

*M 0.52 II 

2 

*M 1. 23 II 

3 

*M 0.87 II 

4 

MS 0.28 x 10-3 
" 

M6 0.11 x 10 2 " 

M7 0.65 x 10- 3 II 

M8 0.21 x 10-3 II 

Mg 0.10 x 10-3 " 

M10 0.64 x 10 4 tI 

M11 0.40 x 10-4 II 

*MT to MT11 0.0 II 

1 

Me 7.1 ng/kg 

M 93.0 ng/kg 
p 

~ca 0.4242 moles/kg 

Mbco11 21. 23 g/kg 

Vs 0.187 x 10-3 1itres/kg 

Constants 

*Kl ,2 28.9 day -1 

*K2 ,1 25.2 " 

*K2 ,3 3.10 " 

*K3 ,2 1. 30 .. 

*K3 ,4 0.127 II 
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Parameter Value 

Rate Constants (contd) 

*K4 ,3 

*K acc 

0.180 

0.078 

0.0153 

41.7 

36.1 

-2 0.60 x 10 

Intestinal Fluid Secretion Rates 

RFl~5 

RF l ,7 

RF l ,8 to RFl,ll 

0.041 

0.011 

o .00.24 

nal Calcium Secretion Rates 

RG
5 

RG7 

RGS 

RG g to RGII 

0.062 

0.016 

0.0036 

0.0036 

Duodenal Secretion Parameters 

-0.078 

0.S3 

0.013 

luid Flow Constants 

*B6 ,1 to BS,l 

*Bg,l to Bll,l 

*B6 ,2 to B8 ,2 

*Bg ,2 to Bll ,2 

F 

0.004 

0.0025 

0.14 

0.12 

3.0 

Units 

-1 day 

" 

litres/kg/day 

-1 day 

II 

litres/kg/day 

litres/kg/day 

II 

" 

m.moles/kg/day 

II 

II 

" 

litres/kg/day 

m.moles/litre 

m.moles/kg/day 

litres/kg 

" 

litres/kg/day 

" 

litres~/kg~/day 
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Parameter Value 

Hormone Effect Constants 

Al 0.58 x 10 2 

A4 0.58 x 10-2 

A6 0.262 

A7 0.405 

AS 3.84 

A9 0.847 

A 22 - 1.7 

A23 0.37 x 10 3 

A24 3.0 

A25 
0.67 x 104 

Intestinal AbsorEtion Parameters 

*E6 ,1 to ES,l 0.19 

*E9 ,1 to Ell,l 0.10 

*E 6 ,2 to E8 ,2 . 2.2 

*Eg ,2 to Ell ,2 5.0 

Volumes 

*V 1 0.18 

V c 71.0 

V 155.0 
P 

Calcium/Colla~en Bone Ratios 

Kpr 50.0 

Krp 0.02 

ng 

ng 

Units 

g/kg/day 

II 

litres/kg/day 

m.moles/kg/day 

mP./ng 

" 

m.mo1es/litre 

-1 -1 litre m.mole kg 

m.moles/litre 

litre m.mole -1 kg -1 

m.moles/kg/day 

II 

m.moles/litre 

II 

litres/kg 

ml/kg 

.. 

g/mole 

mole/g 

33 

day -1 

day -1 

2.2 
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2 5 

Summary of the Simulations Using CAMET2 reported by Pearson (1972) 

Test on CAMET2 

1. 4 hr infusion of 
calcium 

2. As for 1 but for 
thyroidectomised 
case (i.e. no CT) 

3. Parathyroidectomy 
(Le. no PTH) 

4. 2 hr infusion of the 
calcium complexing 
agent ethylene
diamine tetraacetic 
acid (EDTA) 

5. As for 4 but with 
parathyroidectomy 
(i • e. no PTH) 

6. 3 meal day with 2 
separate calcium in
fusions. Intestinal 
secretion rates of 
calcium are made to 
vary with the plasma 
concentration 

7. 3 meal day but with 
calcium tracer in 
plasma forced 
(artificially) to 
remain constant. 

B~ As for 7 except that 
plasma tracer is 
allowed to fall 
naturally. 

9. 24 hr fast. 

References 

Nordin & Fraser 
(1954), Nordin & 
Smith (1965); Arnaud 
et al. (1971) 

Ibbertson et al. 
(1967); O'Brien & 
McIntosh (1967) 

Canary et ale (1962) 
Biddulph et ale 
(1970) 

Copp (1960) 
Jones & Fourman 
(1963) 

Copp (1960) 

Baylor et ale (1950) 

Heaney and SkiHlman 
(1964) 

Heaney and Skillman 
(1964) 

Results and Conclusions 

The initial calcium excretion 
predicted by CAMET2 is a 
little low. Increase in 
urinary calcium is the main 
response to calcium overload 
in man. 

CT action on kidney during 
high blood calcium is probably 
underestimated in CAMET2. 

PTH action on the kidney is 
more important than on bone, 
especially in the short term. 

Plasma calcium in CAMET2 
fails to return to normal 
after the infusion because no 
bone action of PTH is included 
in the model. 

The agreement between model 
predictions and experiment 
supports the conclusion of 
simulation 4. 

It is not clear whether in
testinal secretion rates of 
calcium should depend on the 
plasma concentration. 

Standard clinical tests for 
the calcium which leaves 
plasma and appears in the 
faeces are not as accurate as 
is often assumed. Current 
methods for estimating intest
inal secretions of calcium are 
also only approximate. 

CAMET2 predicts falls in both 
blood and urinary calcium. 
Some experimental evidence 
suggests that urinary calcium 
ul tima tely returns to about
its normal level. 

2.2 



Test on CAMET2 

lO~ 3 daily meals, low 
in calcium, for 2 
days. 

11. Three meal day. 

l2~ Single oral dose of 
tracer with some 
stable calcium. 

13. single oral dose of 
tracer observed for 
3 days of 3 meals 
each. 

14. A single oral tracer 
dose with calcium 
load, but without 
further meals for 24 
hrs. 

1St Intravenous inject-
ion of calcium 
tracer followed for 
3 days of 3 meals 
each. 

References 

MacFadyen et ale 
(1965); Nordin & 
Smith (1965) 

Jaworski et ale 
(1963) 

Jaworski et al. 
(1963) 

Mautalen et ale 
(1969) 

Neer et ale (1967) 
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Results and Conclusions 

Experiments with animals and 
humans on low calcium diets 
should provide useful insight 
into calcium metabolism. 

CAMET2 predictions compare 
satisfactorily with various 
experimental results, except 
that intestinal absorption is 
slightly high. 

Ingestion of calcium with or 
~ soon after an oral tracer 

dose, significantly reduces 
the amount of tracer adsorbed 
into the blood. 

Predicted plasma specific 
activity compares well with 
measurement. 

CAMET2 satisfactorily predicts 
the results on which CAMET is 
based. 

2.2 
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Mass balance requires that the volume VI therefore remains 

constant. However, equations (2.33) and (2.34) calculate the 

compartment volumes VI from the varying flows RFII (I+l)' The 

volumes are therefore no longer constant, which means that 

equations (2.31), (2.32), (2.33) and (2.34) are physically 

inconsistent. Pearson (1972) notes some anomalies in the 

behaviour of CAMET2 due to the inconsistent equations. We 

correct them in chapter 9. 

The second aspect of CAMET2 discussed in chapter 9 relates 

to its inability to correctly predict a 15-20 min. delay in 

the appearance of ingested calcium tracer in plasma. The 

delay is well documented (cf. Caniggia et al., 1963; Birge et 

al., 1969), but the reason for it is not clear. 



CHAPTER 

FITTING 

A general expression for a model consisting of ordinary 

differential equations (we do not consider those involving 

partial differential equations) is given by 

37 

dx(t) 
dt == ~ (x(t), r(t), k, t) (3.1 ) 

and. 

(3.2) 

In equations (3.1) and (3.2) x is defined as the vector 

-(dimension N) of 'state variables' (E1gerd, 1967, p.33), r is 

the vector (dimension L) of time-varying inputs, y is the 

vector (dimension J) of model outputs, and k is the vector 

(dimension M) of model parameters. j and denote functional. 

dependency, and t represents time. The number of state 

variables N is defined as the order of the model. 

Model construction is the process of determining ~ and 

and the parametersk. Currently, there is no known way of 

directly determining ~ and ~ from measured data, except when 

the range of possible forms for ~ and ~ is severely restricted. 

The usual approach is to postulate ~ and ~ during the Model 
(r·'iJ) 

Synthesis step (section 1.1.3), and subsequently test the 

hypothesis during Parameter Estimation.and Model Testing. When 

a postulate for ~ and ~ is available, it is necessary to 

estimate the parameters k so that, in some sense, the model 

best 'fits' the data. In this chapter we are mainly concerned 

with the latter problem which is variously referred to as 

'system identification' (cf. Bekey, 1970), 'parameter 

estimation' (cf. Eykhoff, 1963), and 'parameter 

3.0 
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identification' (cf. Burrus et al., 1971). 

3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1.1 

Suppose we have model 

dYl 
-(k l + k 2 )Yl crt' 

:::: (3.3) 

dY 2 
k 1Yl - k 3Y2 

:::: (3.4), 

which, with suitable values kIf k2 and k 3 , we know to be an 

accurate representation of a hypothetica~ 'system'. We 

perform an 'experiment' on the system by setting 

Yl(O) =: 0 and 1, (3.5) 

and measuring Yl(t) and y 2 (t). We see by inspection of (3.5), 
dYl 

(3.3) and (3.4), that and Yl (t) are always zero, and that 

Y2(t) is independent of both kl and k 2 • Therefore, estimates 

of kl and k2 cannot be obtained from the measurements and so 

the system is 'unidentifiable' under the given conditions. 

Lee (1964, p.S3) shows that a system is identifiable if the 

initial values excite all of its 'modes', and he gives 

appropriate mathematical conditions. His formulae apply only 

to models expressed by linear differential equations (as in 

our example), there being no equivalent formulae for the 

general model (3.1) and (3.2). 

To illustrate uniqueness, we consider the model 

dY l 
k 2Y2 - k 3Yl dt 

:::: 

dY 2 
k 1Yl - k 4Y2 ::::: 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

3.1.1 
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with the initial values 

Yl(O) == 1 and (3.8) 

Using standard procedures for solving linear differential 

equations (Elgerd, 1967, p.60) we find 

~A t -A t 
Ale 

1 2 
Yl := + A2e (3.9) 

where 

Al :: ~(k3+k4) - !:z + 4k2k1 I (3 .10) 

1..2 :::: ~(k3+k4) + ~J(k3+k4)2 - 4k3k4 + 4k 2k 1 , (3.11) 

Al :::: (3.12) 

and 

A2 
k3 - 1..1 
X2 - Al 

, (3.13) 

provided kl' k
2

, k3 and k4 are such that 

1..1 :f 1.. 2 " (3.14) 

We note that 

A1 + A2 == Yl (0) = 1. (3.15) 

Therefore only three independent parameters (1.. 1 ' 1..2 and A1 or 

A2) can be determined from any number of measurements of 

Y1 (t), providing insufficient information to uniquely define 

the four unknown constants k1 , k 2 , k3 and k4" 

Although our example consists of linear differential 

equations, the problem of 'structural identifiability' 

(Bellman and Astr~m, 1970) which it illustrates, occurs also 

in the general model (3.1) and (3.2). An· analytical solution 

3.1.1 
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to the model is always required to find out if the parameters 

can be determined uniquely. If not, uniqueness is obtained by 

preassigning values to some parameters (Bellman and Astr8m, 

1970; Berman, 1963). Experimentation with the assigned values 

may be required, because a careless choice can make it 

impossible for the model to represent the data. 

1963). If in our example, we can state that 

(Berman, 

(3.l6) 

(these physical constraints apply for linear compartment 

models; see section 3.2.1, p.SO) the parameter space in which 

]{l' k2 ,·k3 , k4l is determined by the matrix transformations 

used by Berman and Schoenfeld (1956). 

We have shown that the parameters k l , k2 , k3 , and k4 of 

our example (3.6) and (3.7) cannot be determined uniquely 

from a measurement of Yl (t) alone, irrespective of its 

accuracy. Nonuniqueness also occurs if, due to error, there 

is insufficient information in the data. Berman (1963) 

shows that parameter estimation is fraught with computational 

difficulties which are resolved by preassigning either a value, 

or a precision, to some parameters. However, we note that 

the nonuniqueness is of the type which occurs even with perfect 

data, a preassignment of precision will not improve the 

computations. 

A model is inconsistent if it has insufficient freedom 

to allow it to adjust to the data. The condition evidenced 

by the presence of systematic deviations between the best 

model prediction and the data (Berman, 1963). It is rectified 

by redesigning the model to allow more degrees of freedom. 

3.1.1 
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3.1. 2 

basis of methods estimating k in (3.1) and (3.2) 

(p 0 ~1) shown in • 3.1. 

r--+ System Measured Data 

In put rO) 4 Error 
F-

~ Criterion 

4 Mod e I 
Ou t P uf y(O 

N~ 

Ad'j us t k "'" ~ 

Fig. 3.1 . Basic procedure for parameter estimation. 

The k vector is iteratively adjusted between successive 

solutions of the model to optimise a criterion of goodness of 

of the model solution to the data. A mean squared error 

criterion is frequently used (Berman et al., 1962), but 

Eykhoff (1963) and Nieman et al. (1971) list a number of 

alternatives. Metcalf (1973) proposes a median fit such that 

data lie above or below it with an equal probability. 

The algorithms used to iteratively adjust k to find the 

best fit, dif according to the following properties: 

1. Their ability to find the same optimum k, irrespective of 

any initial guess required; 

2. Their ability to indicate the accuracy of the estimated 

3.1. 2 
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3. The computation time required; 

4. The convenience of constraining elements of k; 

5. Their ability to estimate from multiple sets of measure-

mentsi 

6. The convenience with which data may be weighted according 

to accuracy. 

The various methods for the estimation of parameters in non-

linear models are reviewed by Nieman et ala (1971), AstrOm and 

Eykhoff (1971), and Bekey (1970). Of note are those methods' 

which take advantage of linearities between the model solution 

(if it is available analytically) and any of the unknown 

parameters. Significant computational efficiencies are 

obtained (Nieman et al., 1971). 

3.1.3 Fitting Linear Models 

Our general model (equations 3.1 and 3.2, p.37) is linear 

if - dx (t) -and )J-- are such that each element of dt or y (t) is a 

linear sum of elements of x(t) and r(t). (cf. the example of 

equations (3.3) and (3.4), p.38). A linear model is described by 

linear differential equations. Because linear models are 

special cases of nonlinear models, they are sometimes fitted 

to data using the methods of section 3.1.2. However, their 

properties allow application of the special methods 

extensively reviewed by Bekey (1970), AstrOm and Eykhoff 

(1971), and Nieman et ala (1971). 

It is well known (Lathi, 1967, p.393) that any output 

yet) of a linear model, is related to a single input r(t), by 

the convolution integral 

(3.17) 

3.1. 3 
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where i(t) and r(t) are assumed to exist only t ~ O. In 

equation (3.17) i(t) is the weighting function or 'impulse 

response', so named because it is the response of the model to 

a unit impulse, 6(t), defined by 

o(t) ::::: 0 t 'f 0 (3.18) 

lim 6(t) 00 (3.19) 
t+O 

and 

f:ooO(t) dt ::::: 1. (3.20) 

The unit impulse is also called the Dirac delta function 

(Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p.122). 

Equation (3.17) indicates, that for a given r(t), the 

output of a linear model is completely determined by its 

impulse response. It is not clear whether the parameters of a 

linear model should be estimated from the system impulse 

response, or directly from a measurement of y(t) for an 

arbitrary input r(t). For some tracer measurements (section 

3.3 , p. ) an impulse, or a useful approximation to it, is 

easily applied to the system in the form of an injection. 

However, if it is not practical to apply an impulse directly, 

the impulse response can be calculated from the measured 

response y(t), to a known input r(t), by solving equation 

(3.17). The solution of (3.17) for i(t) is called deconvol-

ution, and is discussed in section 3.4. 

3.1.3 
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3.2 COMPARTMENT 

The concept of a compartment is widely used in biological 

modelling. It is the bas of models of plasma glucose and 

insulin kinetics (Segre et al., 1973), albumin metabolism 

(Janes and Carson, 1971), plasma calcium dynamics (Neer et al., 

1967), and many other systems. 

We use the following definition of a compartment, 

originally given by Sheppard (1948). A compartment is a 

quantity of a substance which has uniform and distinguishable 

kinetics of transformation and transport. It is homogeneous, 

and may be distinguished by a chemical state, a localization, 

or both (Rescigno and Segre t 1962). The size of a compartment 

is the total mass of the substance which it contains. 

In CAMET2 (see section 2.2, p.23) the amount of ionized 

calcium in plasma and some soft tissue, is a compartment. 

Protein-bound calcium occupies the same physical space as the 

ionized form (Vaughan, 1970), but it is in a less active 

chemical state, and is not included in the same compartment. 

A compartment is sometimes called a 'pool' (cf. Piessens 

et al., 1971; Shipley and Clark, 1972, p.l), although Atkins 

(1969, p.8) states that 'pool' is subject to a wider inter

pretation. We use only 'compartment'. 

A compartment model consists of a number of compartments 

linked together, so that material may flow from one to 

another. Material is lost to the environment when it leaves a 

compartment in the model but does not enter another. For 

example, CAMET2 (Fig. 2.1, p.23) loses calcium to its 

environment by urinary excretion from the plasma compartment, 

and faecal excretion from the final gut compartment. Similarly 

the stomach compartment gains material from the environment, 

3.2 
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in the form of food. 

By equating the rate of change of material in a compart-

ment to the difference between the inflow and outflow rates, 

a model consisting of N compartments described by 

dm. 
1 

dt 
:= N(i) ~(i) 

~ r .. + riO - r Oi - /.., r .. 
j=l 1) j=l )1 

i := 1,2, ••• ,N 

(3.21) 

In (3.21), mi represents the amount of material in compartment. 

i, r .. is the rate of flow of material from compartment j to 
1) 

compartment i, riO is the rate at which material enters 

compartment i from the environment, and r Oi is the rate of 

~ (i) loss to the environment. /.., denotes summation with the 
j 

term for j = i left out. The model (3.21) in general consists 

of nonlinear differential equations. They become linear if 

r .. := Jl •. m. i t: j 
1) 1) ) 

(3.22) 

and 

r Oi = l1O·m., 1 1, 
(3.23) 

where 11.' and 11 0 , are constants. 
1J 1 

In the next section we find that under certain conditions 

the use of tracers also results in a linear form of the 

compartment model (3.21). 

3.2.1 Tracers and Compartments 

A tracer is a conveniently detected substance whose 

properties mimic those of another (the tracee) (Atkins, 1969, 

p.15). Radioactive isotopes are commonly used as tracers. For 

example ca1cium-47 is frequently applied in calcium metabolism 

studies (cf. Neer et al., 1967). Sometimes a dye is used, as 

in the measurements of circulation transit time reported by 

3.2.1 
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Neufeld (1971). 

Following Hearon (1963), qi is the mass of tracer in 

compartment i, and 

a. 
~ 

= 

its specific activity given by 

(3.24) 

Because the tracer mimics the tracee, whose mass is m., and is 
~ 

assumed to be uniformly mixed with it, the rate of flow of 

tracer from a compartment is in proportion to its specific 

activity, and we find, if 

= 

m. 
~ 

i = 1,2, ••• ,N. (3.25) 

In (3.25) SiO is the rate at which tracer flows into 

compartment i from the environment. The equations 

linear 
r.. r .. 

but with time-varying coefficients ~, ~ m. m. 
J ~ 

(3.25) are 
r Oi and -. m. 
~ 

Nieman et ale (1971) refer to techniques for estimating time-

varying parameters in a linear model, but we know of no 

application of these methods to compartment models. 

Equation (3.25) is of little practical value, because it 

is not often possible to measure qi (cf. Neer et al., 1967); 

specific activity being the only data available. From (3.24), 

(3.25) and (3.21) the specific activity in each compartment is 

given by 

da. 
~ 

dt = ~(i) a. SiO ~(i) 
'" r .. ....l + - (rOi + '" r .. ) 

j=l ~J mi mi j=l ~J mi 

a 

i = 1,2, ••• ,N. (3.26) 

3.2.1 
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Equation (3.26) is nonlinear unless the tracee is assumed to 

be in a steady state for which (Atkins, 1969, p.l9), 

dm. 
1 

dt = o i =: l,2, ••• ,N, (3.27) 

and 

:= o i = 1,2, .•• ,N. (3.28) 

The various conditions under which the compartment 

models of the tracee (3.21), tracer (3.25) and specific 

activity (3.26) reduce to linear differential equations with 

constant coefficients, are summarised in Table 3.2, with 

respect to the model 

= 
N 
z: k .. y. + RiO 

j=l 1)) 
i = 1,2, ••• ,N. (3.29) 

The k ij of equation (3.29) are constant and RiO represents the 

fl f t . 1 . t h .th ow 0 ma er1a 1n 0 t e 1 compartment. Table 3.2 also 

indicates the parameters which can be estimated in the various 

experimental situations. 

We now discuss a special case of the model (3.29): 

dy. 
1 

at = 
N 
z: 

j=l 
k .. y. 

1) ) 
i = 1,2, •.• ,N, (3.30) 

where there is no flow of material from the environment. The 

model (3.30) has zero response unless some of the Yi are given 

initial values. Commonly (Atkins, 1969, p.20) a measurement 

is commenced by giving an injection of tracer to the system, 

at a site corresponding to one of the compartments. For 

example, the calcium metabolism experiments of Neer et 

(1967) were started with an injection of calcium-47 into the 

bloodstream. Neer obtained the impulse response directly, 

but we recall from section 3.1.3 (p.4 2 ) that for any arbitrary 

3.2.1 
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Table 3.2 

Assumptions under which compartmental models reduce to linear 

constant coefficient differential equations the form (3.29) 

Model of 

Tracee 

(3.21) (p.45) 

Tracer 

(3.25) (p.46) 

Specific 
Activity 

(3.26) (p.46) 

Assumption* y. R.
O 

k ... (ir!j) 
~ ~ ~J 

L 

S 

L 

S 

Sand L 

q. 
~ Si~ 

q. 
~ -SiO 

Si~ 
a. -

1 m. 
1 

Si~ 
a. --
~ m. 

~ 

II ' . 
~J 

mj 

11. 0 

~J 

m. 
~ 

11 .. m. 
1J J 

mi 

" 

k. , 
~1 

N (i) 
- (llO' + Ell.·) 

1 j=l J~ 

N (i) 
(r

O
'-+ E r .. )/m, 
~ j=l )1 1 

N (i) 
(11

0
, + E 11.') 
~ j=l J ~ 

- ( 
N (i) 

O 
+ E r .. ) 1m. 

o 1J 1 
] 

N (i) 
- (r . a + Ell,· m. ) 1m. 

1. j ~J J ~ 

* L means that the tracee has linear dynamics expressed by 

the constraints (3.22) and (3.23) (p.45) • 

S means that the trac~e is assumed to be at steady state 

according to (3.27) and (3.28) (p.47). 

3.2.1 
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ution. 
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can be computed by 

In section 3.1.1 (p.38) we considered a model consisting 

of two compartments described by 

"" (3.31) 

(3.32), 

with 

(3.33) 

The solution for Yl is 

=: (3.34) 

where AI' 1.. 2 ' Al and A2 are given by (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) 

and (3.13) respectively (p.39). Equation (3.34) describes the 

dynamics of the material in compartment 1 after an initial 

injection. The general solution to the model (3.30) is 

(Coddington and Levinson, 1955, p.78) 

y. (t) 
~ 

== 
N n-1 -A.t 
l: l: A .. tR. e J 

j=l R.=:O ~J 
i = 1,2, ••• ,N, 

where -A. is the jth root of the characteristic equation 
J 

IK - All =: o. 

0.35) 

(3.36) 

In (3.36) K is the N x N matrix with elements k .. , I the 
~J 

identity matrix and Ipi denotes the determinant of the square 

matrix P (Elgerd, 1967, p.541). 

times. 

Each root A. is repeated n 
J 

3.2.2 
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The conditions 

k .. ~ 0 
~J 

i ~ j (3.37) 

and 

-k .. ~ 
~ (i) k. , 

~~ j J~ 
(3 38) 

are suff ient (but not necessary) to ensure that all the A. 
J 

of (3.35) have positive real parts (cf. Berman and 

Schoenfeld, 1956). The model is therefore 'stable' so that 

lim Yi(t) 
. t-+oo 

< 00 i ::::: 1,2, ••• ,N. (3.39) 

From Table 3.2 (p.4B) we deduce that (3;37) and (3.38) 

correspond to 

m. ~ 0 
~ 

~ .. ~ 0 
~J 

~Oi ~ 0 (3.40) 

r .. ~ 0 
~J 

and riO ~ 0, 

which are consistent with the physical interpretation of 

quantities. 

The conditions under which any A. of (3.35) are complex, 
J 

thereby giving a solution y. (t) which oscillates, are 
1 

'discussed by Hearon (1963) and Thron (1972). Oscil can 

occur only if material leaves a compartment and 

at least two others, before returning to the f 

ses through 

Thran 

(1972) and Landahl (1972) report that any oscillations are 

necessarily of low amplitude and are unlikely to be observed. 

3 2.2 
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3 3 FITTING 

Neer et • (1967) gave an intravenous injection of 

calcium-47 to patients, and measured the plasma ific 

activity at subsequent times. The specific activity was 

to fall to a very low value over a 20 days 

No oscil ions were detected NeeI' assumed that 

calcium was in a steady during his iments that 

(see 3.2, p.48) a linear compartment model the form 

(3.30) appl in consequence. 

The above is a 1 experimental situation us 

tracers (cf. Atkins, 1969). The solution to the model 

.th 
~ compartment given by (3.35), but p in a phys 

system, there is negligible chance that any root A. will 
J 

, we set n == 1 and write 

y. (t) 
~ 

N 
E 

j=l 
A .. e 
~J 

-Lt 
J i := (3.41) 

1 A. are real. Berman and 
J 

Id (1956) 

k., 0 f t:he mode 1 ( 3 • 30) (p • 47) the 
~J 

Aj (3.41) are related by 

K A A A, 

K is an N x N matrix wi t.h k. . p A is O.n N x N 
~J 

matr of elements A. " and A is a of the A. 
~J J 

It is possible to take measurements all 

(only the plasma compartment was accessible to Neer 

et 0, 1967), and so, because of (3.4~ (3 42), not 11 

the elements of A and K can be estimated. This 

uniqueness problem (cf. section 3.1.1, p.38). 

3.3 
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We assume that measurements are one 

of the N compartments in equation (3.41), and 

the suffix i, so that 

N 
y(t) L 

j=l 

-A.t 
A. e J 

J 
(3.43) 

Equation (3.43) is the solution in any compartment of a model 

for which any of the assumptions of Table 3.2 apply. We now 

discuss the various ways by which estimates of A., A. and N 
J J 

respectively are obtained from a measurement of y(t). 

Acton (1970, p.252) in an interlude entitled 'What not to 

Compute', has this to say about attempts'to determine the 

parameters of sums of decaying exponen~ial functions from 

measured data: 

'The answer to this problem lies in the chemical rather 

than the computer laboratory, and the sooner the hopeful 

innocent can be sent there and away from the computer room the 

better off everyone will be.' 

The difficulty of fitting exponential functions implied 

by Acton1s comment, is mainly due to their nonorthogonality 

over any time interval (Lanczos, 1956, p.272). 

3.3.1 

Consider the example 

y (t) "'" 
-t + -O.lt e e • 

We note that as t becomes large y(t) depends almost 

on the second (slower decaying) term e-O. lt Further, if we 

plot the logarithm of y(t) (In y(t», as a function of time, 

we expect the graph to be a straight line of slope -0.1 for 

3.3.1 



t, as shown F • 3.3. 

Fig. 3.3 Principle of the peeling method for the example of 

equation (3.44) 
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This forms the basis of the classical peeling method for 

estimating the parameters of decaying exponentials. When the 

slowest decaying component has been estimated as in'Fig. 3.3, 

the straight line corresponding to is extrapolated back to 

t= 0 and subtracted out. The process is repeated for the next 

slowest decaying term. Mancini and Pilo (1970) describe a 

computer implementation of the peeling method, in which a 

statistical criterion is used to isolate the final 1 

portion of the logarithmic graphs. The number 

exponentials N is the total number of terms identified 

the data exhausted. Perl (1960) proposes an 

peeling approach in which da~t) is plotted against y(t). The 

slope of the final linear section of the graph again gives the 

slowest decaying exponent. The corresponding term is then 

subtracted from the data, and the process repeated for the next 

3.3.1 
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slowest term. The values of ~~~ are obtained by 

differentiating the measured data. 

Parameters of decaying exponentials are frequently 

estimated using the nonlinear optimisation methods to 

in section 3.1.2 (cf. Piessens et al., 1971; Berman et al., 

1962). Various nonlinear optimisation algorithms are discussed 

by Brown (1972) I Bekey (1970) I Wilson (1970) and Davis and 

Ottaway (1972). Lemaitre and Malenge (1971) use the linear 

relationship between the A. and yet) of (3.43) (p.52) to 
J 

achieve sig~icant computational savings for a least squares 

criterion of goodness of fit (see section 3.1.2, p.42). They 

calculate the number of exponentials by repeating the 

estimation with increasing -N, until a statistical test 

indicates that the fit is not significantly improved. To 

estimate parameter accuracy is frequently assumed that all 

parameters being estimated are linearly related to yet) in 

the region of best fit (cf. Berman et ale 1962). Glass and de 

Garreta (1967) estimate parameter accuracy by a Monte Carlo 

method. Having obtained the best fit, they add random error, 

approximating the experimental error, to the fitted curve. 

The result used as data to repeat the parameter estimation. 

They carry out the process with various random error 

sequences, until the statistics of each parameter have been 

estimated. 

Prony's method, first published in 1795, is the is 

a number of procedures for fitting exponential functions 

(cf. Cornell, 1962; Rescigno and Segre, 1962; Parsons, 1968). 

Tuttle (1971) describes the historical background to this 

method, and some of its applications. Equation (3.43) 

satisfies the difference formula 

3 3~1 
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coy(t) + cly(t+d) + c 2y(t+2d) + ••. + y(t+Nd) O. 

(3.45) 

Letting 

1;;. 
J 

:= 
~A·d 

e J , (3.46) 

substitution of (3.43) into (3.45) yields 

(3.47) 

where N roots of (3.47) are I;; = 1;;1' 1;;2, ••• ,I;;N" 

The constants cO' cl, •.• ,cN_l of (3~47) are obtained by 

solving the linear equations 

= 
(3.48) 

-Y2N' 

y. := y (t + ( 
1. 

) d) • (3 49) 

When the ~. have been found by (3.46) from the roots of the 
J 

polynomial (3.47), the A. are determined by a further 
J 

inversion. The order of the model, N, is the rank the 

matrix of y values in (3.48). Myhill et ala (1965) e 

N by ing the number of equations in (3.48), 

matrix inversion becomes inaccurate. Parsons (1968) calcul 

ates determinant of the equations (3.48) and 

tests change in value, as N is increased. 

Prony's method as described above is very sens ive to 

small errors in the data (cf. Lanczos,1956, p.275) To 

the effects of data error, Myhill et • (1965) formulate 

ly 
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(3@48) as an overdetermined set of which are 

by 1 least squares. However, theirs is not a 

least squares problem because the values in error (i.e. 

measurements of yet»~ occur on both sides of the equation. 

They weight the data in an attempt to compensate. 

Diamessis (1972) proposes to estimate the of 

exponential functions by ,expressing (3.43) (p.52) as an Nth 

order d ferential equation with constant coefficients and 

appropr initial conditions. The coefficients are 

calculated using a linear least squares procedure, set up 
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repeated integration of the data. The A. are the roots 
J 

of an Nth order polynomial as in Prony's. method. 

The transform 

T(s) = f: st yet) sin st dt 

is tested by Brownell and Callahan (1963). Substituting 

exponential sum (3.43) into (3.50) yields 

yes) 
N 
E 

j 1 

2 2A.A.s 3 J 

which contains peaks at s = A., provided the A. are 
J J 

(3 50) 

(3.51) 

sufficiently distinct. Brownell and Callahan (1963) compute 

T(s) from the data y(t). The A. are the va 
J 

peaks appear in l(s), and N the number of 

An approach requiring the inversion of the 

of s at which 

transform is described by Pizer et al. (1969). They express 

yet) as a Laplace transform 

f
OO -at 

yet) = 0 yea) e da. (3.52) 
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tion (3.52) sum (3.43) 

N 
Y(cd E Ajo(a-A j ', j 

(3.53) 

where 6(a=A.) is the Dirac delta function 
J 

ined in the 

In chapter 4 we discuss methods of solution of 

(3.52) for yea) given a measurement of y(t). The exponents 

Aj are given by the position of the peaks in Y(a), and N by 

the number of peaks. In principle the method is capable of 

exponential functions with nearly equal exponents, 

and, by the ipeakiness ' of Y(a), capable of te~ting the hypo

the s that the data actually does consi~t of a sum of decaying 

exponentials. 

3.3.2 Conclusions 

With the exception of the method described by Diamessis 

(1972), the various techniques for fitting decaying 

exponential functions described in section 3.3.1 have been 

subject to computational tests. We draw conclusions from 

these tests as reported by various authors. 

Typically, ideal data is generated from (3 43) with 

chosen values of A., A. and N. Controlled random error is 
J J 

imposed on the data, which is then analysed by the 

particular technique being tested. It is of interest to know 

how well the estimates A., A. and N conform to the or 
J J 

A., A. and N respectively. 
J J 

Where the number of compartments is not known a pr 

(as in, for example, the calcium tracer tests of Neer et al., 

1967), it would be desirable to correctly estimate N from the 

data. We conclude that this cannot be done. Table 3.4 lists 

the approximate conditions under which the various methods 

3 3.2 



Method 

Peeling 

Nonlinear 
Optimisation 

1 Prony 

Table 3 4 

Conditions for Incorrect Estimation of N 

Standard deviation of 
error (% of value of 

each data point) 

1% 

2% 

2% 

Minimum 
exponent Reference 
ratio R 

1.43 Mancini and pilo (1970) 

3 Piessens et al. (1971) 

2 Myhill et al. (1965) 
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Transform 
(3.50) (p.56) o 4 Brownell and Callahan (1963) 

Inverse Laplace 
Transform o 1.5 Wilson (1970) 2 

1 

2 

This is a least squares version of Prony's method in which preliminary 

smoothing of the data is also carried out. 

This result is obtained from data available over a very time 

interval, but it is only an indication, because the resolving power of 

the method depends in a complex way on the exponents A., the coefficients 
J 

A" the data error and, the time interval over which the data is 
J 

available (cf. Wilson, 1970; Pizer et al., 1969, and section 4.2.1), 
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est.imated N ly. In Table 3.4, R defined as 

the ratio of nearest exponents such that R > 1, and we expect 

the estimate of N to deteriorate further from that given in 

the table as R approaches unity (i.e. as the exponents become 

more indistinct). The data error given in Table 3.4 is 

normally distributed, with standard deviation a fixed 

percentage of the value of each datum. More accurate 

experimental data is unlikely to be available (Piessens et al., 

1971) • 

Unless N is already known, it is usual to find the 

smallest value which allows satisfactory representation of the 

data (cf. Neer et aL, 1967). This gives the 'minimal model' 

referred to by Kalman. (1968·) • 

Even if the correct N is known, the authors cited in 

Table 3.4 report instances of A. and A. estimates being in 
J J 

error by 100% when data error is as low as 5%. No method 

gives estimates significantly more correct than any other. We 

note that in all cases, the estimates which are obtained, give 

a fit to the data which looks entirely satisfactory when 

plotted on a graph. 

We therefore choose on the basis of convenience of use, 

and conclude from Table 3.5 that the nonlinear optimisation 

methods are to be preferred for their flexibility. 

Glass and de Garreta (1967) show by experiment, that the 

assumption of linearity in the region of best fit can lead to 

the overestimation of the errors in Aj and Aj by up to 100%. 

Their ternative Monte Carlo procedure is to be preferred as 

it is more soundly based, but the additional computing required 

may not be justified. 

3.3.2 



Table 3.5 

Properties of Exponential Function Identification Methods 

Method Data Data Useful for Parameter Guess Nature of 
Weighting Constraints N fixed? Error Estimates Required? Computation 

Peeling specified 
not available 3 iterative by user none no yes 

Nonlinear specified 1 usually iterative Optimisation by user none yes available yes 

Prony 2 cannot be required at 1 not available direct specified equal time yes no 

intervals 

Inverse Laplace cannot be required at not available direct Transform specified equal intervals no no 

of log time 

Transform cannot be required at not available direct (3.50) (p.56) specified equal time no no 

intervals 1-
1 If the data does not conform to the uniqueness and consistency conditions discussed in section 3.1.1, 

computational difficulties may occur for a particular N value. 

2 The implementation of Prony's method by Myhill et ale (1965) incorporates a preliminary data smoothing 
procedure. 

3 This is an unnecessary restriction in the implementation by Mancini and Pilo (1970). 

0"1 
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In summary, we conclude that the number of exponentials 

(compartments) cannot be determined from the data. We prefer a 

nonlinear optimisation procedure for the estimation of 

decaying exponentials but we must expect large uncertainties 

in the estimates A. and A .• 
J J 

3.4 DECONVOLUTION OF DATA 

In section 3.1.3 (p.42) we referred to the relationship 

y (t) = L i (t- T) r (T) d T 
o 

(3.55) 

between the input r(t) and output y(t) of a linear model. The 

function i(t) is the impulse response and is determined from 

(3.55) by deconvolution, if yet) and ret) are known. 

Equation (3.55) is a special case of the convolution 

integral given by Lathi (1967, p.148) as 

f (x) ::::;;: J:oo g(x-~) h(O d~. (3.56) 

If g(x) and h (x) are causal, that is 

g(x) == :} for x < 0, (3.57) 
hex) = 

equation (3.56) reduces to the form (3.55). In the many 

deconvolution problems which arise in science and engineering, 

x in (3.56) represents either a spatial or a time variation. 

The determination of an impulse response is an example of the 

latter, and in section 7.4 we describe a further example, 

where the input is calculated from output and impulse 

response measurements. Optical image processing (which may 

involve deconvolution in two dimensions) is a situation in 

3.4 
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which x represents a spatial variation (IEEE, 1972), as is the 

correction for instrument broadening effects in X-ray 

diffraction (section 6.3). 

In what follows we distinguish two types of problem. 

Functions g(x) and f(x) are given for all x at which 

they have values significantly different from zero. The data 

g(x) and f(x) are therefore 'complete'. Type A problems occur 

for example in image processing (IEEE, 1972) and X-ray 

diffraction (section 6.3). 

Type'B: Either g(x) or hex) is of large (perhaps infinite) 

extent so that f(x) cannot be measured throughout its entire 

interval of existence. Equation (3.55) often implies a Type 

B problem, because the impulse response usually exists over a 

longer time interval than that for which measurements of yet) 

are available. The calcium absorption test using two radio-

active isotopes isa Type B problem (section 7.4). 
3.4.1 Review of Deconvolution Methods 

Jones and Misell (1970) point out that deconvolution is 

an unstable process, and to counter the effects of data error, 

some sort of approximation is required. Methods vary according 

to the nature of the approximation. 

In the simplest deconvolution procedures, the integral 

(3.56) is approximated by a sum, and the resulting linear 

equations are solved. Various approximation formulae are 

used (cf. Branston and Read, 1972; Lou~r and Weigel, 1969). 

These methods are mainly applied to Type B problems (Bekey, 

1970), because they enable hex) to be calculated throughout 

the entire interval in which f(x) is known. Preliminary 

smoothing of the data is carried out (Branston and Read, 1972) 

or sometimes the data are fitted by a parametric equation 

3.4.1 
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(Szymendera et al., 1972). The convolution integral (3.56) is 

approximated by a sum in Type A problems, in which an initial 

guess for h(x) is iteratively adjusted until f(x) is best 

represented (Jansson, 1970). Only a few iterations are 

possible before the result sometimes diverges (Jones and 

Misell, 1970), but this method does allow constraints to be 

imposed on the smoothness and positivity of h(x). 

The discrete Laplace transform, or Z transform, has been 

applied to Type B problems, as it is mathematically equivalent' 

to approximating the convolution integral (3.56) by a summation 

(cf.Neufeld, 1971; Branston and Read, 1972; Hli, 1971). When 

the causal conditions (3.57) apply to (3.56) (p.6l), the 

approximation of the convolution integral by a Sllm is 

equivalent to considering f(x) to exist only at a set of sample 

points distance d apart. That is 

f (x) ::::: L 
n=O 

f o (x-nd) . n 

Defining the Laplace transform of f(x) as (cf. Morse and 

Feshbach, 1953, p.467) 

FJI.,(S) J: f(x) 
-sx dx ., = e 

we get 

00 

F JI., (s) L f -snd = e 
n=O n 

We let 

sd z ::::: e 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 

(3.61) 
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and obtain the Z transform of f(x) given by 

00 

Z { f (x) }. I: 
n=O 

f 
n 

-n z (3.62) 

We note that Z{f(x)} is a polynomial in z, as are 

Z.{g(x)}, and Z{h(x)}, defined similarly. If hex) and g(x) 

are causal (3.57), taking the Laplace transform of g(x) and 

hex) in (3.56) yields 

F.t!, (5) == (3.63) 

or 

Z{f(x)} == Z{g(x)} Z{h(x)}. (3.64) 

Therefore Z{h(x)} is obtained by the long division of the 

polynomial Z{f(x)} by the polynomial Zig(x»). Neufeld (1971) 

improved the stability of the method by smoothing the 

coefficients of the remainder polynomial at each step in the 

division. 

Type A problems are mostly solved using methods based on 

the Fourier transform defined by (cf. Morse and Feshbach, 1953, 

p.453) 

F(u) == J:oo f(x) ej2nux dx (3.65) 

and its inverse 

f(x) == f:oo F(u) e-j2nux duo (3.66) 

The transforms G(u) of g(x), and H(u) of hex) are defined 

similarly. Taking the Fourier transform of f(x) in (3.56) 

3.4.1 
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(p.6l) yields 

F (u) := G (u) H (u) • (3.67) 

Therefore deconvolution is carried out by calculating F(u) and 

G(u) from f(x) and g(x) using (3.65), computing 

H(u) := 
F(u) 
GTUf (3.68) 

and applying the inverse transform (3.66) to determine hex). 

There are two well-known difficulties with this inverse 

f il tering procedure. F'Lrstly I G (u) may be zero for some u, 

when; due to data error, F(u)· is not, thus causing H(u) to be 

undefined. Secondly, data error frequently causes G(u) to 

decrease faster than F(u) as u becomes large, so that the 

H(u) in the inverse integral (3.66) does not converge. If 

the computat:j..ons are done on a digital computer as in section 

8.1 (they can also be done optically, cf. Goodman, 1968), the 

sampling of F(u) and G(u) can be arranged to avoid points at 

which G(u) is zero and so solve the first problem, despite the 

theoretical objections of Sondhi (1972). The second 

difficulty is overcome by applying a filter function to H(u) 

which ensures that it becomes well behaved for large u 

(Helstrom, 1967). In some methods f(x), g(x) and hex) are 

represented by a linear sum 

f (x) := (3.69) 

where the ¢m(x) are functions chosen so that only a few terms 

in the expansion (3.69) are required to represent the data. 

Hossfeld (1968) and Berry (1947) use Hermite functions for 

3.4.1 



~ (x), whereas Moore (1968) uses Fourier m 
Fourier methods are not popular for Type B problems 

because F(u) must be in error as it is calculated from a 

truncated f(x). Silverman and Pearson (1973) and Neufeld 
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(1971) apply the Fourier method iteratively to extrapolate the 

truncated f(x) so that correct deconvolution is obtained. 

The methods cited above and their variations have been 

tailored by various authors to suit particular deconvolution 

problems. However, in every case, the quality of the original' 

data is assessed mainly on the basis of the result of the 

deconvolution. In chapters 5, 6 and 7 we develop and use 

consistency conditions on the data f(x) and g(x). 

3.4.1 
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FITTING 

WITH THE INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORM 

In section 3.3.1 (p.so) we mentioned a method for 

estimating the parameters of exponential functions, in which 

the data y(t) is expressed as the Laplace transform of a 

function Y(a) by 

y(t) :: 

f

oo 
-at o Y(a) e do,. 

If y(t) is the exponential sum 

y (t) :: 

N 
E 

1 
A. e 

1. 

-Lt 
1. 

inspection of (4.1) yields 

Y(a) 
N 
E A.5 (a-A. ) • 

1. 1. 

This formulation has, in principle, the following useful 

characteristics: 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

1. The number of exponentials N is simply observed as the 

number of peaks in Y{a). 

2. Exponentials with nearly equal exponents can be resolved. 

3. The form of Y(a) gives a check on the consistency of the 

hypothesis that the data does actually represent an 

exponential sum. 

When y(t) describes measured data, the best Y(a) that we can 

obtain is never such that the above three conditions can be 

fully realised. 
4.0 
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solution of (4.1) Y(a) is the inversion of the 

Laplace transform, and has an extensive literature in 

electrical network analysis (cf. Piessens, 1971), and time-

dependent transport calculations (cf. Renken and Biggs, 1972). 

The methods for numerical inversion of the Laplace transform 

described in the following sections require the introduction 

of the complex variable 

p t + j T (4.4) 

so that (4.l) may be rewritten 

y(p} = f: Y(a) e-
ap 

da. (4.5) 

4.1 NUMERICAL INVERSION OF THE 

The formula for the inversion of the Laplace transform 

(4.5) is given by Morse and Feshbach (1953, p.468) as 

Y (a) 

In (4.6) 

j "" 

~TI J y(p} eaPdp 

Br 

Re{a} > O. (4.6 ) 

(4.7) 

and Br represents the Bromwich contour, which is a line of 

infinite extent, parallel to. the imaginary (jT) axis, but 

lying to the right of all singularities of y(p). We note 

that to calculate Y(a) using equation (4.6) it is necessary to 

know y(p) for complex values of p along Br. Because our data 

are a function of only the real variable t, we must find a 

representation of it in the complex plane. 

If an analytical expression is available for y(p), such 

as ses in electrical network problems (cf. Silverberg, 1970), 

4.1 
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Y(a) is computed directly from (4.6). The complexity of y(p) 

sometimes prevents an analytical solution, and in such cases a 

number of techniques (known as quadrature formulae) are used 

to approximate the integration numerically (cf. Zakian, 1970; 

Piessens, 1971). 

Bellman et al. (1966, p.17) treat (4.5) as an integral 

equation, and show that its solution for Y(a) is unstable with 

respect to small perturbations in y(t). They use a different 

quadrature approximation than Cook et al. (1967), but in each 

case the matrix to be inverted is 'poorly conditioned' (cf. 

Westlake, 1968, p.88), and a solution Y(a) is obtained only by 

applying smoothness constraints. Renken. and Biggs (1972) 

represent Y(a) in terms of ~pecial functions, and use a non

linear optimisation procedure to determine the unknown 

parameters in this representation. For our problem, the 

latter procedure is equivalent to exponential fitting using 

the nonlinear optimisation methods mentioned in section 3.3.1 

(p.54). We expect Y(a) to contain sharp peaks, and so, not 

wishing to apply a smoothness constraint, we conclude that the 

integral equation approach is unsuitable for our purposes. 

Our data y(t) are likely to be a set of samples taken at 

various times throughout the finite interval ° ~ t~Ty (cf. 

Neer et al., 1967). It can only be described as analytic in 

the sense that the measured values are assumed to be samples of 

an analytic function (e.g. a sum of exponentials). We make 

this assumption. Analytic continuation is the process by 

which a function which has a valid representation in a given 

region of the complex plane, is given a representation in an 

adjacent region (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p.389). The 

function must be analytic in both regions. In our case y(t) 

4.1 
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is given on the real line, and we wish to represent it along 

Br. 

Notionally, yet) exists for 

o ~ t < 00, (4.9) 

and so we might consider the analytic continuation of yet) 

from the interval 0 ~ t ~ Ty in which it is actually measured, 

to the rest of the real line Ty .~ t < 00. The inevitable 

measurement error in yet) means that it has only a finite 

number of physically meaningful derivatives. This precludes 

any successful extrapolation using a classical Taylor series 

approach (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p.392). An alternative 

is to obtain a functional r~presentati~n for yet) in the 

interval 0 ~ t ~ Ty , and use it for analytic continuation to 

the interval Ty ~ t < 00. Our main objective is to derive a 

functional representation (i.e. a sum of exponentials) for 

y (t) in the interval 0 ~ t .~ Ty , and so we do not attempt the 

extrapolation of measured data until after the parameters of 

the exponential functions have been estimated. 

4.2 ANALYTIC CONTINUATION USING INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS 

We define 

f(~) = f yet) K(~,t) dt, 

C 

(4.10) 

which is an integral transform formula. We postulate that 

(4.10) has the inverse 

yep) = I f(~) K-l(p,~) d~ 
c' 

(4.11) 

4.2 
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where e and C' are contours in the complex p-plane and the 

complex t-plane respectively. The first transformation 

(4.10), with kernel function K(~ ,t), is an operation on the 

measurement y(t), and so we require that the contour C be that 

portion of the real line t, over which yet) is known (i.e. 

O.$" t ~ Ty ). However, in all known transforms, C is infinite

ly long, and we shall observe how knowing yet) only for 

o ~ t ~ Ty reduces the accuracy of the procedure. For the 

reverse transformation (4.11), with kernel function K-l(p,t) 

(note that K-
l 

denotes a new function, and is not 11K), the 

contour C' may be the real line as for Fourier, Hankel and 

Hilbert transforms, or a Bromwich contour as for Laplace and 

Mellin: transforms (cf. ~10rse and Feshbach, 1953, p. 942) • 

To be useful for our analytic continuation, any trans

-1 form with kernels K(t,t) and K (p,t) and contours C and C' 

must be such that the integrals (4.10) and (4.11) exist. 

Specifically we require, at least that 

lim yet) K(t,t) = 0 
t-+ ro 

for all ~ on C I
, and 

f(t) K-l(p,~) -+ a constant 

(4 .12) 

(4.l3) 

as ~ approaches the extremities of the contour e l
, for all p 

on the Bromwich contour of the Laplace inversion formula 

(4.6) • 

Of the integral transforms mentioned above, only the 

Mellin transform satisfies the conditions (4.l2) and (4.13) 

when yet) is assumed to decay exponentially. For the Mellin 

transform, C is the contour 0 ~ t < ro, C I is a Brom'l.'lich 

contour, and (cf. Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p.469) 

4.2 



K(~,t) "" 
-1 , 

and 

= 

The formulae (4.10) and (4.11) become 

and 

yep) 1 J f(~) p-~ d~. j 2n 
Br 

We define ~ to be the complex variable 

~ = n + j1;, 

where nand 1; are real. 
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(4.14 ) 

(4.15 ) 

(4 .16) 

(4.17) 

(4 • 18) 

To demonstrate analytic continuation with the Mellin 

transform let 

-A. t 
Y (t) 1 = e (4.19) 

and so 

I: -A. t 
t~-l dt. f (~) :::: e 1 (4.20) 

If we set n ~ 1, so that the integrand of (4.20) behaves well 

at t :::: 0, we find 

f (~) (4.21) 

where r(~) is the gamma function (cf. Abramowitz and Stegun 

1965, p.255). The function r(~) has a pole at the origin, 

but is otherwise analytic in the right half plane. Therefore, 

the restriction n ~ 1 is sufficient to ensure that the 

Bromwich contour of (4.17) is to the right of any poles of 

4.2 
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f(~). We choose n = 1, and for (4.17) obtain 

yep) = 2l'IT J:"" r (1 + jr;;) (AlP) -(l+jr;;) dr;;. (4.22) 

We choose the imaginary (jT) axis as the Bromwich contour for 

the Laplace inversion integral (4.6), so that (4.22) reduces 

to 

(4.23) 

the integrand of which satisfies (4.13) becaus~ (cf. Abramowitz 

and Stegun, 1965, p.256) 

:::: 'ITr;; 
sinh 'ITr;; • 

Thus, as expected, 

y (j T) = 
-jA T 

e 1, 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

-A t 
is the analytic continuation of e 1 on to the imaginary 

axis, and we obtain 

Y (a) :::: (4.26) 

using the inversion formula (4.6). 

To estimate the parameters of exponential functions, the 

above procedure requires the calculation of f(~) using (4.16), 

the calculation of yep) from (4.17) and the calculation of 

yea) from (4.6). However, the number of transformations 

required can be reduced to two by the following procedure. 

We take the Mellin transform 

f(~) = J: yet) t~-l dt (4.27) 

4.2 
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and substitute equation (4.1) (p.67) for yet) yielding 

= fooo fooo yea) e-at da t~-l dt. (4.28) 

Because the limits of integration are independent, we may 

change the order of the integrals in (4.28) giving 

:::: (4.29) 

which reduces to 

f(~) = f: yea) r~~)_ da. (4.30) 

Replacing ~ with l-~ in (4.30) we recognise that 

== fOOo yea) a~-l da (4.31) 

is in the form of a Mellin transform, and so yea) is obtained 

using the inversion formula: 

Y (a) = (4.32) 

where we may take Br to be the imaginary (j~) axis. 

Therefore, we first calculate 

f(l+j~) :: f: yet) tj~ dt, (4.33) 

and then compute 

Y (a) :::: (4.34) 

4.2 
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The formulae (4.33) and (4.34) are the same as derived by 

Pizer et ale (1969) except they let 

a :::: e -13 (4.35) 

and 

(4.36 ) 

which convert (4.33) and (4.34) to their equivalent Fourier 

transforms 

f(l+jr,;) :::: f:ooeYy(eY) 
ejr;ydy (4.37) 

and 

Y(e- 13 ) 1 
f:oo 

f(l+~r;) e- j13 r;d1;;. = 21T r (1+) d (4.38) 

4.2.1 Performance of the Mellin Transform Method 

To estimate the parameters of exponential functions with 

the Mellin transform, we use the Fourier transform version of 

the method given by equations (4.37) and (4.38). The 

computations are made considerably more efficient than those 

reported by Pizer et a1. (1969) and Gardner et ale (1959), by 

using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm (section 8.1). 

We note from equation (4.37), that the data y(t) must be 

available at uniform intervals of Y (i.e. In t), for the FFT 

to be applied. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the functions 

R(r;) :::: f(l+jr;)/r(l+jr;), (4.39) 

and Y{e- 13 ), computed from the ideal data 

y{t) -t :::: e o ~ t ~ 15. (4.40) 

4.2.1 
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Fig. 4.1 IR(~) I computed from the ideal data of equation (4.40) 
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Fig. 4.2 Y(e- B) computed from the ideal data of equation (4.40) 

substituting for y(t) in equation (4.37) shows that R(~) 

is theoretically constant for all~. Therefore, the integrand 

in (4.38) does not converge as I~I + 00, and so it is necessary 

to truncate the integral (4.38) at some 

I s I = ~max' (4.41) 
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We note in Fig. 4.1 that at its extremities R(~) deviates from 

a constant value, despite the ideal nature of the data. 

Replacing the limits of the integral (4.38) with _r and 
~max 

~ , we find for the example (4.40) that max 

= 
2 sin Q r 

~ ~max (4.42) 

which is the form of the computed result Fig. 4.2. The 

vertical scale in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 is normalised. In this 

and other examples we are concerned primarily with finding 

the exponents, which are given by the positions of the peaks 

of Y(e-8), and so we'plot only a normalised amplitude. 

Truncation of R(~), before calculating the inverse 

transform (4.38), increases the width of the peaks in Y(e- 8), 

and therefore reduces the resolution of the method. The 

amplitude of the auxilliary peaks or 'sidelobes' associated 
sin 8 

with the function is reduced by smoothly tailing off 

R(~) to zero for I~r ~ ~ . Fig. 4.3 shows the 'cosine max 

bell' function of width 3.7 (section B.l) applied to the R(~) 

of the example (4.40). 

1-0 
~ 

] 
0 
E 
~ 0·5 0 
Z 
'"' 
C 
~ 

~ r 0 

0 2 4 6 

Fig. 4.3 Cosine bell weighting function applied to the R(~) 

of Fig. 4.1. 
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The consequent reduction in sidelobes is apparent from Fig. 

4.4 (cf. Fig. 4.2, p.76). 
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Fig. 4.4 Y(e-S) computed from the ideal data of equation 

(4.40) but with R(~) weighted as in Fig. 4.3. 

Substitution of the exponential sum (4.2) into equation 

(4.37) yields 

A. sin ( InA. ) ~ 
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== 
N 

2 L: 
i=l 

1 1 max 
(S-lnA i ) (4.43) 

where we have taken the truncation of the integral (4.38) 

(p.75) explicitly into account. Pizer et ale (1969) use 

(4.43) in the following iterative scheme to reduce the 

'error ripples' associated with the sidelobes of each term in 

(4.43). Y(e- 8) is observed, and the number of peaks N is 

determined. The term in (4.43) associated with the highest 

peak is subtracted from Y(e- 8). The next highest peak is 

detected, and the corresponding term in (4.43) is also 

subtracted from Y(e 8), and so on until N terms have been 
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eliminated. A new approximation to the highest peak is then 

obtained by subtracting from the original Y(e-S), the terms 
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in (4.43) associated with the other N-l peaks. Then the terms 

corresponding to the highest peak and the lowest N-2 peaks are 

subtracted out, giving a new approximation to the second 

highest peak, and so on for the N peaks. The procedure is 

repeated until the peak positions no longer change 

significantly. The effect of this procedure is shown in Figs 

4.5 and 4.6 which are reproduced from the article by Pizer et 

al. (1969). They used the test data 

yet) = e-·OOOlt + 3e-·0003t + 15e-·0015t, (4.44) 

and computed the respective exponents .000098, .000299, and 

.00155 without their subtraction procedure (fig. 4.5), and 

exponents .000099, .000301, and .00150, with error ripple 

subtraction (Fig. 4.6). Pizer et al. (1969) used s = 7.0 max 

for the results in Figs 4.5 and 4.6. 

R(s) diverges primarily because, in a practical situation, 

the data yet) is available only for times in the range 

o ~ t $ Ty • Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show R(s) and Y(e- 8 ) for the 

single exponential example (4.40) with a restricted time range 

o ~ t ~ 4. The divergence of R(s) in Fig. 4.7 occurs for 

lower s than it does in Fig. 4.1 (p.76). Fig. 4.8 shows the 

unsatisfactory Y(e S) obtained if s is set to the 
max 

extremities of R(s) in Fig. 4.7. Pizer et ale (1969) and 

Gardner et ale (1959) extrapolate the data with a single 

exponential to extend the useful range of R(s). The latter 

authors conclude that, even though data extrapolation can 

introduce additional, unwanted, exponential components, the 

results are generally improved. However, extrapolation with 

4.2.1 
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Fig. 4.5 Y(e- S) as computed from the data of equation (4.44) 

b¥ Pizer et al. (1969). 
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Fig. 4.6 Y(e- S) computed by Pizer et ale (1969) after 
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applying their error ripple subtraction procedure to 

the result of Fig. 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.7 IR(~) I computed from data given by equation (4.40) 

(p.75) but with 0 ~ t ~ 4. 
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Fig. 4.8 Y(e- B) computed from R(~} shown in Fig. 4.7. 
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an exponential function is bound to make the data appear more 

exponential in form, making it impossible for the method to 

check usefully that the data does actually represent an 

exponential sum. 

4.2.1 
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The divergence of R(s) is also contributed to by error in 

the data. Gardner et ale (1959) present an example in which 

an error averaging approximately 3% (apart from two isolated 

data points in the tail of the curve with 16% and 122% 

respectively) is superimposed on the function 

yet) = 100 e .02t o ~ t ~ 1100. (4.45) 

They find that, to reduce the extraneous peaks or sidelobes of 

Y(e- B) to an acceptable lebel such as in Fig. 4.2 (p.76), it is 

necessary to have s approximately the same as if the data max 

(4.45) were error free, but available for only 0 ~ t ~ 190. 

Before computing f(l+js) using (4.37), Pizer et ala 

(1969) smooth and interpolate the data by taking its logarithm, 

and fitting a straight line to the three data points which lie 

on either side of the t value at which interpolation is 

required. They apply their smoothing and extrapolation 

procedures to the function 

y(t) = e-·OOOlt + 3e-· 003t + 15e-·0015t (0 , t , Ty) 

(4.46) 

with superimposed error of standard deviation 5%. They do not 

specify Ty , but state that the time domain is 'restricted'. 

Their estimates of the exponents .0001 and .0015 are in error 

by 6% and 100% respectively. This result is contrary to what 

we would expect. For a given Ty in (4.46), the term with 

exponent .0015 is more completely represented in the data 

than is the term with exponent .0001, and so the procedure 

should resolve it more accurately. However, Pizer et ale 

(1969) extrapolate with a single exponential fitted by eye to 

a plot of the tail portion of In yet). The behaviour of 

In yet) for large t is determined predominantly by the slowest 
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decaying term. Therefore, only the slowest decaying term is 

effectively extrapolated, thus allowing it to be estimated 

more correctly than those which decay faster. 

Despite the preliminary smoothing and extrapolation of 
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the data, the errors of 6% and 100% quoted above are no better 

than those obtained using other methods for estimating 

parameters of exponential functions (section 3.3.2). 

4.3 ANALYTICAL CONTINUATION BY FUNCTIONAL REPRESENTATION 

In section 4.2 we developed the theory, using integral 

transforms, for the analytic continuation of data yet) on to 

the Bromwich contour, so that yea) could be computed using the 

Laplace transform inversion formula (4.6) (p.68) The 

principal difficulty with the Mellin transf9rm method of 

analytic continuation is shown in section 4.2.1 to be the 

diverging nature of R(~) when the data contains error or is 

truncated in time. In this section we attempt the analytic 

continuation of yet) by letting 

y (t) ::: (4.47) 

and evaluating y(p). The functions ~ (t) are chosen so that 
m 

yep) cannot diverge at the extremities of Br. 

The ideal analytic continuation is obtained by letting 

~ (t) m e 
-A t 

m 

Y =: A, 
m m 

and M = N, 

(4.48) 

4.3 
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but because the purpose of the analytic continuation is to 

estimate A , A and N we must proceed otherwise. m m 

Suppose the data y(t) consist 

(1 ~ n ~ M) such that 

of M samples at times t 
n 

= 

and 

We let 

y(t ) 
n 

> t 
n 

M 
E Ym e 

m=l 

for all n. 

-a t m n for 1 :{. n ~ M, 

where the a are specified real constants such that 
m 

'" > '" u.m+l \.h m for all m. 

From equation (4.51) the analytic continuation is 

M -a p 
y (p) := E Y

m 
e m 

m=l 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

We restrict the region of analytic continuation to the right 

hand semicircle whose centre is the origin and whose radius is 

Ty (Fig. 4.9). Y(a) is then given by 

Y(a) == 
M 
E 

m=l 
Y 

m 

sin {a-a )Ty m . 
1T(a-a ) 

m 
(4.54 ) 

There is no theoretical justification for restricting the 

region of validity of y(p) as in Fig. 4.9. If we allow y(p) to 

exist along the entire Bromwich contour, (4.S4) reduces to a 

sum of delta functions, the position of which depend on only 

the am values and not on the data. 
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Fig. 4.9 Region of analytic continuation 'of y(t) in the 

complex p-plane. 
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ConverselYI if tha region of analytic continuation is restric-

ted too severely, the peaks in (4.54) become wide, rendering 

them unable to faithfully represent the true Y(a). The region 

in Fig. 4.9 is intuitively chosen to lie between these 

extremes. The Y
m 

values are found by solving the M 

simultaneous equations 

y(t ) 
n 

M 
E 

m=l 
Y m e 

-a t m n 1 , n , M. (4.55) 

The matrix inversion required to solve (4.55) is bound to be 

poorly conditioned (cf. Westlake, 1968) especially when M is 
-a t 

large, because the terms e m n are large in the top row and 

4.3 
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and left hand column of the matrix, falling away rapidly as 

m and n increase. However, even though the Y values obtained 
m 

may depend significantly on M, we assume that the Y(a} computed 

from (4.54) does not show the same sensitivity. 

In Figure 4.10 we show Y(a) computed from 

y(t} -t o , t , 4 e (4.56) 

with 

am = .25(m-l} (4.57) 

and M set to 4, 7 and 12. In each case the Ym values are 

sufficiently accurate to reconstruct the data y(tn ) correct to 

seven significant figures -when sUbstituted back into equation 

(4.55). Although there is some deviation from the expected 

symmetry of the peak, the plots of Y(a) for M = 4 and 7 do 

suggest the existence of an exponent near a = 1. The result 

for M = 12 is unacceptable in view of the ideal data used. We 

would prefer our procedure to improve as M increases, because 

y(t) is then more accurately defined. Figure 4.11 shows Y(a} 

computed from data generated using (4.56) but with 

= .5 + (m-1}/(M-1) (4.58) 

for M 12. Despite a similarly accurate matrix inversion to 

that obtained with am given by (4.57), the Y(a} in Fig. 4.11 

does not correctly indicate the value of the exponent. 

The results of Figs 4.10 and 4.11 are typical of many 

obtained, in that am values could not be specified to give a 

reliable Y(a), even with perfect data. Our assumption that 

Y(a) is not very sensitive to the Ym values is not correct, 

and so we conclude that representation of data by (4.51) does 

not provide a useful analytic continuation. 
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Fig. 4.10 Y(a) computed from the ideal data (4.56) with 

B7 

M=4 ---1, M::::: 7 (-----), and M::::: 12 ( --.0 ). 

am :::: .25(m-1). 

o 2 4 6 

Fig. 4.11 Y(a) computed from the ideal data (4.56) with M=12 

and am == .5 + (m-1)/(M-1). 
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There are other possible approaches to analytic contin-

uation using functional representation. For example one may 

let 

cp (t) 
m 

e -fat L (bt), 
m 

(4.59) 

where a and b are real positive constants and Lm(X) is the 

Laguerre polynomial of order m (cf. Abramowitz and Stegun, 

1965, p.775). The cp (t) in (4.59) has the desirable property 
m 

that yep) converges along both the real line and the Bromwich 

contour, and also the Y values are conveniently determined m 

using the orthogonality property of Laguerre polynomials over 

the interval o~ x ~ co (Abramowitz and stegun, 1965, p.775). 

However, the weight of evidence in sections 3.3, 4.2 and 

4.3 suggests that the highly non-orthogonal nature of decaying 

exponential functions on the real line is such that any new 

approach is unlikely to improve the quality of the solutions 

obtained. Therefore, we do not pursue (4.59) further. 

4.3 
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CONSISTENC~ CONDITIONS AND DECONVOLUTION 

In section 3.4.1 (p.62) we mentioned a method of deconvol-

ution in which the integral (3.56) (p.61) is approximated by a 

summation. We use this procedure to show that information as 

to the consistency of the data, is available in many 

deconvolution problems. 

We define f(x), g(x) and h(x) to exist only for x values 

in the intervals 

0 ~ x (. Lf' (5.1) 

0 ~ x ~ L g' (5.2) 

and 0 .~ x ~ Lh (5. 3) 

respectively. That is, f(x), g(x) and h(x) are of 'finite 

extent'. We assume that f(x) is known at sample points x = 0, 

T, 2T, .•• , NfT such that 

:::: 

and that Ng+l values of g(x) are known at the same sample 

spacing T. Inspection of (3.56) (p.61) yields 

Lf 
:::: L + L -T 

9 h 

and 

Nf 
:::: N + Nh • 9 

For convenience we take 

Lh ::::: L (L e. Nh :::: Ng ) • 
9 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

5.0 
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Assuming that f(x) changes smoothly samples, the 

convolution integral (3.56) converts to the sums 

n 
f(nT) = T l: g(nT-mT)h(mT) for 0 ~ n ~ N g' 

(5 .8) 
m=O 

and 
N 

9 
f{nT) = T L: 9 (nT--mT) h em'!') for N ~ n ~ 2N . 

9 9 
(5 .9) 

m=n-N 
9 

Because the samples of f(x) and g(x) are known,~_8) 

pro~ides Ng+l equations from which the Ng+l, unknown, hex) 

samples may be determined. Therefore, the additional N +1 
g 

equations available from (5.9) are redundant. The number of 

redundant equations increases as the ratio L /Lho When the 
- g 

functions f{x) and g{x) represent measurements, the redundant 

equations (5.9) can be used as a consistency check. (They are 

bound to be inconsistent.) Better still, all the equations 

implied by (5.B) and (5.9) can be solved together, giving a 

least squares solution for the samples of hex) (cf. Patterson, 

1950). There is, however, no systematic way of altering 

either hex) or g(x) to obtain consistency when the accuracy of 

one of them is suspect. 

To investigate how the redundancy implied by (5.8) and 

(5.9) appears when the deconvolution problem is expressed in 

the Fourier domain, we introduce the complex variables 

w == u + jv, (5.10) 

and 

z = x + jy. (5.11) 

The Fourier formulae (3.65) and (3.66) (p.64) can be rewritten 

as 

5.0 
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F(W) = J:oof(X) 
j2~wx d e x, (5.12) 

and 

f(z) = J:ooF(U) e 2~zu d u. (5.13) 

We note that in (S.12) and (5.13) the integration is with 

respect to the real variables x and u respectively, so that 

the transforms may be applied directly to measured data. 

Equation (3.67) (p.65) which is given in terms of u, may be 

rewritten as 

'F(w) = G(w) H{w). (5.14) 

Before developing the consistency conditions for decon-

volution in the Fourier domain in section 5.2, we consider the 

use of (5.14) for deconvolution by inverse filtering. 

5.1 IN THE COMPLEX 

The standard inverse filtering approach to deconvolution 

is described in section 3.4.1 (p.6S). It corresponds to 

using (5.14) with w replaced by the real variable u. 

Difficulties occur when G(u) is zero for some u, or G(u) 

decreases faster than F(u) as u becomes large. We noted in 

section 3.4.1 (p.~s) that the first problem is solved, in 

practice, by rearranging the sampling of G(u) to avoid any 

points at which G{u) is zero. The second problem is dealt 

with by applying a filter function to the diverging F{u}/G(u) • 

. However, relevant information about the true H(u) is 

inevitably lost by this process, resulting in a distorted 

h(x). We consider how to reduce the information lost, by 

attempting inverse filtering for complex values of w. 

5.1 



Figure 5.1 is a normalised graph of !H(W)! obtained by 

substituting 
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h(x) -27TX e (5.15 ) 

into (5.12 ) with F(w) and f(x) replaced by H (w) and h(x) 

respectively. The curves are plotted with respect to the real 

variable u, for v = 0 and v -1. 
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Fig. 5.1 \H(W)! computed directly from h(x) in (5.15). 

----- v = -1; ----- v = O. 

Clearly !H(W)! converges faster when v = -1. In practice, 

H(w) computed from F(w)/G(w) contains noise whose behaviour 

we cannot predict as v varies. But if, for example, the noise 
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requires the ltering of H(w) at the same value of u, 

irrespective of v, then it is clear from Fig. 5.1 that we lose 

less information about the true H(w) by choosing v = -1. 

We present computational examples in which hex), given by 

(5.15), is analytically convolved with 

g(x) = 1 for o ~ x ~ 1 

= 0 otherwise, (5.16) 

to <;:rive 

f(x) 1 (1 -21fx for o ~ 1 == 
21f - e ) x ~ 

1 -21f(x-l) -21f 
for· 1 ~ 2 (5.17) == (e - e ) x ~ 

== 0 otherwise. 

The Fourier transforms F(w) and G(w) are computed as indicated 

in section 8.1 (p.ISe). We only compare results for v = 0 and 

v = -1 because v = 0 corresponds to the standard inverse 

filtering deconvolution procedure (3.68) (p.65) and v == -1 is 

the contour along which H(w), theoretically, converges most 

rapidly when hex) is given by (5.15). 

The details of the tests carried out are given in Table 

5.2. The noise superimposed on f(x) is normally distributed 

with standard deviation a given fraction of the value of f{x). 

We call H(u) and H(u-j) the transforms calculated from (5.14) 

when v = 0 and -1 respectively. Because H(u) and H(u tend 

tp diverge as u becomes large, filters (or 'windows') are 

applied to them as given in Table 5.2. The cosine bell window 

of width u
d

' smoothly reduces the function to zero for 

lui> u
max

' whereas the rectangular window cuts it off sharply 

at lui = u (section 8.1, p. 155). hex) is calculated from 
max 

5.1 



Table 5.2 

Details of Inverse Filtering Tests 

standard Deviation Figure showing Figure showing Window applied Window applied 
of Noise on f(x) I H (u) I I H (u-j) i to H (u) to H (u-j) 

cosine bell 
rectangular 

0 5.3 5.3 u = 12.9 max = 7.0 u 
ud = 3.0 max 

cosine bell 
rectangular 

.05 5.6 5.6 u = 4.1 max = 3.0 u 
ud = 2.6 max 

Figure showing 
hO(x) 

5.4 

5.7 

Figure showing 
h_l (x) 

5.5 

5.8 

\0 
,j:>. 
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H(w) using (5.13), with fez) and F(u) replaced by hex) and 

H(w) respectively (section 8.1, p.IS7). We denote by hO(x) the 

hex) corresponding to H(u) and by h_l(x) the hex) corresponding 

to H(u-j). Table 5.2 also lists the Figures which show the 

actual computed samples of the various functions. 

We note that even with no noise added to f(x), both 

/H(u) I and IH(u-j) 1 diverge as u becomes large (Fig. 5.3). 

This is due to the necessarily approximate Fourier transform 

calculations (section 8.1, p.154). The consequences are 

evident in hO (x) (Fig. 5.4) and h -1 (x) (Fig. 5.5). We note 

that >in the latter case, large oscillations occur for x < O. 

In section 8.1 (p.IS7) it is shown that to calCUlate h_l(x) from 

H(u-j), we first compute an >inverse transform using (5.13) 

as if we actually have H(u), and then multiply the result by 

-21TX e The oscillations in Fig. 5.5 are the inaccuracies of 

-21TX the inverse transform multiplied bye. However, we have 

specified the region of existence of f(x) by (5.17) and g(x) 

by (5.l6), and so, by inspection of the convolution integral 

(3.56) (p.6l), hex) exists only for 0 ~ x ~ 1. We therefore 

ignore its behaviour outside 0 ~ x ~ 1, and observe that the 

results hO (x) (Fig. 5.4) and h_l (x) (Fig. 5.5) are of similar 

quality. 

With 5% noise added to f(x), IH(u) 1 diverges markedly in 

contrast to /H(u-j) I (Fig. 5.6). Filtering of H(u) as 

indicated in Table 5.2 gives the surprisingly good recon-

struction hO{x) in Fig. 5.7. h_l(x) (Fig. 5.8) is a good 

approximation to hex) for x > .1, but it rounds off the 

initial sharp peak evident in the true hex). 

5.1 
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The above tests show that there can be some advantage in 

carrying out deconvolution by inverse filtering in the complex 

plane with v chosen so that the true H(w) converges fastest. 

However, in a practical deconvolution problem, the behaviour 

of the true H(w) is unknown (otherwise there is no need to 

deconvolve), and so it is impossible to specify the optimum v 

a priori. Further evaluation of the method is required to 

assess the effects of various filters applied to H(w), to 

test various forms for g(x) and h(x), and to see if the best 

value of v can be found by trial. 

5.2 THE ZEROS OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

In the example at the beginning of' chapter 5 (p.89), we 

assumed that f(x), g(x) and h(x} are of finite extent. Many 

observable quantities can be assumed either to have insignif 

icant value outside a finite range, or to fall asymptotically 

to zero for large values of the independent variable. 

Therefore, we impose only a weak constraint on f(x} if we 

require that either 

or 

lim f (x) 

ixi+oo 

2 2 -x /a 
== Af e f 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

where Af and a f are positive real constants. When either 

(5.18) or (5.19) holds, F(w) is an entire or integral function 

of exponential type given by (cf. Paley and wiener, 1934) 

F(w} = (5.20) 

In equation (5.20), ~(w) is a polynomial in w, bis a real 

5.2 



constant, and the wF are the zeros of F{w), of which there ,m 
may be an infinite number (Paley and Wiener, 1934). If 
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(5~18) holds, W(w) of order 1, whereas it is of order 2 if 

(5.19) holds. The property of entire functions which we 

exploit is that they are characterised by the positions of 

their zeros wF . . ,m That is, the values ofw for which F{w) = O. 

Because we assume f{x) to be real (the convolution 

integral ( 3.56) (p.61) and Fourier transform (5~12) and 

(5.l3) can be applied for f{x) complex, however), F{w) given 

by (5.l2) (p.91) is conjugate symmetric, which means that 

F{-w*) = F*(w), (5.2l) 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. 

Because of (5.2l), the zeros w of F{w) are distributed F,m 
symmetrically about the imaginary (jv) ,axis. That is, if 

is a zero of F{w), then so is -uF,m + jVF,m" Individual zeros 

may, however, occur on the imaginary axis. Because the zeros 

either lie on the imaginary axis or are symmetrically placed 

about it, we show only zeros in the right half w-plane or on 

the imaginary (jv) axis in all diagrams indicating their 

positions." We denote by /;F the set of zeros of F{w), and by 

~F the set of zeros of F(w) which have non-zero imaginary 

parts. That is 

v F 'I 0 ,m for all w in ~F. F,m (5.23) 

~F is a subset of /;F" We order /;F so that its first ~ 

members are the members of ~F' where ~ is the cardinal number 

(i.e. number of members) of~F. 

5.2 
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When (S.18) applies, ~F necessarily has an infinite number 

of distinct members (cf. Paley and Wiener, 1934). However, we 

shall see in section 7.1 that MF can always be taken as finite 

when F(w) is computed from measured data. When (S.19) 

applies, ~F has only a finite number of members all of which 

also belong to ~F' because it is unlikely that any zero 

computed from measured data will lie exactly on the real line. 

A further consequence of (S.19) is that both fez) and F(w) are 

entire functions of order 2. If f(x) is real, its zeros are 

distributed symmetrically about the real axis, and if f(x) is 

positive, any of its zeros on the real axis must be of even 

multiplicity. (A pair of zeros at the same point in the 

complex plane have multiplicity 2). 

Bates (1969a, 1969b) and Bates and Napier (1972) use 

the zeros of F(w) when f(x) is of finite extent, to reduce 

ambiguity in the interpretation of interferograms, for which 

accurate phase measurements are difficult to obtain. 

S.2.1 Consistency Conditions 

If f(x} satisfies (S.18) or (5.19) we assume that g(x) 

and hex) do also, so that either 

and 

or 

and 

g(x) exists for Xg ~ x , Xg + L g , 

lim g(x) 
lxl~oo 

lim hex) 
lxl~oo 

= 

= 

where Ag' ag , Ah and ah are positive real constants. 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

S.2.1 
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Corresponding to sF and ~F' we define the sets sG and ~G of 

zeros of G(w), and the sets sH and ~H of zeros of H (w) • 

Following immediately from (5.14) (p .91 ) we introduce the 

'consistency condition I 

= (5.28) 

where U denotes union (or merging). Equation (5.28) states 

that the zeros of H(w) and G(w) must also be the zeros of F(w). 

In Fig. 5.9 the circles denote some of the zeros of G(w) 

when g(x) is given by equation (5.16) (p.93), and the crosses 

denote some of the zeros of F(w) with f(x) given by (5.17). 

The ideal nature of this example means that there is actually 

an infinite number of zeros of G(w) and of F(w). We note 

that each zero of sG is coincident with a zero of ~F as 

required by (5.28). The members of sF which do not correspond 

with any member of ~G' constitute the set ~H. 

We consider the implications of (5.28) in sections 5.2.2, 

and exploit them in chapters 6 and 7. 

2 3 4 5 6 

x x x x x x 

Fig. 5.9 Zeros of the Fourier transforms of g(x) (5.16) and 

f(x) (5.17) (p.93). 000 zeros of G(w); XXX zeros of 

F (w) • 
5.2.2 
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5.2.2 f Inconsi 

Any experimentally determined quantity contains error, 

and we suggested at the beginning of chapter 5, that a 

consistency check is therefore bound to fail. When sF and 

CG are computed from actual experimental data we do not 

expect (5.28) to hold, as no zero wG is likely to correspond ,m 
exactly with a zero w

F 
• We are concerned with the degree of ,m 

correspondence between the zeros of F(w) and those of G(w), 

and with what can be done to make the data consistent. 
'9 

We denote by 
J m 

r e the distance in the complex w-plane m 

between a zero wand its nearest wG • We consider the 
F~m ,m 

members of sF to be ordered so that we have the best corres-

pondence between zeros of F(w) and G(w),' in the sense that 

MG 
R = ~ r 

~ m 
m=l 

(5.30) 

is minimised, where MG is the cardinal number of sG" There

fore, 

= w . - wG • F,m ,m (5.31) 

We can do nothing to make data consistent without further 

information, but it is possible that an experimenter will know 

that the errors either in f(x) or in g(x) are significantly 

the greater. 

If f(x) is more accurate, we replace the zeros sG by the 

zeros sGF' which are the members of sF closest to the members 

of sG in the sense defined by (5.30). This operation gives a 

new G(w) (written GF(w» such that 

MG 
= G(w) IT 

m=l 

w-w 
( F,m) 
w-w G,m 

(5.32) 

GF(w) is consistent with F(w) in the sense defined by (5.28). 

5.2.2 
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If g(x) is the more accurate, we form a new set ~FG 

which consists of ~F with the first MG members replaced by the 

corresponding zeros wG • This gives a new F(w) (written , m 

F G (w» such that 

FG(W) 
MG 

= F(w) IT 
m=l 

w-w 
( G, m) • 
w-w F,m 

(5.33) 

However, (5.33) will not, in general, satisfactorily correct 

f(x), because it is unlikely that only the first MG zeros in 

~F will be in error, while the remaining MF-MG are correct. 

Therefore, the shifting process of (5.33) should be followed 

by a procedure in which the remaining unaltered zeros of ~F 

are adjusted to give some sort of 'best ,fit' to the original 

f (x) • 

It is important to note that the zero shifting operations 

(5.32) and (5.33) affect the whole of g(x) and f(x). Thus 

equation (5.28) is an advance on equations (5.8) and (5.9) 

(p.90) because the latter, although providing consistency 

information, do not suggest a procedure for correcting the 

inconsistent data. 

It is difficult to make any general statement as to the 

effect on g(x) of the zero shifting in (5.32), as it depends 

on g(x) itself, on the positions of the zeros being shifted, 
j6 

and on the distance (rrne rn) that they are moved. Bates 

(1965) shows that shifting the zeros of G(w) when g(x) is of 

finite extent, does not alter the width of g(x). 

5.2.2 
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HAP T E 

DECONVOLUTION OF COHPLETE DATA 

The consistency condition for deconvolution which we 

developed in section 5.2.1 (p.IOD, is based on the relation

ship (5.14) (p.91 ) between the Fourier transforms of the 

quantities in the convolution integral (3.56) (p.61). We note 

from equation (5.12) (p.91), that to calculate the Fourier 

transform F(w) it is necessary, in principle, to know the 

function f (x) throughout the interval -00 < x < 00. Even though 

we may not know f(x) over the entire interval -00 < x < 00, we 

say it is 'complete',:i,f the resulting error in F(w) is 

small. The deconvolution of complete data is a Type A 

problem in the review in section (3.4~1). 

Any experimentally determined quantity contains error, 

and we acknowledged in section 5.2.2 that F(w) will not be 

zero at any of the values of w for which G(w) is zero. That 

is, none of the zeros of F(w) will exactly correspond with 

any of the zeros of G(w). However, we realised that if the 

zeros of F(w) and G(w) are close enough to enable matching pairs 

to be identified, we can shift them to obtain consistency. In 

this chapter we attempt to apply these ideas to data from 

X-ray diffraction experiments. 

6.1 CALCULATION OF ZEROS USING HERMITE FUNCTIONS 

The data shown in Figs 6.1 and 6.2 are typical of the 

f(x) and g(x) from X-ray diffraction measurements (section 

6.3). We note tha~ both f(x) and g(x) fall asymptotically to 

zero as Ixl becomes large, and we consider that the requirement 

(5.19) (p.98) is satisfied, thus making F(w) and G(w) entire 

6.1 
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Fig. 6.1 A typical f(x) from X-ray diffraction experiments. 

Fig. 6.2 A typical g(x) from X-ray diffraction experiments. 
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functions of order 2. 

A convenient representation for f{x) satisfying (5.19), 

is in terms of Hermite functions. Accordingly we let 

(6.1) 

where Hem{y) is the Hermite polynomial of order m (cf. 

Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p.775). The estimation of the 

positive or zero integer ~, and the real constants a f and Fm 

is discussed in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. 

The Fourier transfo~ of f(x) is given by (cf. Campbell 

and Foster, 1961) 

which is of the form 

F(w) = 
222 

-1T a w f 
PM (w). 

F 

In equation (6.3) AF is given by 

== 

and P~ (w) is a polynomial of order MF given 

MF 
jmF He (21Ta

f
w) P~ (w) = aet1r/AF l: 

m=O m m 

or 

~ 
PM (w) == IT (w - wF,m)' 

F m=l 

(6 .2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

by 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

6.1 
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The exponential term in (6.3) is never zero in the finite part 

of the complex w-plane, and so the zeros of F(w) are the MF 

zeros wF of PM (w). As explained in section 5.2 (p.99) the 
,m F 

condition that f(x) is real ensures that the zeros of F(w) lie 

either on the imaginary (jv) axis or symmetrically about it. 

Also, the existence of at least one zero on the imaginary axis 

means that f(x) takes on negative values for some x (Roman and 

Marathay, 1963). If MF is odd, there must always be a zero of 

F(w) on the imaginary axis. Because we will be dealing with 

functions f(x), g(x) and hex) which are positive, we therefore 

require MF , MG and ~ to be even. 

To calculate the zeros ~F from data, f(x) we proceed as 

follows: 

Procedure PI for calculating zeros of F(w) 

Pl.l Determine the parameters af , MF and Fm in equation (6.1) 

using the methods detailed in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. 

Pl.2 Compute the MF complex coefficients of the polynomial 

PM (w) using equation (6.5). (The precise formula for 
F 

the coefficients is given in section 8.3.4, p.162). 

Pl.3 Find the zeros of PM (w) as described in section 8.5. 
F 

We will also want to reconstruct f(x) from the zeros ~F' 

Procedure P2 for reconstructing f(x) from the zeros ~F. 

P2.l using the formula given in section 8.3.4 (p.162) calculate 

the MF+l coefficients of the polynomial QM (x) in 
F 

2 2 
-x /a 

f(x) = e f QM 
(x) (6.7) 

F 

from the zeros ~F' 

P2.2 Evaluate (6.7) at the required values of x. 

Similar to the representation of f(x) in equation (6.1) we let 

6.1 



g(x) = 

2 2 -x /a 
e g 

and the unknown 

h (x) == 

2 2 -x /a 
e h 

G He (2x/a ), m m g 

MH 

L HmHem (2x/ah). 
m=O 
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(6.8) 

(6.9) 

The quantities a g , MG, Gm, a h , MH and Hm in equations (6.8) 

and (6.9) correspond to the quantities a f , MF and Fm in the 

expansion (6.1). The Fourier transforms of g(x) and h(x) are, 

respectively, 

2 2 2 MG -'IT a w 
jmG He (2'ITa w), G(w) == a rw e g 

L g m=O m m g (6.10 ) 

and 
2 2 2 MH 

H (w) == ahrw e 
-'IT ah w 

L: jmH He (2'ITahw). 
m=O m m (6.11) 

We note that the relationship (5.14) (p.91 ) between F(w), 

G(w} and H(w) means that 

::::: (6.12 ) 

and 

(6.13) 

Although the procedures PI and P2 describe operations on 

f(x) and the zeros ~F' we will refer to them with respect to 

the functions g(x) and h(x) and the zeros ~G and ~H' making 

the appropriate changes in notation. 

6.1.1 Representation of Data by Hermite Functions 

The Hermite polynomials He (2x/a f ) are orthogona12ove2 m -2x /a 
the interval -00 < x < 00 with a weighting function e f 

This means that ecL Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p.775), 

6.1.1 
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m I- n 

== m == n 

(6.14) 

where 

== I21f n! (6.15) 

using the relation (6.14) we find from (6.1) (p.l06) that 

== (6.16) 

which provides a convenient method for calculating the F 
m 

from data f(x), once a f has been determined. 

Procedure P3 for calculating the coefficients in the expansion 

(6.1) • 
-x2/a 2 

P3.1 Multiply the data f(x) by e f He
n

(2x/a f ). 

P3.2 Integrate the result as des~ribed in section 8.3.2 (p.159), 

and divide the integral by vn a f /2 to obtain Fno 

As in procedures PI and P2, we will refer to P3 without 

qualification, to indicate finding the coefficients G in the 
m 

Hermite function representation (6.8) of g(x). 

It is unlikely that any experimental data f(x) is exactly 

representable by a finite number of terms in the Hermite 

expansion (6.1). For given a f and ~ we define the root mean 

square (RMS) error by 

E == 
N 

( E (f (x . J - f (x.» 2 /N) ~ , 
. 1 ~ r ~ 
~= 

(6.17) 

where there are N data points of f(x) given at x == x l ,x2 ' ••. ,xN' 

and f (x) is the value of the Hermite function representation 
r 

(6.1) (p.106) with f(x) replaced by fr(x). 

6.1.1 
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The parameter a f in equation (6.1) enables the x values 

to be scaled to correspond with the particular f{x) being 

represented. As a f increases, the Gaussian weight function 
2/a 2 

e-x f becomes wider. Therefore, we expect the value of a
f 

to affect both the accuracy of the representation of the data 

by the Hermite expansion (6.1) , and the positions of the zeros 

of F (w) • In Fig. 6.3 the zeros i;;F are computed from the f (x) 

of Fig. 6.1 using procedures P3 and PI with M = F 
lB. 

o-+-------------,------------~~--------~~~--~~ c:w 

--01 

--02 

x 
c 

Fig. 6.3 Sensitivity of the zeros of F{w) to the parameter 

afe 000 a f = 9.66; XXX a f = 9.18 

The crosses correspond to a f = 9.1B and the circles correspond 

to a
f 

= 9.66. We see that the value of a f affects the 

positions of the zeros, but has little affect on the mean 

squared error, which is 285 when a f = 9.18 and 1.6 when a f = 

9.66. 

There are various possible ways of estimating a f (and ag 

and a
h
), which we describe in the procedures P4 - PB which 

6.1.1 
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follow. However, we f~rst2note that f(x) is actually a 
-x la 

Gaussian function (e f ), then the representation (6.1) 

(P.106) requires only the single term for m = O. For this 

case 

(6.18 ) 

and 

JDO_ooX2 f(x) dx = (6.19) 

giving 

(6.20) 

Also, if f(x) is Gaussian, the expansion (6.2) (p.106) for 

F(w) only requires a single term, and as in (6.20) we get 

fOO fDO 2 2 
_00 IF(w) Idw 1 _00 w IF(w) Idw/2TI (6.21) 

Procedure P4 for finding a f and a g when ~ and MG are given. 

P4.l Guess a value for a f and represent f(x) by the 

Hermite functions using P3 (p .109 ) 

P4.2 Calculate the root mean squared error from equation 

(6.17) (p.109). 

P4.3 Iteratively adjust a f in P4.l until the mean 

squared error is minimised. The algorithm for 

iteratively adjusting a f is given in section 

P4.4 

P4.5 

B.3.3. 

Repeat P4.l-P4.3 to estimate a g from the data g{x). 

222 
Calculate a h = a f - a g • 

6.1.1 
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Procedure P for finding and a g" 

PS.l Estimate a f directly from equation (6.20) 0 

PS.2 Estimate a directly from equation (6.20) with a f 9 

and f (x) replaced by a and g(x) respectively. 
9 

PS.3 Calculate a h 
2 2 2 = a f - a g 

Procedure P6 for finding a f and agO 

P6.l Calculate the Fourier transform F(w) of f(x) using 

(5.12) (p.91 ). (See section 8.1, p. 153 for 

computational details.) 

P6.2 Estimate 2 from (6.21). 

P6.3 Calculate the Fourier transform G(w) of g(x) as in 

P6.4 

P6.S 

P6.1. 

Estimate a g
2 

from (6.21) with a f
2 and IF(w) I 

2 replaced by a and IG(w) I respectively. 
9 
222 Calculate a h = a f - a g • 

Procedure P7 for finding a f and a g when MF is known. 

P7.l Adjust a f iteratively to minimise the RMS error as 

in P4.l, P4.2 and P4.3 (p.111 ). 

P7.2 Compute F{w) and G(w) from f(x) and g(x) as in 

P6.l and P6.3. 

P7.3 

P7.4 

P7.5 

P7.6 

P7.7 

Plot a graph of IF(w)/G(w) I. 

Inspect IF{w)/G(w) I, and choose a value w = w max 

beyond which it diverges due to error in the data. 

(This is like inverse filtering; cf. section 5.1, 

P .91 ) • 

Set IF (w) /G (w) I _. o for \wl > w max 

Estimate 
2 

a h from 
2 

(6.21) with a f and IF{w) I 
replaced 

2 by a h and IF(w)/G(w) I respectively. 

222 
a g = a f - a h • Calculate 

6.1.1 
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Procedure P8 for finding and a g when MG is known. 

PB.l Adjust a g iteratively to minimise the RMS error as 

in P4. 1, P4. 2 and P4. 3 (p. III ). 

PB.2 

PS.3 

Estimate a h
2 using steps P7.2-P7.6. 

222 Calculate a f = a
g 

+ a h • 

Of the procedures P4-P8, P5 and P6 have the advantages 

of being independent of MF and M
G

, and of not requiring 

iterative computations. However, before we assess (in section 

6.3) the various procedures P4-P8 we must consider how to 

estimate MF and MG. 

6.1.2 Determining the Number of Zeros 

As the number of· terms MF in the ~epresentation (6.1) 

(p.I06) of f(x) by Hermite functions is increased, the root 

mean squared error must decrease. Therefore, if we have an 

estimate of the experimental error we can find ~ as the number 

of terms in (6.1) required to obtain a root mean squared error 

just less than the experimental error. 

We obtain a relationship between MF and MG if we use the 

number of available data of f(x) and g(x) as an indication of 

the amount of 'information' we have about each function. We 

may constrain ~/MG to be equal to the ratio Nf/Ng where Nf 

and Ng are the number of data of f(x) and g(x) respectively. 

We note that if the sample interval of the data is the same 

for both functions, the ratio of their 'widths' will be the 

same as the ratio Nf/Ng • 

The above suggestions are the basis of the first two of 

the following procedures for determining MF and MG when a f and 

a are known. Procedures Pll and P12 are based directly on g 

the behaviour of the zeros ~F and ~G as MF and MG vary. 

6.1.2 
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Procedure P9 for determining ~ or MG from an estimate of the 

experimental error. 

P9.l 

P9.2 

Estimate the experimental error in the data f(x) 

(or g (x) ) • 

Carry out procedure P3 (p.I09) for finding the 

coefficients of the Hermite function expansion, 

increasing MF (or MG) until the RMS error given by 

(6.17) (p.109) falls below the estimated experiment-

al error obtained in P9.1. 

Procedure PIO for finding a relationship between MF and M
G

" 

PIO.l Estimate the intervals Lf and Lg over which the 

data f(x) and g(x) respectively, have significant 

values. 

PlO.2 Constrain the number of zeros so that MF/MG = Lf/Lgo 

Procedure pll for finding ~ or MG by observing the convergence 

of the zeros. 

Pll.l Choose a value for MF (or M
G

) and, using P3 (p.I09) 

followed by PI (p.I07), calculate and plot the 

positions of the zeros ~F (or ~G). 

Pll.2 Repeat Pll.l a number of times, increasing MF (or 

MG) by 2 at each stage. 

Pll.3 Identify the value of MF (or MG) beyond which the 

positions of at least some of the zeros remain 

essentially constant. 

Procedure p12 for finding ~ or MG by trial. 

P12.1 For a fixed value of MG (or M
F

) calculate the zeros 

~G (or l;F) using P3 (p.I09 ) followed by PI (p.I07). 

P12.2 Using P3 followed by PI calculate the zeros ~F (or 

~G) for various MF ~ MG (or MG ~ MF )· 

6.l. 2 
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P12.3 For each MF (or MG) calculate the criterion (5.30) 

(p.I02) which indicates how well the zeros ~F and 

~G correspond. 

P12.4 Accept the ~ (or MG) for which correspondence is 

best. 

We note that procedures P9-p12 are progressively less 

precise, and that the lack of preciseness must be compensated 

for by the interaction of the user with the computations. The 

overall efficiency of the deconvolution procedure will be 

determined by the particular combination of procedures P4-P8 

and P9-P12 which is used. Undoubtedly, deconvolution using 

any combination of procedures P5 or P6 w~th P9 or PIO, will 

be more efficient than deconvolution using any of the 

procedures P4, P7, PS, pll or P12. 

6.2 EXAMPLE OF CONSISTENT DATA 

To evaluate the various procedures described in sections 

6.1.1 and 6.1.2, we attempt the deconvolution of data which is 

known to be consistent. Fig. 6.1 (p.I05) shows f(x) obtained 

when hex) (Fig. 6.4) is convolved with g(x) (Fig. 6.2, p.I05) 

by approximating (3.56) by a sum. The particular hex) in Fig. 

6.4 is not known to be exactly represented by a finite number 

of Hermite functions, and is typical of the hex) derived from 

X-ray diffraction experiments (cf. Klug and Alexander, 1967). 

We firstly discuss those procedures which give a useful 

deconvolution when applied to the data of Figs 6.1 and 6.2, 

and subsequently demonstrate the unsatisfactory performance of 

the remaining procedures. 

6.2 
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Fig. 6.4 hex) which was convolved with g(x) in Fig. 6.2 

(p.I05) to give f(x) in Fig. 6.1. 

6.2.1 Results 

Table 6.5 is a detailed summary of the results obtained 

when procedures P4, P7 or P8 coupled with Pll or P12 were 

used to deconvolve the data of Figs 6.1 and 6.2 (p.I05). The 

estimates of a f , ag , MF and MG are given along with the various 

Tables and Figures obtained at certain steps in the computations. 

We note in Fig, 6.11, which displays the zeros of F(w) 

and G(w) obtained using P8 (see Table 6.5), that no zero 

wF,M of F(w) lies in the same position as any zero WG,M of 

G(w), Our data which we know to be ~onsistent' appears 

'inconsistent', because of the difficulty in finding suitable 

values for a f , ag , MF and MG, We can readily identify (cf •. the 

arrows in Fig. 6.11) members of ~F which lie closest to the 

6.2.1 
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Table 6.5 

Summary of Results using Successful Procedures 

Estimate a
f 

Estimate a Estimate MF Estimate MG 
Fig. show- Fig. show- Fig. shOW-IFig. show-

g inc;; zeros ing h (x) ing effect'ing effect 

Result 

~ 

I 
I 

l~ 
I 
f 
! 

10.62 

of F iwl & recon- of shift-

ReMarks 
Proce-

Result Remarks Proce- Result Ren!arks 
Proce-

Result Remarks 
G(w) structed ing G(w) 

dure dure dure from ~H2 zeros3 

RI-lS error = -2..: 1'4 ~ Rl1S error ~l:..2.. 1'12 ~ 1'12 !! Fig. 6.a Fig. 6.12 
Difference Difference 
between data between data 
and its and its 
Hermite func- I HeL"11lite func- I tion repres- tion repres-

I entation-could entation could 
not be seen on not be seen on 
Fig. 6.l. Fig. 6.2. 

i 
I ! 

As for 1'4. 1'7 ~ Fig. 6.6 shows 1'12 26 I 1'12 !! Fig. 6.9 Fig. 6.12 
IF (':;)/G (w) I , 
from 1'7.3. I 

':'max from 1'7.4 
, 

1S shown as 
the single-
headed arrow. 
1'7.6 gives 
!g ~ 5.67. 

Fig. 6.6 shows 1'6 6.95 As for 1'4. 1'12 24 1'12 did not 1'12 !! I Subsequent Fig. 6.10 Fig. 6.13 Fig. 6.14 
I f'(w)/G (w) ,. 

~ r~"~'" 
or to USl.ng for M ;~~ ~~c:n- for ~ ~ 

"'",ax is the 26 between PU 1'12, Table 24. ~ig. 26. 
double-headed - Mp =24 and \6.7 "as 6.11 for struction I a,;row. 1'6.2 ~IF = 26. ralCU1ated ~\- = 26. for 1-1_ ~ 24 I 

"l.ves using PU. is veh I I a = 5.74. similar. I """"11----
,. - . 

1 In the Figures cited, crosses denote 'zeros of F(w), and circles denote zeros of G(w). 

2 The Figures compare hex) calculated from the zeros (dashed line) ~ith the original hex) (Fig. 6.4, p.1~. 

3 The zeros of G(w) are shifted to coincide with the corresponding F(w) zeros. The Fiqures compare the resulting g{(xl 

(dashed line) with the original g (x) (Fig. 6.;1, p .tQ,?) • 

4 Zeros of F(w) are shifted to coincide with the correspondinq G(w) zeros. The Figures compare the resulting f (x) 
9 

(dashed line), which is the convolution of the reconstructed hlx) and the original g(x), with the original f(x) (Fig. 

6 ;1, p.10Sj. 

of shift-
ing F{w) 
zeros4 

Fig. 6.15 
for M = 
26. F 

-. 

I 

I 
I 

I 

'II 
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Fig. 6.6 IF(w)!G(w) I computed when applying procedures P7 

and P8 to the data in Figs 6.1 and 6.2 (p.IOS) 
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Table 6 

Convergence of the Zeros of G(w) with a = 8.95 for Various 
g 

Values of MG. 

119 

(Only zeros on the imaginary axis and in the right half w-plane 

are listed) 

positions of Zeros 

MG = 12 MG = 14 MG = 16 MG = 18 

U v U V U V U V 
G,m G,m G,m G,m G/m G,m G,m G,m 

O. -0.1369 

O. 0.1034 

0.0241 -0.0282 0.0194 0.0234 0.0195 0.0235 0.0193 0.0235 

0.0343 -0.0071 0.0347 -0.0072 0.0347 ... 0.0072 0.0347 -0.0071 

0.0421 -0.0345 0.0323 -0.0393 0.0321 -0.0307 0.0295 -0.0299 

0.0667 0.0277 0.0548 0.0246 0.0549 0.0247 0.0548 0.0252 

0.0808 -0.0369 0.0802 -0.0363 0.0723 -0.0361 

0.0917 0.0261 0.0919 0.0264 0.0931 0.0278 

0.1010 -0.0082 0.1032 -0.0063 0.1032 -0.0062 0.1028 -0.0065 

0.9799 0.2046 

0.1088 0.0846 

0.1327 -0.0447 
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Fig. 6.B Zeros of F(w) (XXX) and zeros of G(w) (000) 
computed using procedure P4. 
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Fig. 6.10 Zeros of F(w) (XXX) and zeros of G(w) (000) 
computed using procedure PB with MF = 24. 
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computed using procedure P7 
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Fig. 6.11 Zeros of F(w) (XXX) and zeros of G(w) (000) 
computed using procedure P8 with MF = 26. 
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members of i;;G in the sense def ined by equation (5.30) (p.1 02 ) 0 

Therefore the crosses in Fig. 6.11 which are not marked by an 

arrow, are the zeros ~H of H(w). We have MH = 12 because there 

are six further unmatched ~F zeros in the left half w-plane 

not shown in Fig. 6.11. Using procedure P2 (p .107 ), the 

deconvolved hex) shown as the dashed line in Fig. 6.13 is 

computed from ~H. 

To obtain the hex) in Fig. 6.13, we have implicitly 

assumed that the zeros of F(w) are more accurate than those of 

G(w). Therefore, we generate a new 'consistent' G(w) by 

shifting its zeros in the direction of the arrows in Fig. 6.11. 

This procedure is equivalent to the zerQ shifting operation 

described by equation (5.32) (p.I02), and gives the set of 

zeros ~GF of the function GF(w). The corresponding g.f(x) 

obtained using P2 (p.I07) on the zeros ~GF' is shown in Fig. 

6.14 together with the original g(x) reproduced from Fig. 6.2. 

If we shift the zeros of i;;F in the opposite direction to 

the arrows in Fig. 6.11, we carry out the zero shifting 

procedure described by equation (5.33) (p.103) and obtain the 

zeros ~FG of FG(W). Because 

i;FG = ~G LJ ~H' (6.23) 

the reconstruction of fg(x) from the zeros ~FG using P2 

(p.107) is equivalent to the convolution of the reconstructed 

hex) shown in Fig. 6.13 (dashed line) with the original g(x) 

(Fig. 6.2, P .105 ) . We compare f (x) with f(x) in Fig. 6.15. 
g 

In section 5.2.2 (p.103) we suggested that it is unreasonable 

to assume that only the first MG zeros in i;;F are in error, and 

that a more 'consistent' f(x) would be obtained by shifting 

the matched members of ~F as above, and then adjusting the 



unmatched members to give some sort of best fit to f(x) 0 We 

have not attempted this procedure, which is a nonlinear 

optimisation problem. 

3 

Although the reconstructed h(x) in Fig. 6.13 is in good 

agreement with the original, the procedures used to obtain it 

are, computationally, among the least efficient of those in 

sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. A large amount of human interaction 

with the computations is required, which means that there is 

always a possibility of not finding suitable values for a f , ag, 
~ and MG" Procedure P4, requiring optimisation of both a f 

and ag is less efficient than P7 and P8 which require 

optimisation of only a f or agO In section 6.3 we attempt 

the deconvolution of experimental data using procedures P8 

and P12, but firstly we demonstrate the unsatisfactory values 

for a f , ag, MF and MG obtained using procedures P5 and p6 

(p.112) and P9 and P10 (p.114). 

6.2.2 

Table 6.16 is a summary of results obtained using the 

procedures in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 which were abandoned 

for various reasons. The information given in Table 6.16 

does not prove that the procedures listed are always bound to 

fail. Rather, it shows the inferior results obtained during 

tests on one particular set, of data. 

6.2.2 



Table 6.16 

Summary of Results from Unsuccessful Procedures for Finding a f , a gl ~ and MG Compared With the 

'Successful' Values of a f = 10.62, a g = 8.95, MF = 26, MG = 14. 

Procedure Results Remarks 

P5(p.1I2) P5.2 gives a = 13.6 -g Table 6.17 shows the relatively poor convergence of the 

Hermite representation of g(x) when a = 13.6 compared,to -g 
the convergence when a = B.95. -g 

P6 (p.1I2 ) P6.2 gives at = 11.3 Table 6.17 shows the.relatively poor convergence of the 

P6.4 gives a = 5.66 -g Hermite representation of g(x) when a = 5.66 compared to -g 
the representation when a = 8.95. -g 

P9(p.114) Various We note from Table 6.17 that with a = 8.95 the root mean 
- -g 

squared error changes from 4.7 to 2.3 as MG increases from 

12 to 20. It is unlikely that an estimate of experimental - -
error would be sufficiently accurate to distinguish among a 

number of possible values for MG~ 

P1O(p.iI4) P10.2 gives Choosing the previously successful ~ = 8.95, ~ = 14, and 

!F~ = 107/80 = 1.35 ~f = 10.62 we get ~ = 18. The resulting zeros plotted in 

Fig. 6.1Ba do not correspond as well as those in Fig. 6.l8b 

which is a reproduction of Fig. 6.11. Any attempt to recon-
construct hex) from unmatched zeros in Fig. 6.1Ba resulted 

in a function with large negative values. 
--~ 

i 

~ 
N 
J::, 
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Convergence of the Hermite Function Representation of g(x) 
, 

(Fig. 6.2, p.IOS) for Various Values of agO 

Order of Hermite RMS error after m terms 
function 

representation a :::: 13.6 a = 8.95 a = S.66 
(m) g g g 

(from PS) (from P8) (from P6) 

0 101. Ill. 139. 

1 99.3 110. 126. 

2 99.1 104. 108. 

3 88.5 4S.4 9S.6 

4 83.2 23.8 80.4 

5 71. 0 12.7 64.8 

6 60~2 i1.4 45.0 

7 49.8 10.1 3S.1 

8 42.0 9.9 23.9 

9 32.1 9.9 18.S 

10 25.9 5.0 14.4 

11 20.0 4.9 13.2 

12 14.7 4.7 10.8 

13 12.4 4.6 10.1 

14 9.2 2.5 8.9 

15 8.7 2.S 8.6 

16 7.3 2.S 7.4 
I 

17 7.3 2.5 7.2 ! 
! 

18 7.0 2.4 6.S 

I 19 6.7 2.3 6.S 

20 6.6 2.3 5.8 ~ 

6.2.2 
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Fig. 6.18a Zeros of F(w) (XXX) and zero, of G(w) (000) 

computed using a f = 10.62, a = 8.95, M = 18 ,g F 

and fJIG = 14. 
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Fig. 6.18b Zeros of F (w) (XXX) and zeros of G (w) (000) 

computed using a f = 10.62, a g = 8.95, MF = 26, 

and MG = 14. (Reproduced from Fig. 6.11.) 
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6.3 DECONVOLUTION OF X~RAY DIFFRACTION DATA 

X-ray diffract10n measurements have proved useful in the 

study of various properties of solids (cf. Klug and Alexander, 

1967). However, typical apparatus distorts (broadens) the 

diffraction pattern, making quantitative deductions difficult. 

For small angle scattering, the desired pattern hex) is 

distorted by the 'instrument function' g(x) to give the 

measured pattern f(x). hex), g(x) and f(x) are related by the 

convolution integral (3.56) (p.61 ) (cf. Klug and Alexander, 

1967, p.494). Our attention was drawn to this problem by 

Kivell (1973), who was attempting to predict the fatigue life 

of aluminium samples, from.X-ray diffraction measurements. 

Although we also tried our methods on aata from Kivell (1973), 

we report here our attempts to deconvolve the similar data 

published by Stokes (1948). 

Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the measured f(x) and g(x) 

respectively, and in Table 6.21 we indicate the various 

results obtained during the attempted deconvolution. 

The zeros obtained from the results in Table 6.21 are 

shown in Fig. 6.23, where we note that the correspondence between 

members of ~F and ~G is poor compared with our 'consistent' 

data (Fig. 6.11, p.120). Procedure Pll (p.114) does not 

increase our confidence in the values of a f , a g , MF and MG 

given in Table 6.21, as neither the zeros of G(w) nor F(w) 

showed any sign of convergence with varying MG and MF 

respectively. 

6.3 
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Fig. 6.19 Measured f(x) from Stokes (1948). 

Fig. 6.20 Measured g(x) from Stokes (1948). 
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Table 6 2 

Summary of Steps in the Deconvolution of Data from Stokes (1948) 

Estimate a
f 

Pig. 6.22 shows I P (w) /G (w)1 from 

PB.2. w is shown by the 
max 

arrow. PB.2 gives 5 5 so 

that from PB.3, == 6 94 

1'0 -] 
.!!! 
() 

E 
0 z 

---- '5 

'i 
'"" t') 
~ 
~ 

'wi 
I.L 

-05 

Estimate a 
g 

Using PB we 

get -0---
corresponding 

to an RMS 

error of 2,5. 

·1 

Estimage Mp Estimate MG 

P12 gives .P12 gives 

== 2B = 20 

Fig. 6.22 IF(w)/G(w) I obtained when applying procedure PB.2 

to the data of Figs. 6.19 and 6.20. 

6.3 
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Fig. ,6.23 Zeros of F(w) (XXX) and zeros of G(w) (OOO) 

computed fromfue data of Fig. 6.19 and 6.20. 

Notwithstanding, the arrows in Fig. 6.23 indicate attempts 

to match the zeros of G(w} with those of F(w}. Where there is 

ambiguity, dashed, numbered arrows indicate the various 

possibilities. We cannot match the zero of G(w} marked with 

a double~headed arrow in Fig. 6.23. Although the presence of 

this zero and its counterpart in the left half w-plane has a 

noticeable effect on g(x} (Fig. 6.24), we omit the offending 

pair from ~G and attempt to identify the set ~H from the 

remaining zeros. 

Because of the ambiguity evident in Fig. 6.23, there are 

various possible sets ~H' We require hex) to be both positive 

and approximating a Gaussian function (cf. Klug and Alexander, 

1967). The hex} best satisfying these requirements is shown 

in Fig. 6.25 (dashed line) which is reconstructed from ~H 

obtained when the zeros in Fig. 6.23 are matched according to 

the solid arrows and the dashed arrows numbered 1, 3 and 5. 

6.3 
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Fig. 6.24 The effect of g(x) on the zero of G(w) marked with 

a double-headed arrow in Fig. 6.23. ---- g(x) re

constructed without the offending zeros; ---

original g(x) (Fig. 6.20, p.1'28). 
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Fig. 6.25 ---- denotes the best h(x) obtained by matching the 

zeros in Fig. 6.23. ---- denotes h(x) obtained by 

inverse filtering. 
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o 20 40 

Fig. 6.26 denotes h(x) (Fig. 6.25 dashed line) convolved 

with the original g(x) (Fig. 6.20, p.128). 

---- denotes the original f(x) (Fig. 6.19) 

In Fig. 6.26 we see that the convolution of the recon-

structed h(x) with the original g(x) is much wider than the 

original f(x); further evidence to suggest that we can have 

little confidence in the reconstructed h(x) of Fig. 6.25. The 

data f(x) (Fig. 6.19, p.128) and g(x) (Fig.6.20) have 

previously been deconvolved by inverse filtering (Stokes, 

1948) to obtain the h(x) shown as the continuous line in Fig. 

6.25. The latter result is regarded as useful (cf. Stokes, 

1948), although the irregularity on the right side of the main 

peak is not given any physical interpretation. 

6.3 
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Although we have reported attempts to deconvolve the data 

of Stokes (1948) using only procedures P8 and P12, no more 

success was achieved with various of the other procedures 

described in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. We conclude that our 

approach to the deconvolution of complete data has been un

successful. The difficulties in estimating suitable values of 

a
f

, ag , MF and MG have not been overcome, so that the potential 

of the condition (5.28) (p.IOI) .to discover and correct, 

inconsistent data has not been realised. 

6.3 
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C H 

DECONVOLUTION OF INCOMPLETE DATA 

The deconvolution of data known or estimated with 

sufficient accuracy throughout the range -00 to +00 is 

described in chapter 6. The techniques of this chapter deal 

with 'incomplete' data, that is data which is available in 

only a stated range, and which is completely unknown outside 

that range. Methods proposed for solving this Type B problem 

are reviewed in section 3.4.1. Fourier methods are not usually 

applied directly to the deconvolution of truncated data, 

because the effect of the truncation on the accuracy of any 

Fourier transform is more serious than is the effect of the 

experimental error. 

A typical deconvolution problem with incomplete data is 

shown in Fig. 7.1 where we have f(x) (continuous line) given 

by 

f (x) = -0.5X [e-0
•

3X 
- 1 

e 0.3 + 
e -0. 4x_ 1] 

0.4 (x > 0). (7.1) 

Equation (7.1) is the convolution of 

9 (x) 
-0 5x = e • (x > 0) (7 .2) 

with 

hex) = e-0 • 2x _ e-0 • 9x (x > 0). (7 • 3) 

In this case f(x) and g(x) exist for all po~itive x, but we 

take them as known only in the interval 0 ~ x ~ 6.0. 

Inspection of the convolution integral (3.56) (p.6l) shows 

that if the values of f(x) in the interval 0 ~ x ~ Lg are 

7.0 
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-8 

O~--------------------------~-r--------------------------~~~ o 12 

Fig. 7.1 f(x), the convolution of g(x) (7.2) and hex) (7.3). 

~ g(x) and hex) of extent L = 6; ---- g(x) and hex) 
9 

of infinite extent. 

known, and the function g(x) is known in the same interval, 

the function hex) is also completely determined in the interval, 

but not outside it. Therefore, for functions f(x) and g(x) 

given in the interval 0 ~ x ~ L without error, we can 
9 

approximate the convolution integral (3.56) by a sum, and find 

hex) by solving the equations (5.8) (p.90). However, 

measured functions f(x) and g(x) contain error, the effects of 

which we wish to reduce using the filtering properties of the 

Fourier transform (cf. section 5.1.). 

Because the values of g(x) and hex) outside the interval 

o ~ x ~ L are unknown, and do not affect f(x) inside the 
9 

interval, we choose g(x) and hex) to be zero unless 0 ~ x ~ Lg • 

7.0 
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Applying this constraint to g(x) and hex) their convolution 

f(x), for our example (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3), is shown as the 

line with crosses in Fig. 7.1. Now f(x) is 'complete'. We 

note that in the range 6 < x ~ 12 the completed f(x) does not 

correspond with the true f(x) (dashed line), but in practice 

we do not know the behaviour of f(x) in the interval 6 < x ~ 12 

anyway. Fourier methods can now be applied to deconvolve the 

completed f(x) and the g(x) of finite extent. 

In a practical problem hex) is unknown, and so f(x) 

cannot be completed as described above. Present Fourier 

methods, effectively complete f(x) by iteratively correcting 

an initial guess to it in the adJ'acent interval L + x ~ 2L . g g 

(cf. Silverman and Pearson, 1973). We attempt to complete 

f(x) by using the consistency condition (5.28) (p.lOl) 

7.1 CALCULATION OF ZEROS USING FOURIER SERIES 

We have defined g(x), hex) and the completed f(x) to be 

of extent Lg , Lh (= Lg)' and Lf (= 2Lg) respectively. There-

fore, f(x), g(x) and hex) satisfy the condition (5.18) 

(p.98) so that their Fourier transforms F(w), G(w) and H(w) 

are entire functions of order 1 (cf. section 5.2, p.99). 

A zero of a function is defined as a value of its argument 

for which the function has the value zero. A zero of F(w), 

w = U + jVF ' identifies a point (or position) with F,m F,m ,m 

coordinates (UF ' VF ) in the complex w-plane at which ,m ,m 

F(w) = O. 

To calculate the positions of the zeros of the Fourier 

transform of a function f(x) which is of finite extent 

o ~ x ~ Lf , we follow Bates (1969b). A function f(x) which 
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exists in a finite interval can be represented to any desired 

accuracy by the Fourier series 

f (x) == (7.4) 

where the Fm are complex constants and mf is a positive 

integer such that the accuracy of the representation of f(x) 

by (7.4) increases as mt increases. Substituting (7.4) into 

(5.12) (p.91) gives 

j7fWLf sin (7fWLf ) mf 
F (..!!!..) 

Lf . F (w) == e z: 
(w m m=-mf - -) Lf 

in which 

F (..!!!..) == Lf Fm' Lf 

we define 
j2TIWLf sin (TIWLf ) e 

OF (w) == 
7rLf 

mf m 
n (w - -) L m=-mf f 

and 

mf mf 
PF(w) z: F (2!..) n (n) m 

== (w --) 
n=-mf 

Lf m=-mf 
Lf 

so that 

F (w) == °F(w) PF (w) • 

In (7.B) n(n) denotes a product over m with the term rn=n 
m 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7 • 7) 

(7 • B) 

(7.9) 

omitted. 0F(w) is zero in the finite part of the w-plane for 

only real values of w, for which u == n/Lf , where n is an 

7.1 



an integer such that Inl > mfo There are an infinite number 

of zeros of QF(w). PF(w) is a polynomial of order 2mf (= MF ) 

which has zeros w such that F,m 
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= (w - w
F 

), ,m (7.10) 

where 

m 
= (-1) fF(O) / (7.11) 

PF(w) has only a finite number ~F) of zeros which occur 

usually for complex values of w (we call them 'complex zeros'), 

as opposed to the zeros of QF(w) which occur only for real 

values of w (we call these 'real zeros'). TheM~ zeros of 

PF(w) therefore comprise the set sF' whereas the set of zeros 

sF consists of the zeros of PF(w) and the zeros of QF(w), 

and therefore this set has an infinite number of members. 

In equation (7.5), we note that F(w) is completely 

determined by its values F{Ln ) at the sample points {- • This 
f f 

is the well known Fourier sampling theorem. Also, (7.8) 

indicates that PF(w) depends on the value of F(w) only at its 

sample points, so that the zeros wF in (7.10) are simply an ,m 

alternative representation of the information in the samples 

of F{w). 

We refer to the following procedure for calculating the 

zeros !;p of the Fourier transform of f (x) • 

Procedure P13: to calculate the zeros of F(w). 

P13.1 Calculate the 2mf +l Fourier coefficients Fm in 

equation (7.4) using the techniques described in 

section 8.4.1. 

7.1 



P13.2 Calculate the 2mf +l complex coefficients of the 

polynomial PF(w) using (7.8). (A more tractable 

form of (7.8) is given in section 8.4.2.) 

P13.3 Calculate the MF zeros of PF(w) as described in 

section 8.5. 

Given its extent Lf , the zeros sF' and the constant CF ' 

f(x) is reconstructed from the zeros of F(w) as follows: 

Procedure P14 to reconstruct f(x) from the zeros of F(w). 
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P14.l Compute F(w) using (7.10), (7.7) and (7.9) (p.136). 

P14.2 Calculate f(x) using the inverse Fourier transform 

(5.13) (p.9l) as indicated in section 8.1 (p.155). 

As in chapter 6, P13 and P14 apply also for the calcul-

ation of and reconstruction" from the zeros SG and sR' making 

the appropriate changes in notation. 

If f(x) and g(x) are represented exactly by a finite 

number of terms in a Fourier series of the form (7.4) (p.136), 

then f(x) requires, in principle, a Fourier series with an 

infinite number of terms to represent it. We now show this 

by demonstrating that if mf is given a finite upper bound, 

there must be circumstances where F(w) = 0, and at the same 

time G (w) H (w) ::f O. Now since F (w) = G (w) H (w) (cf. equation 

(5.14), p.9l) this is clearly absurd. The particular circum-

stances arise as follows. 

If mg and mh are finite, then the coefficients Gm and Rm 

in the Fourier series representations of g(x) and hex) are 

zero for Iml > mg and Iml > mh , respectively" Therefore, 

making appropriate changes in notation in (7.6), G(2~m) = 0 
g 

for lml > m , and H(;Lm ) = 0 for lml > mh , and so the product 
g g 2m 

G(w)H(w) is zero for Iml > m in w = ---2L ' where ms is the 
s g 

smaller of mg and mho Similarly, from the Fourier series 
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representation of f(x) I we have F(2~ ) = 0 for 

m 
F(w) = 0 at w = 2L 

g 
for Iml > mf and G(w)H(w) = 
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Now 

o at w = 2m 
g 

for Iml > ms ' so that there are real values of w (namely 

2Lg 

2m+l I I w = ~ for· 2m+l ~ mf ) for which F(w) = 0, but G(w)H(w) F o. 
g 

This is impossible. If mf is infinite, there are no values of 

w for which F(w) = 0 but G(w)H(w) F O. 

In practice, the number of Fourier coefficients which can 

be calculated from data f(x) is determined by the well-known 

Fourier sampling criterion 

= (7.12 ) 

where T is the interval in x between successive data points. 

The zeros sF calculated from samples of a function f(x) 

when (7.12) applies are the best available estimates of the 

zeros of F(w). The accuracy of the estimates improves as mf 

increases. 

7.2 CONSISTENT COMPLETION AND DECONVOLUTION OF DATA 

We aim to complete f(x) so that its Fourier transform 

F(w) and the Fourier transform of g(x) are such that the 

consistency condition (5.28) (p.lOl) holds. Equation (5.28) 

requires that the zeros ~G of G(w) must also be members of ~F' 

the set of zeros of F(w). Therefore, as well as having 

measurements of f (x) for 0 .~ x .~ Lg we know that 

F(WG ) = 0 for all w in sG' G,n 
(7.13) 

,n 

When f (x) is represented as a Fourier series (7.4) (p .136 ), 

equation (7.13) implies that (cf. equation (7.5») 

7.2 
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mf 0 E == 
m=-mf (wG,n - .2!!-) 

Lf 

for all w G,n in ~G • (7.14) 

We obtain a further set of equations from the known values 

== f (x ). 
n (7.15) 

Equation (7.14) and (7.15) form the basis of 

Procedure P15: for completing f(x). 

P15.l Inspect the measured f(x) to find the extent 

o ~ x ~ Lg for which it is given, such that 

(Nf+l)T = Lg where Nf+l is the number of data points 

with sample interval T. 

P15.2 Assuming the same sample interval for the data g(x), 

find the Nf+l = 2mg +l coefficients in its Fourier 

series representation similar to (7.4) (p.136 ), 

but with f(x), Fm and Lf replaced by g(x), Gm and 

L respectively. Details for finding the Fourier 
g 

series coefficients are given in section 8.4.1. 

P15.3 Find the MG = 2mg zeros ~G of G(w) using P13 (p.137). 

P15.4 Combine the MG equations (7.14) and Nf+l equations 

(7.15) and solve for the 2mf +l coefficients Fm' 

where 2m +1 == M f G + Nf +1. Details of the form in 

which (7 • 14 ) and (7.15 ) are expressed and solved are 

given in sections 8.4.1 (p.165) and 8.6. 

P15.5 Plot the completed f(x) after sUbstituting the 

derived coefficients F m into equation (7.4) (p .136 ) . 
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If we now calculate the zeros ~F using P13 (p.137), MG of 

them are bound by equation (7.14) to coincide exactly with the 

members of ~G. The remaining members of ~F comprise ~H' from 

which hex) can be reconstructed using P14 (p.138). However, 

we have found it computationally more efficient to deconvolve 

the completed f(x) and truncated g(x) by inverse filtering 

(cf. section 3.4.1, p.64, and section 5.1, p.9l). 

Procedure P16: to deconvolve the completed data. 

P16.l Using equation (5.12) (p.9l) with appropriate 

changes in notation, calculate the Fourier transforms 

of g(x) and the completed f(x). 

P16.2 Plot IF(u)/G(u) I, and where it,begins to diverge due 

to error in f(x) or g(x), apply a filter to reduce 

it to zero (cf. section 8.1, p.lS5). 

P16.3 Calculate hex) from equation (5.13) (p.91). 

7.3 TESTS WITH COMPUTER-GENERATED DATA 

.We use the example (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) (p.133) to 

assess procedures P15 and P16 for completing f(x) and then 

deconvolving to find h(x). We assume that a measurement of 

f(x) is available only for 0 ~ x ~ 6.0 as indicated in Fig. 

7.1 (p.134) where we also show ~he line with crosses) the 

completion of f(x) determined analytically, by convolving hex) 

and g(x) as given by (7.2) and (7 • 3) with the restriction 

o .~ x .~ 6. From P15.l we have L = 6.0. g 

Table 7.2 is a list of the various tests performed and 

the results obtained. As noted in the table, the completed 

f(x) obtained from procedure PIS compares favourably with that 
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Table 7.2 

Summary of Tests on the Deconvolution of Incomplete Data 

Noise added MG Zeros of G(w) 
MF (=2m ) 

Filtering applied 
Figure showing 

Nf+l from from Completed f(x) to F(u)/G(u) in to f(x)l 
P15.3 P15.2 & P15.3 2 from P15.4 P16.23 h (x) from P16. 3 

17 0 16 Shown in Fig. 32 Difference between theoretical Cosine bell 7.5 -7.3 completion of f(x) and its u = .625 
computed completion could not max 

be seen in Fig. 7.l. ud 
.273 

, 

21 0 20 Same as in 40 Difference between theoretical Cosine bell Reconstructed - - - is very Fig. 7.3 but completion of f(x) and its u = .625 h(x) 
with 2 more computed completion could not max similar to 
zeros. be seen in Fig. 7.1. 

ud - .395 
that in Fig. 
7.5. 

21 5% 20 Same as in 40 Fig. 7.4. Rectangular 7.6 - - Fig. 7.3 but .- u = .391 
with 2 more max 

zeros. 

35 5% 34 Same as in 68 Similar to Fig. 7.4. Cosine bell 7.7 -Fig. 7.3 but u = .781 
with 9 more max 

zeros. u
d 

= .389 

; The noise is normally distributed with standard deviation a fixed percentage of each datum. 
3 The zeros ~G were computed by a procedure which takes advantage of the exponential form of g(x) (see section 8.4.2, P.167}. 

The cosine bell and rectangular filters are defined in section 8.1 (p.155). ~ 
~ 
hJ 
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Fig. 7.3 The zeros of G(w) computed from the data (7.2) (p.133) 

o 

O~----------------------------~--------------------~~--~~ 
6 12 

Fig. 7.4 The completed f(x) from data with 5% error for the 

case Nf = 20. ---- completed function; 000 data. 
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Fig. 7.6 

Fig. 7.7 
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h (X) calculated from error-free data with N
f 

= 16. 

correct h (x) from equation (7.3) (p.133). 
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h{x) calculated from data with 5% error for the 

case Nf = 20. ---- correct h(x) from equation (7.3) 

(p.133). 
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o·JL----------------~----------------~\----~ 
o 3'0 6-0 '",_ 

h(x) calculated from data with 5% error for the 

case Nf = 34. 

(p. 133) . 

---- correct h(x) from equation (7.3) 
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obtained analytically. However, to obtain acceptable results 

for the deconvolution it is necessary to filter the function 

F(u)/G{u). This is because mf is finite, whereas we 

demonstrated in section 7.1 (p.138) that in principle it 

should be infinite. Notwithstanding, little change in h(x) 

was noticed as mf was increased from 16 to 20. The tests in which 

noise was added to f(x) show the high sensitivity of deconvol-

ution problems to error in the data. As with the error free 

results, there is little improvement with increasing m
f 

(cf. 

Fig. 7.6 for which mf = 20 , and Fig. 7.7 for which mf = 34). 

7.4 DECONVOLUTION OF CALCIUM ABSORPTION DATA 

Deconvolution methods allow some c,larification of the 

dynamics of the intestinal absorption of calcium and have been 

used by various authors (cf. Hart and Spencer, 1961; Silverman 

and Burgen, 1961; Birge et al., 1969~ Szymendera et al., 1972). 

Two measurements using radioactive isotopes of calcium as 

tracers are conducted either simultaneously, using different 

45 47 isotopes (Ca and Ca ), or on two separate occasions with 

the same isotope. If we assume that the stable calcium is at 

a steady state, the way in which tracer disappears from the 

blood is independent of the time of its introduction. 

Therefore, when the first tracer enters the blood after an 

oral dose, it will begin to decay away as if it were an intra-

venous injection of the same amount of tracer. The next small 

amount of tracer to appear in the blood will disappear 

similarly, but it will be delayed with respect to the first, 

and so on for all subsequent tracer from the oral dose. 
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The amount of orally ingested tracer in the blood at anyone 

time f(t) is given by the convolution integral 

fo
t 

f(t) = g(t T) h(T) dT, (7.16) 

where g(t) is the amount of tracer in the blood following an 

intravenous injection, and h(t) is the rate of 'initial entry' 

of tracer into the blood from the gut. By 'initial entry' we 

mean that tracer which has not been previously absorbed from 

the gut and then secreted. 

In practice, the orally ingested tracer is given along 

with a known amount of stable calcium, ~o that the rate of 

initial entry of stabl~ cal~ium into the blood can be found by 

dividing the h(t) determined from equation (7.16) by the 

specific activity of the original dose. Howev.er, if signific-

ant quantities of calcium are absorbed during the experiment, 

the stable calcium in the system cannot be at a steady state. 

Commonly, it is assumed that the absorbed calcium introduces 

negligible error. 

The data shown as circles in Figures 7.8 and 7.9, made 

available by Dr J.H. Livesey of the Medical Unit, Princess 

Margaret Hospital, Christchurch, New Zealand, were obtained 

. th . 1 . t C 47 . t 1 d' t us~ng e s~ng e ~so ope a ~n separa e ora an ~n ravenous 

experiments conducted six days apart. Clearly f(t) is incom-

plete. Because the data f(t) and g(t) are given at irregular 

intervals, it is necessary to interpolate them (we use the 

continuous lines which were drawn manually through the data in 

Figs 7.8 and 7.9) before applying procedure P15 (p.1AO). The 

data g(t) is further complicated by the absence of a point at 

t = O. Such a measurement cannot be taken, as it coincides 
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2 

O~-------r----__ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~~t~ 
1 2 3 4 5 

Time in Hours 

Fig. 7.8 ca
47 

in the blood following an oral dose. 0000 data; 

interpolation. 

10 

9 

" 

t 
1-+---------------------y--------------------~~ 

o 4 8 

Time In Hours 

Fig. 7.9 ca47 in the blood following an intravenous dose. 

0000 data; ---- interpolation; ---- alternative extra

polation to t = O. 
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with the injection of the tracer. We extrapolate the data 

back to t = 0, and test the sensitivity of h(t) to the values 

obtained. 

We choose Nf = 34 (our results varied little even with 

Nf as low as 20), so that from P15.1 (p .140) Lg = 5.15 hours. 

We note that although data for get) are given for t > 5.15 

(cf. Fig. 7.9), our procedure does not use this information. 

With the computer generated data in section 7.3, we found 

the zeros ~G using P15.3 after first multiplying g(x) by an 

increasing exponential function (see footnote 2 on p.142, and 

section 8.4.2, p.167). This operation gave no advantage with 

the present data in Fig. 7.9, The completed f(t) obtained 

from P15. 4 and P15. 5(p .140-) is shown in Fig. 7.10. 

2 

5-0 100 

Time in Hours 

Fig. 7.10 The completed f(t) obtained from the calcium tracer 

data, Figs 7.8 and 7.9. 
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Although we have specified the completed f(t) to be of width 

10.3 hours, it is small in the latter part of the interval. 

This suggests that h(t) is also small over a significant part 

of the interval 0 ~ t ~ 5.15 hours. To deconvolve the 

completed data we plot IF(u)/G(u) \, which was obtained using 

P16.l and Pl6.2 (p.141), in Fig. 7.11, and in Fig. 7.12 we 

show h(t) calculated using P16.3 after applying a rectangular 

-1 
window to F(u)/G(u) at both u = 1.09 hrs and u = .703 max max 

-1 
hrs . The choice of filter noticeably affects h(t), 

including its maximum value and the corresponding time. 

·5 

o '·0 2'0 

U in hours-1 

Fig. 7.11 IF(u)/G{u) I obtained during the deconvolution of 

the calcium tracer data. 

We cannot determine from the data whether the second, lower, 

peak in absorption rate actually occurs, or whether it is a 

consequence of experimental error, and should be filtered out. 
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O;-------------r-----------~------------__ --~~~----~t~ 
o 2 3 4 

Time in Hours 

Fig. 7.12 Rate of initial entry of calcium from gut to blood. 
, -1 

filter applied to F(u)/G(u) at u = .703 hrs ; 
-1 filter applied at u = 1.09 hrs • 

O;-------------,-------------~------------r_----~~--~~ 
o 

Fig. 7.13 

2 

Time In Hours 

The insensitivity 

t = 0 of the data 

--- obtained from 

g(O) == 7.5. 

of h(t) to the extrapolation 

g(t) (Fig. 7.9, p.147). 

g(O) = 9. --- obtained from 

to 
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That our deconvolution procedure is insensitive to the 

extrapolation of the get) data back to t == 0, is shown in Fig. 

7.13, where we compare h(t) as obtained above, with that 

obtained using identical procedures, but with extrapolation of 

get) according to the dashed line in Fig. 7.9 (p.147). 

Because we do not constrain h(t) to have any particular 

mathematical form, we cannot prevent it having significant 

value outside the range 0 , t , L. In Figure 7.12 we see 
g 

that the more F(u)/G(u) is filtered, the more h(t) takes on 

values for t < O. Clearly h(t) should be zero for t < 0 because 

there is then no tracer in the system. The best filtering of 

F(u)/G(u) is a matter of judgement, and 9an be quickly deter-

mined by a series of trials. 

vlhen empirical models are used for the deconvolution of 

calcium tracer data, h(t) is constrained, perhaps incorrectly. 

Szymendera et ale (1972) represent the measured data by the 

models 

-A t -A t 
f(t) == Al e 1 - A e 2 

2 
(7.17) 

and 
-A t -A t 

g (t) = A3 e 3 + A e 4 
4 

(7 .18) 

They determine the parameters AI' A2 , AI' A2 , A3 , A4 , A3 and 

A4 by iteratively adjusting them to best fit the data (cf. 

section 3.3.1, p.54). Equations (7.17) and (7.18) are then 

substituted into the convolution integral (7.16) and h(t) is 

obtained by approximating (7.16) with a sum. However, their 

model (7.17) and (7.18) requires some comment. 

Taking the Laplace transforms F~(S) of f(t), and G~(s) of 

get) using (3.59) (p.63) with appropriate changes in notation, 

yields 
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FQ,(S) 

and 

GQ, (s) 

From (7.16) 

FQ,(S) 

so that 

== 
Al A2 

s+.:\1 - S+A I 
2 

:= 
A3 A4 

S+A
3 

+ S+A • 
4 

(p .146 ) and (3.59) (p.63) we have 

:= 

:= 
[AI (s+.:\2) - A2 (S+)..l) ] (s+.:\3) (s+.:\4) 

LA3 (s+X 4 ) + A4 (s+\3) ] (s+\2) (s+"l) • 
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(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

(7.22). 

The initial value theorem (cf. E1gerd, 1967, p.552) states 

that 

h(O) = lim s fIQ,{S) , 
s-+oo 

and therefore, from (7.22) and (7.23) 

h(O) -+ 00 

unless 

= 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

Clearly, (7.24) is unphysical and so we assume that (7.25) 

holds, although Szymendera et ale (1972) do not say whether they 

imposed this constraint in their procedure. Also, if (7.25) 

applies HQ,(s) can be expanded in partial fractions from which 

h(t) can be determined as an analytical expression, thus 

avoiding the need to approximate the convolution integral with 

a sum. 
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COMPUTATIONAL 

8.1 COMPUTATION OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS 

The Fourier transform 

(8.1) 

and its inverse 

f(x) = f:oo F(u) e-j2nux du (B.2) 

are the basis of most of the techniques previously described. 

We calculate Fourier transforms both i~directly, when we first 

approximate the data by a set of functions the Fourier trans

form of which we know analytically (cf. the Hermite function 

representation (6.1), p.106 and its Fourier transform (6.2», 

and directly, when we apply equation (B.l) to the data. In 

the former case, the numerical problem is one of approximating 

the data with the chosen set of functions, and we consider 

this in sections 8.3.2 and 8.4.1. For the latter case, we use 

the well-documented Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm 

(cf. Bergland, 1969). The FFT implementation used is called 

HARM (IBM, 1968). 

The FFT algorithm actually computes a Fourier series but 

its use for the approximate calculation of the Fourier integral 

(8.1) when working with sampled data is well established (cf. 

Bergland, 1969). The accuracy of the approximation depends on 

the interval between samples, and the. error introduced by 

replacing, with finite limits, the infinite range of 

integration in equations (8.1) and (8.2). Theoretically (cf. 
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Bergland, 1969), a function f(x) must be sampled at a rate 

equal to or greater than twice the maximum 'frequency' U , max 
at which F(u) has significant value. Failure to satisfy this 

sampling condition results in 'aliasing', whereby the missing 

high frequency components are 'folded back' onto the lower 

frequency components, making them incorrect. For a sample 

interval T, the FFT computes F(u) at a maximum frequency umax ' 

given by 

= 1/2T. (S.3) 

For the computations in chapters 4, 5 and 6 the sampling of 

f{x) was found to be satisfactory provid~d IF(u ) I was not max 
greater than 1% of the maximum value of IF(u) I. Corresponding 

sampling criteria apply to F(u) when using the Fourier inverse 

formula (8.2) to obtain f(x). 

We note in section 5.1 (p.93), that the examples are all 

of finite extent so the use of finite limits in (S.l) is exact. 

Procedures P7 and P8 in section 6.1.1 (p.112) require the 

Fourier transform of functions which are theoretically of 

infinite extent. However, in all cases described in sections 

6.2 and 6.3 the data at the tails of the various f(x) and g(x) 

are given, as Ixl increases, until f{x) or g{x) falls to less 

than .5% of its maximum value. The error in using (8.1) 

with finite limits is therefore slight. However, the 

availability of data over only a finite interval when calcul

ating the Fourier transform (4.37) (p.75) is one of the major 

limitations of the Mellin transform method for fitting 

exponential functions to data. 
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The most important source of error in the various Fourier 

transform calculations of previous chapters is due to the 

substitution of finite limits for the infinite integration in 

the Fourier inverse integral (8.2). In section 4.2.1 (p.77) we 

imposed finite limits because the error in and truncation of 

the data causes R(~) in equation (4.39) (p.75) to increase 

without bound with increasing~. Similarly H(w) calculated 

during deconvolution by inverse filtering in various sections 

of chapters 5 and 7 diverges as u increases because of error 

in the data (see, for example, p.93). Clearly if 

F(u) in (8.2) diverges as lui increases the integral does not 

exist. However, in all cases we experienced/the divergence 

is due to either the error in or truncation of the data. To 

obtain an inverse, we apply a filter (or 'window') to F(u) to 

reduce the effects of the limitations in the data. We used 

two types of filter as indicated in Table 5.2 (p.94) and Table 

7.2 (p.142). A rectangular window cuts F (u) off sharply at a 

specified u such that max 

F(u) o for lui> u x. rna 
(B. 4) 

A rectangular window can produce unwanted oscillations in f(x} 

which are reduced in amplitude by lowering F(u} more gradually 

to zero, as does the cosine-bell window of width ud : 

u-u 
F(u) = F(u ) {I + cos ( max)n} 

max ud 

for umax~ u ~ umax+ud (8.5) 

and 

F (u) ::: 0 for u ~ u + ud • max 
(8.6) 

B.l 
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There is a corresponding formula to reduce F(u) to zero in the 

interval -u >,.. u >,.. -u - ud • A cosine bell window applied max max 

to R(s) (Fig. 4.3, p.77) remarkably reduces the amplitude of 

the auxilliary peaks in Y(e- B) (cf. Fig. 4.4, p.78 and Fig. 4.2, 

p.76). 

The FFT computes F(w) from (8.1) (p.1 S3) for only real 

values of w. To calculate the Fourier transform for complex 

values of w which we require in section 5.1, we write 

F (u+}v) ::: J:oo f (x) j2n(u+jv)x d e x 

so that 

F(u+jv) f:oo f(x) 
-2nvx j21TUX 

dx. ::: e e 

Therefore, to calculate F (u+jv) we firs,t multiply f (x) by 

e- 2nvx and then use the FFT. However, the sampling 

(8. 7) 

(8.8) 

requirements for a successful FFT computation now apply to the 

modified data f(x) -2nvx e We found equation (8.8) satisfac-

tory to calculate F(w} from f(x) given by equation (5.17) 

(p.93). On the other hand, the sampling requirements using 

(8.8) were found to be too stringent for g(x) given by (5.16) 

(p.93). (g(x) is a square pulse, which is more easily 

1 d h . () - 2 nvx h ' h . t' 1 f t " ) samp e t an ~s g x e , ~l ~c ~s an exponen ~a unc ~on. 

In this case, we calculate G(w) indirectly by first representing 

g(x) as a Fourier series similar to that in equation (7.4) 

(p.136) 

m -j2nmx/L 
g(x) ::: Eg G

m 
e g 

m=-m g 

o ~ x ~ L , 
9 

and then evaluating its analytical Fourier transform 

(8.9) 

8.1 
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G(w) 
j1TwL 

e g 
sin(1TwL ) g 

1T m • (8.10) 
m=-m (w --) 

g L g 

After dividing the Fourier transforms F(w) and G(w) in 

the complex plane in section 5.1 (p.93), we calculate hex) 

from H(w) using the following theory. If 

h (x) = f:oo H(u) 
~j21Tux d e u (8.11) 

and 

h I (x) = J:oo H(u+jv) 
-j2'lTUX d e u (S.12) 

then 

hex) ::: e 21fvX hi (x). (S.13) 

Therefore, to calculate hex), we apply the FFT to H(u+jv) as 

if it were just H(u), but we multiply the resulting inverse by 

21fvx e In section 5.1 (p.95) we observed the magnification of 

errors in hex) in the region where e 21fVX is an increasing 

exponential function, but these errors lay outside the known 

extent of hex) so we ignored them. 

8.2 COMPUTATION OF THE GAMMA FOR COMPLEX 

In section 4.2 (p.74) we require the gamma function for 

complex argument for the analytic continuation of data onto 

the Bromwich contour using the Mellin transform. The gamma 

function is defined by (cf. Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p. 

255) 

r(z) = Re{z} > 0, I
oo

o 
tz-l e-t dt (S.14) 

and satisfies the recurrence relation 

S.2 
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r(z+l) ::: zr(z). (8.15) 

The integral (8.14) does not provide a practical method for 

evaluating r(z). In section 4.2.1 we used a double precision 

version of a program published by Lucas and Terrill (1971). 

They first augment z by an integer N so that IZ+NI > 10 for 

which argument Stirling's asymptotic formula (cf. Abramowitz 

and Stegun, 1965, p.257) 

571 + ] 
24BB320z 4 • .'. 

(8.16) 

(z + 00 in larg zj < rr) 

is known to converge rapidly. They compute r(z) from r(z+N) 

by repeated application of the recurrence relation (B.15). 

Tests gave an accuracy of better than eight significant 

figures and a typical computation time of .05 seconds to 

evaluate r(z). 

8.3 COMPUTATIONS WITH HERMITE FUNCTIONS 

8.3.1 Generation of Hermite Polynomials 

In chapter 6 (p.106) we represent our 'complete' data by 

Hermite functions which are Hermite polynomials weighted with 

a Gaussian. The Hermite polynomial of order n is given by 

(cf. Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p. 775) 

He (x) 
n 

[!!. ] 
2 

= n! E 
m=O 

m n-2m x 

(n-2m)! 
(8.17) 

where [!!.2] denotes the largest integer not exceeding!!. From 2" 

(B.17) we see that 

B.3.l 
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(8.18 ) 

Instead of using (S.17) to directly evaluate the Hermite 

polynomials, we use the more efficient recurrence relation 

Hen+l(x} = (8.19) 

with (S.lS) as starting values. 

8.3.2 Fitting Hermite Functions to Data 

To find the coefficients F in the Hermite function 
m 

expansion (6.1) (p.106), we use the formula (6.16) (p.109) which 

is derived using the orthogonal properties of Hermite poly-

nomials (cf. equation (6.14}). We are g~ven only samples of 

f(x) and therefore we must use an approximate formula for the 

integration in (6.16) as follows. 

1. 

2 2 -x /a 
Multiply the data2f(x~ by e f He

n
(2x/a f ). 

-x /a 
Integrate f(x)e f He

n
(2x/af ) using Simpson's 2. 

rule (cf. Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p.886). 

3. Interpolate midway between each adjacent ~air2of 
-x /a 

samples of f(x} and again mUltiply by e f Hen (2x/a f ) • 

4. Integrate the interpolated samples using Simpson's 

rule. 

5. Repeat the interpolation 3 and integration 4 until 

successive integrals agree to within three significant 

figures. 

By this procedure we ensure that there are sufficient points 

in the integration to maintain accuracy. The choice of inter-

polation formula in step 3 is arbitrary, but we used cubic 

spline functions (cf. Greville, 1967). Cubic splines inter

polate with a cubic polynomial between given samples or 'knots', 

with the constraint that the first order derivatives of 

8.3.2 
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adjacent cubic polynomials are equated at each knot. Inter-

polation with cubic splines is similar to manual interpolation 

on graph paper. After completion of the computations 

described in chapter 6, it was realised that the MF+l numerical 

integrations of equation (6.16) (p.109) needed to find MF+l 

coefficients in equation (6.1) (p.106), could by replaced by 

the inversion of a single matrix of order MF+l. The theory 

is given by Lanczos (1956, p.37l). In principle, the exact 

representation of a function f(x) by a series of the form 

(6.1) requires an infinite number of terms, so that, ideally 

f(x) = 

If we truncate 

given by 

(x) n M = 
F 

2 2 -x /a 
e f 

00 

the series 

2 2 -x /a f e 

(8.20) 

at m = MF , the remainder n~ is 

00 

E F Hem (2x/a f ) • (8.21) 
MF+l 

m 

Assuming that the series (8.20) has quick convergence, we may 

estimate the remainder of n~(x) by keeping only the first 

term in (8.21) so that 

= e 

2 2 -x /a f 

n~(x) is zero at the zeros br roots) of the polynomial 

(8.22) 

HeM +1(2x/af ), so that we can obtain the coefficients of the 
F 

finite expansion 

f~+l(x) = 
2 2 -x /a 

e f (8.23) 

by fitting the functional values f(x) at the MF+l zeros Si of 

8.3.2 
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= f(8·) 
1. 

i :::: 1,2, •.. ,~+1 (8.24) 

such that 

:::: 0 i = 1,2, .•. ,MF+l. (8.25) 

That MF+l zeros of Hem(2x/a f ) do exist for real values of x is 

well known (cf. Lanczos, 1956, p.373). Although the solutions 

F I of the linear algebraic equations (8.24) will not normally m 

coincide with the coefficients F obtained by integration of 
m 

equation (6.16) (p.109), Lanczos (1956, p.372) suggests that 

the error will not be essentially worse,' but the computational 

savings will be great. Also, the proc~dure of equation (8.24) 

provides an alternative method for estimating MF (cf. section 

6.1.2). The data f(x) falls asymptotically to zero as x 

increases (cf. Fig. 6.1, p.105), and so we can identify x , 
max 

the value of x beyond which the data f(x) cannot be disting-

uished from the experimental error. Because the furthest out 

zero of Hen (2x/a f ) moves away from the origi~ as n increases, 

we can fix MF+2 as the value of n for which the furthest out 

zero lies at x > x max 

8.3.3 optimisation of a f 

Procedure P4 (pelll) for a fixed MF or MG, requires the 

iterative adjustment of a f or a g to minimise the RMS error 

(6.17) (p.109) between the data and its representation (6.1) 

(p.106) by Hermite functions. a f is nonlinearly related to 

f(x) in equation (6.1) so that its adjustment is a nonlinear 

optimisation problem. The Fibonacci search (cf. Dixon, 1972, 

p.20) is ideally suited to nonlinear optimisation with respect 

8.3.3 
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to one parameter ( in our case a
f 

or a
g
). 

the RMS error) is zero for only one value 

Provided ~R (R is 
oaf 

of a f in the stated 

range over which searching is to be carried out (i.e. provided 

there is only one 'minimum'), the Fibonacci search systematic-

ally finds the optimum a f using a minimum number of trial 

values. Typically, to find the optimum a
f 

in the range 

4 ~ a f ~ 11 to an accuracy of .01 requires R to be computed at 

only 15 test values of a
f

• 

8.3.4 Calculation of Zeros and Reconstruction 

When data f(x) is expanded in terms of Hermite functions 

(6.1) (p.106) the zeros of F(w) are shown in section 6.1 

(p.106) to be the zeros of the polynomial PM (w) given by 
F 

PM (w) 
F 

:::: (8.26) 

where AF is given by equation (6.4) (p.106). Substituting for 

the Hermite polynomials from (S.17) (p.158) we have 

ML [~) (-1)i(2na )m-2iwm-2i 
:::: aflTI/A

F 
EF jm~m E ____ ~~~f----____ --PM (w) 

F m=O i=O i!:2 (m-2i)! 
(S.27) 

Equation (S.27) is a sum of MF+l polynomials of increasing 

order. 
n We calculate the coefficients of w separately for 

each polynomial, and then add them. 

To reconstruct f(x) from the MF zeros wF,m of F(w) 

(procedure P2, p.107), we let 

2 2 
-x /a 

f(x) 
f 

Q (x) , :::: e 
MF 

(8.2S) 

where Q
M 

(x) is a polynomial in x of order ~. 
F 

If 

8.3.4 
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(the inverse Fourier transform), and 

then, 

f
1

(x) = f' (x) I ( j 2rr) , o 

where fo' (x) denotes d~(x)/dx. 

Now from equations (6.3) and (6.6) (p.106) 

F (u) = 

so we define 

and 

F 0 (u) 

F (u) 
n 

= 

= 

222 
-rr a u 

f 

F
n

_1 (U) (u-w
F 

) ,n 
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(8.29) 

(8.30) 

(8.31) 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

(8.34 ) 

From equations (8.29)-(B.34) we deduce the recurrence formula 

f (x) 
n = f~_l(x)/( 2rr) - wF f l(x) ,n n-

with the starting formula 

= e 

2 2 -x /a f 

(8.35) 

(B. 36) 

derived from equations (B.29) and (B.33). At any stage in the 

recurrence scheme (B.35), f
n

_1 (x) is a polynomial in x 

multiplied by a Gaussian, and so f' 1(x)/(-j2rr) is of the same n-

form and is easily added to wF f l(x). ,n n-

B.3.4 
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In the various reconstructions reported in chapter 6, we 

set the term AF (or its equivalent AG or AH' in equation 

(8.33) to unity, as we were interested in only a normalised 

f (x) • 

8.4 COMPUTATIONS WITH FOURIER SERIES 

8.4.1 Fitting Fourier Series to Data 

The fast Fourier transform algorithm calculates the 

Fourier series coefficients F in (7.4) (p.136) from data f(x) 
m 

very rapidly. However, the particular implementation HARM 

(IBM, 1968) requires 2N (N an integer) samples of f(x). This 

restriction makes HARM unsu~table for some of the computations 

reported in chapter 7 where we have, for example 21 sample 

points (cf. Table 7.2, p.1A2). We found it more convenient 

(and not much less efficient) to directly solve (7.4) as the 

set of linear algebraic equations 

== f(x ) 
n 

(S.37) 

where the f(x ) are the data. Because f(x) is real 
n 

F = F* 
m -m' 

(S • 38) 

and so we may halve the required computer storage by solving 

for the coefficients Am = Re{Fm} and Bm 

and imaginary parts of Fm' in 

= Im{F }, the real . m 

f (x ). 
n 

(S.39) 

S.4.l 
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TO solve (8.39) for 35 coefficients F takes, typically, 6 
m 

seconds using the method given in section 8.6. When we com-

plete the data f(x) using procedure PIS (p.140) we must solve 

the combined equations (7.14) and (7.15) (p .140) for 

rewrite the MG equations (7.14) as 

j211w
G 

L f (e ,n 1) 

so that from (8.38) 

+ 
1IWG,n 

m
f 

E = 
m=-mf j2 11 (w

G - -) 
,n L f 

l~ n ~ M
G

, 

(A +jB ) m m 
{ 

j2nwG n } e ' - 1 

j211 (wG,n - r::) 

+ (A - jB ) m m 

0 

= 

F • 
m 

We 

(8.40) 

o (8.41) 

Because we have imposed the constraint (8.38), we need only 

include the mg = MG/2 zeros of G(w) which are either in the 

left half or the right half of the complex w-plane. We define 

j211wG,nL f 
e = 1 (8.42) 

en = Sn/wG,n' (8.43) 

0 = 
m,n 

(wG,n -
(8.44) 

and 

E = (8.45) 
m,n 

(wG,n 

so that, since the real and imaginary parts of F(w) in (8.41) 

are zero, 

8.4.1 



m
f FORe{Cn } + L A Re(D + E } 

m=l m min min 

+B Im{E - D } = 0 
m m,n m,n 

and 
m

f Folm{C
n

} + L A Im{D + E } 
m=l m min m,n 

+ B Re{D - E } = 0 
m min m,n 

1 .~ n ~ M 
G 
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(8.46) 

(8.47) 

Expressed in the form (8.47), (8.46) and (8.39), the combined 

equations (7.14) and (7.15) are solved for Am and Bm as 

indicated in section 8.6. 

8.4.2 Calculation 

Procedure P13 (p.137) for finding.the zeros of F(w) 

requires the calculation of the complex coefficients Y in the 
m 

polynomial PF (w) (7.8) (p .136) such that 

We expand 

PF(w) = 

= 

(7.8) 

F (0) 

MF 
L Y 

m=O m 

m w . 

to give 

m
f 2 (w IT -

m=l 

2 m 

Lf 

{w
2 

(F (~ ) 
f 

+ F (~n}) 
f 

mf m 2 
) ITf (n) (w2 _ ~) + L 

n=l m=l L f 

wn 
(F (~ ) -n } + Lf 

- F (-» 
f L f 

(8.48) 

(8.49) 

Equation (8.49) consists of mf+l individual polynomials, the 

corresponding coefficients of which are added to give the Y m 

in (8.48). The zeros of PF(w) are calculated from (8.48) 

using the method of section '8.5. 

8.4.2 
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For the tests with computer-generated data in section 

7.3, g(x) (7.2) (p.133) decays exponentially. The Fourier 

series representation of a decaying exponential function does 

not converge rapidly, and so, where indicated in section 7.3 

we employed the following device to improve the accuracy of 

the zeros of G(w). An estimate of the exponential decay 

constant ad for the data g(x) was obtained, usually by a 

graphical form of the peeling method (cf. section 3.3.1, p.52) 

and the data were then multiplied by the increasing exponential 

with the same exponent. Equation (8.8) (p.156) indicates that 

first mUltiplying g (x) by ead x has the effect on G(w) of 

shifting the real line down to the coordinate V :::: - .:!Q in 
21T the 

complex w-plane. We therefore represent g(x) e ad x by a 

Fourier series, calculate the zeros of its Fourier transform, 

and finally subtract ~ from the imaginary part of each zero 

to compensate for the shifting of the real line. 

8.5 ZEROS OF COMPLEX POLYNOMIALS 

To calculate the zeros of the complex polynomials (6.5) 

(p.106) and (7.8) (p.136) we use the program CPOLY published 

by Jenkins and Traub (1972). Their procedure, which calculates 

in double precision arithmetic, is both accurate and efficient. 

It computes, for example, the zeros of a polynomial of order 

32 in approximately 15 seconds. The mathematical details of 

the algorithm used in CPOLY are given in Jenkins and Traub 

(1970). The program POLRT (IBM, 1968) as converted by Napier 

(1972) for use with complex polynomials, was also tried, but 

-72 
in some instances the dynamic range of the computer (10 to 

1072 ) was exceeded during the computations, giving incorrect 

8.5 
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results. In CPOLY all quantities are scaled to ensure that 

numbers do not go outside the permitted range. 

8.6 SOLUTION OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS 

To solve the linear algebraic equations (4.55) (p.8S) for 

Ym we used the Gauss elimination subroutine DGELG (IBM, 1968) 

which computes in double precision. In section 4.3 (p.86) we 

indicated that the computed Y values were such as to reconm 

struct y(t ) accurate to seven significant figures when n 

substituted back into equation (4.55). However, this result 

is no guarantee of the accuracy of the Y values, as the m 
following example, taken frqm Westlake (1968, p.89) shows. 

The correct solution to 

xl + 10 x 2 = 11 (8.50) 

and 

10x1 + lOlx2 = 111 (8.51) 

is 

xl = x 2 = 1. 

For any xl and x 2 we define the residuals r 1 and r 2 by 

(11 2 (8.52) r 1 = - x - 10x2 ) 1 

and 

(111 -
2 (8.53) r 2 = lOx - lOlx2 ) 1 

so that if xl = x 2 = 1 then r 1 = r 2 = O. However, if xl = 
1.05, whereas if xl = 11.1 and 

which is less, even though the values of 

xl and x
2 

are further from the correct solution. 

8.6 
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In contrast, the various equations (8.39), (8.46) and 

(9.47) (p.164-66) for calculating the coefficients of the 

Fourier series expansion (7.4) (p.Il6) of f(x) (or g(x» are 

well conditioned, the results being insensitive to small 

errors in the data. We obtained satisfactory solutions using 

the double precision subroutine DLLSQ (IBM, 1968). DLLSQ is 

intended to solve over-determined linear algebraic equations 

(i.e. when there are more equations than unknowns) in a least 

squared sense. It was used in the computations of chapter 7 

in case attempts were to be made to 'smooth' the data' by using 

more data points than Fourier coefficients. However, this 

approach was not pursued. 
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CHAP'rER 

MODELLING GASTRO-

Unlike the models listed in Table 2.1 (p.19), CAMET2 

incorporates a description of gastro-intestinal fluid flow. 

Worthwhile conclusions about the value of some clinical tests 

for calcium loss to the intestine have resulted (see 

simulations 7 and 8, Table 2.5, p.34). The distal flow of 

calcium in CAMET2 depends directly on its concentration, and 

on the rate of fluid flow (eqns, (2.24) and (2.35), p.26). 

Therefore, the availability of calcium for absorption is 

determined by the movement of material in the intestine, which 

is taken to be independent of the calcium present. 

9.1 THE FLOH IN CAMET2 
--------------------------~--------------------

In CAMET2 the gut is divided into six compartments of 

equal length, each one containing calcium and fluid. The rate 

of flow of fluid from one compartment to the next is given by 

(cf. equations (2.31) and (2.32), p.27) 

RF1(I+l) = 6 :f- I ~ 10 (9.1) 

and 

RFfecl 
(9.2) 

where AFI is a constant which represents the fraction of fluid 

which is absorbed, and RFl,I represents the rate of secretion 

into the Ith compartment. We noted in section 2.2 (p.30) that 

(9.1) and (9.2) imply that the volume of a compartment VI does 

not change. However, a conflict arises, because in CAMET2 VI 

9.1 



is calculated from the varying rate RFI(I+l) according to 

(cf. equations (2.33) and (2.34), p.27) 
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(9.3) 

and 

:::: (9.4) 

When a meal enters the stomach, the fluid flow RF S ,6 from 

stomach to duodenum increases, but because of (9.1) and (9.2) 

all the other distal fluid flows rise at the same instant. 

There follows an immediate increase in the volume of the com-

partments according to (9.3) and (9.4), and a consequent drop 

in calcium concentration. 
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Fig. 9.1 The effect of the inconsistent fluid equations in 

CAMET2 on the volume and calcium concentration af 

compartment 7. 

We see the quantitative effect in Fig. 9.1 where a 22 min. 
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meal consisting of 7.7 ml/kg of fluid and .083 m.moles/kg of 

calcium has been simulated using the particular CAJiET2 

equations listed in Table 9.2, and the values of the various 

parameters listed in Table 2.4 (p.3l). (Unless otherwise 

stated all simulations reported in this chapter were carried 

out using the program SIMUL8 which is described in chapter 11). 

At the onset of the meal the volume of compartment 7 

immediately increases, and its calcium concentration falls, 

recovering only when the calcium taken with the meal arrives. 

The relationships (9.1) (9.4), which were introduced into 

CAMET by Livesey (1970), are based on measurements of liquid 

volume and flow rate in various sections, of the intestine, by 

Dillard et al. (1965).· Essentially, the volume increased 

linearly with flow rate for flows less than 5 ml/min., but 

for higher flows, the volume exhibited saturation. The volumes 

of segments of the jejunum were approximately 1.6 times the 

volumes of segments of the ileum. The parameters AF I , 

originally derived by Livesey (1970), and later modified by 

Pearson (1972), were obtained by considering average figures 

for human fluid intake, absorption, secretion, and loss in the 

faeces. 

We modify the gut fluid equationsto give CAMET3 as in 

Table 9.3. The relationship (9.3) (p.lll ) between fluid flow 

and volume is maintained, but in the rearranged form (9.28). 

We note that the rate at which material leaves the stomach, 

given by equation (9.27), is a modification of the CAMET2 

expression (9.12). The reason for this is given in section . 
9.2 (p.lSl). We introduce the differential VI - the 

difference between the fluid flows into and out of a compartment. 

9.1 
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Table 9.2 

CAMET2 Equations Used to Show the Inconsistency of Gut 

Fluid Flow 

Stomach 

Intestine 

== 

6 ,<; I ;::: 10 

. 
MIl = R1b ,11 + Rl ,ll ~ Rfec1 - R11 ,1 

Rate Expressions and Volumes 

Stomach 

= 

=: 

**R = 1,5 

Intestine 

RF 1 ,6 :::: 

R1 ,6 
::; 

= 

F V ~ 5 

K RG S c 

3RF S ,6 + G
1 

Kc (G2RF 1,6 + G
3

) 

7 ~ I <; 11 

*RF I, (1+1) 

*V 
I 

6 .~ I ( 10 

BI ,lRFI, (I+l)/(BI ,2 + RF I , (1+1» 

6 ,< I :( 10 

(9.5) 

(9.6) 

(9 .. 10) 

(9.11) 

(9.12 ) 

(9.13) 

(9.14) 

(9.15 ) 

(9.16) 

(9.17) 

(9.18) 

(9.19 ) 

9'.1 
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*V
Il 

::::: 
Bl1,lRFfecl/(Bll,2 + RF ) (9.20) feel 

R = RF I, (1+1) CI 6 ~ I ~ 10 (9.21) 1,(1+1) 

R ::::: RFfee1 CII (9.22) feel 

RI,l 
::::: E1 ,lC I /(E r ,2 + C

I
) 6 ~ I ~ 11 (9.23) 

Concentrations 

C1 
::::: MI/VI 5 ~ I ~ 11 (9.24) 

* These equations are modified or replaced in CAMET3 (Table 

9.3, below ) • 

** We set Ke 1 because we are not considering fluctuations 

in the concentration of calcium in the blood. 

CAMET3 Fluid Equations 

New Differential Equations 

::::: RFCI-l),I + RF l ,1 - RF~(I+l) - RFr,l 

6 ~ 1 < 10 

VII::::: RF10 ,11 + RF l ,11 - RFfecl - RF1l ,1 

Flow Rates 

*RFS,6 ::::: 

*RF I, (1+1) 
::::: 6 ~ 1 ~ 10 

*RF ::::: 
feel 

(9.2S) 

(9.26) 

(9.27) 

(9.28) 

(9.29) 

* denotes a modification to existing CAMET2 equations (cf. 

Table 9.2, p.173). 
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By simulating CAMET3 for 0.5 days with no intakes, we arrive 

at the initial conditions for the various quantities in the 

gut which are shown, along with any new or changed model 

parameters, in Table 9.4. 

A repeat of the previous simulation consisting of a 22 

minute meal of 7.7 ml/kg of fluid and .083 m.moles/kg of calcium 

was carried out using the equations of Table 9.2 modified as 

in Table 9.3. Now the volume of compartment 7 increases 

gradually (Fig. 9.5) and its calcium concentration, also 

shown in Fig. 9.5, does not drop at the beginning of the meal 

(cf.Fig. 9.1, p.17l). The calcium is not retained as long in 

compartment 7 of CAMET3. 

However, the modified equations in Table 9.3 have little 

overall effect on the model predictions. Some results of a 

simulation of a three meal day are given in Table 9.6. The 

meals, each of 22 minutes duration, occur at 8 a.m., 1 p.m. 

and 6 p.m., and consist of .083 m.moles/kg (2l6 mg) of calcium, 

and 7.7 ml/kg (500 ml) of fluid. We note that the accumulated 

faecal calcium of 380 mg from CAMET2 is greater by 34 mg than 

that obtained in a similar simulation by Pearson (1973). The 

difference occurs because in our model (Table 9.2, p.173), we 

have constrained the blood calcium to remain at a constant 

level. Bearing in mind the large variation that occurs in 

nature, the modified fluid equations adequately represent the 

given data. Because, in (9.28), we have not altered the 

relationship (9.18) between volume and flow derived by 

Livesey (1970), CAMET3 must still describe the data of Dillard 

et ala (1965). 

9.1 
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9 4 

CAMET3 Initial Conditions and Model Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Differential Equation Initial Conditions 

Ml 

M2 

M3 

M4 

M5 

M6 

,M7 

Me 

M9 

MIO 

Mll 

MTl to MTll 

M c 

Mp 

~ca 

Mbcoll 

V5 

V6 

V7 

Vs 

V9 

V
IO 

Vll 

.45 

.52 

1.23 

.87 

.18 x 10-3 

.11 x 10-2 

.65 x 10-3 

.21 x 10-3 

.11 x 10-3 

.65 x 10-4 

.4 x 10-4 

o 

7.1 

93.0 

.4242 

21. 23 

.118 x 10-3 

.128 x 10-2 

.982 x 10-3 

.629 x 10-3 

.294 x 10-3 

.205 x 10-3 

.156 x 10-3 

Fluid Flow Constants 

.004 

.126 x 106 

Units 

m.moles/kg 

" 

" 

" 
.. 

" 

" 

" 
II 

" 

" 

" 

ng/kg 

" 
moles/kg 

" 

litres/kg 

" 
.. 

" 

" 
.. 

" 

" 
kg/litre/day 
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Fig. 9.5 The volume and calcium concentration of 

compartment 7 predicted by CAMET3 (cf. Fig. 

9.1, p.171). 

.. 
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Table 9.6 

Results from the Simulation of a Three Meal Day 

Quantity 

Initial fasting flow 

of fluid from the 

distal ileum 

(m1/minute) 

Accumulated faecal 

fluid (litres) 

Initial fasting con

centration of calcium 

in the flow distal 

from the ileum 

(m.moles/litre) 

Accumulated faecal 

calcium (mg) 

CAMET 2 

.36 

.722 

.25 

380 

CAMET 3 Experimental Value 

408 

.36 less than 1 (Whalen 

et a1., 1966) 

.67 approximate1y.5 

(Davenport, 1966, 

p .171) 

.26 1.5 (Quoted by 

Pearson, 1972) 

448 (calculated from 

the regression line 

of faecal calcium 

versus calcium intake 

given by Ma1m, 1958) 

9.1 
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The predicted values for calcium excretion in the faeces 

given in Table 9.6 are lower than those occurring in nature. 

This is due to an elevated calcium absorption which, 

Pearson (1972) reports, is characteristic of a number of 

simulations with CAMET2. Although in CAMET3 there is more 

faecal calcium than in CAMET2 (and hence less calcium is 

absorbed), the agreement with experiment remains unsatisfactory. 

The model (9.23) describing the intestinal absorption of 

calcium was derived by Livesey (1970) from data provided by 

the perfusion studies of Wensel et a1. (1969). These 

equations and parameters should be reassessed in the light of 

all the available experimental evidence, ,including the 

information about the physical state of calcium in the 

intestine, currently being studied. One of the reasons Livesey 

(1970) incorporated the inconsistent fluid equations (9.17)

(9.20) (p.173) into CAMET was to reduce the computer time 

required for its simulation. The CAMET3 model (Table 9.3, 

p.174) requires the numerical solution of six more 

differential equations. However, the time to simulate a 

three meal day with the entire CAMET3 model (i.e. Table 2.3 

(p.25) with the modifications in Table 9.3) using the computer 

program described in Chapter 10, is only 14 seconds more than 

the 68 seconds required by CAMET2. 

9.2 THE DELAYED APPEARANCE IN BLOOD OF ORALLY GIVEN CALCIUM 

TRACER 

A delay in the appearance in blood of measurable 

quantities of ingested radioactive calcium has been noted in 

man by Birge et a1. (1969) and Caniggia et a1. (1963), and in 

goats by Gibbons et a1. (1972). Typically, 10 to 20 min. pass 

9.2 
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after ingestion, before the tracer in the blood rises to .2% of 

the dose per litre. Caniggia et ale (1963) measured a delay 

of 20-30 minutes in 13 osteoporotic patients and 10-20 minutes 

in 5 normal subjects, but other authors have not found such a 

distinction. Further tests are required to assess the 

potential of the delay time as a diagnostic index. 

The delay undoubtedly occurs, at least in part, during 

the transport of calcium from the small intestine to the 

blood. Birge et a1. (1969) measured a 10 min. delay on a 

patient after inserting the tracer directly into the duodenum 

via a tube, and Gibbons et a1. (1972) measured a similar delay 

after inserting tracer directly into loops of a goat's small 

intestine. The cause of the delay they measured is uncertain, 

but there is either an accumulation of calcium in the tissue 

of the intestinal wall, or a controlled barrier to the 

passage of calcium. Sampling of both intestinal contents and 

blood may isolate the correct explanation. 

In other experiments Birge et a1. (1969), like Caniggia 

et a1. (1963) allowed their subjects to ingest the calcium 

tracer normally, so that, added to the delay in movement of 

tracer across the intestinal wall, is the time for tracer to 

travel from the stomach, where negligible absorption of calcium 

occurs (Birge et a1., 1969), to the small intestine. 

In CAMET2, the rate at which material leaves the stomach 

is given by equation (9.12) (p.173) as the square root of the 

volume of the stomach contents. This relationship was fitted 

to the data of Hunt and MacDonald (1954) by Hopkins (1966), 

who found that it represents their results better than if the 

emptying rate is proportional to the volume of the stomach 

conents. The square root law for stomach emptying has little 

9.2 
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physical basis. In fact, the rate at which the stomach 

empties is controlled by receptors, mainly external to the 

stomach, whose actions are mostly inhibitory (cf. Hunt, 1959). 

Predominant among the receptors are those in the duodenum, 

which respond to properties such as the volume, acidity and 

osmotic pressure of the gastric efflux. The purpose of this 

inhibitory control may be to protect the duodenal mucosa 

from the acid gastric efflux, or to regulate the availability 

of substances (especially carbohydrates; cf. Hunt and Knox, 

1967) for absorption. There is no evidence to suggest that 

duodenal inhibition of gastric emptying acts specifically to 

control calcium uptake. 

To reduce empiricism in CAMET3, we replace the square 

root law in CAMET2 (equation (9.12» by equation (9.27) (p.174), 

which describes the inhibition of stomach emptying as the 

volume of the upper duodenum increases. We see in Figure 9.7 

that there is little quantitative difference between the 

behaviour of these two models, especially in view of the wide 

500 

" " " ... "-.. 
. 6 ....... 
..c ' ... ... u .. 
0 .. 
g 250 ... 

-<II 
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-------~-0 

j) 20 40 

Time in Minutes 

Fig. 9.7 A comparison of two models for stomach emptying rate. 
___ square root law (9.12)~ --- duodenal inhibition 

(9.27) . 9.2 



variation in emptying rate which occurs in nature (cf. 

Hopkins, 1966). The description of stomach emptying rate 

(9.27) and the parameter values in Table 9.4 apply only for 

liquid meals. A more realistic model would allow the 
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parameter values to change according to the properties of the 

meal as they are known to affect stomach emptying (cf. Hunt 

and Knox, 1967). 

The condition of the stomach at ingestion may affect the 

time taken for material (such as calcium tracer) to arrive at 

absorption sites in the intestine. In their serial test meal 

studies, Hunt and MacDonald (1954) flushed out the stomachs of 

their patients with water, before the test dose was given. 

Thus the stomach emptying mechanism may have been stimulated 

prior to the test, although recently Hunt (1973) reports that 

there is no noticeable delay in the onset of emptying of test 

doses of 200 m1 of water, given without first washing out the 

stomach. The tracer doses given by Caniggia et ale (1963) 

were dissolved in only 10 ml of a calcium gluconate solution, 

and those given by Birge et ale (1969) were dissolved in 50 

m1 of skim milk. We know of no experiments which demonstrate 

the way the stomach empties after such small doses, which are 

similar in size to the fasting stomach volume (cf. Glass, 

1968, p.46). 

To assess the effect of stomach emptying on the appearance 

of tracer in blood, we simulate the experiment of Caniggia et 

ale (1963) under two conditions. Firstly, we allow the stomach 

emptying rate RF S,6 to vary with volume as in equation (9.27) 

(p.174) and secondly we hold RFS ,6 constant at its level at 

fasting. The dose given by Caniggia et ale (1963) consisted 

of tracer and 88 mg of calcium dissolved in 10 ml of water. 

9.2 
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Thus we set the initial values MS(O) = .039 m.moles/kg, vs(O) 

= .273 ml/kg and MTS(O) 1. (We put MTS = 1 for convenience 

because the model is linear with respect to tracer). 

~ 
:'.::: 2-5 

.' 
~ 2-0 
~ 

] 105 
iii 
II> 

...t::. - 1-0 

t» 
M . 5 

.,!= 
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U 0 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

Time in Minutes . 

Fig. 9.8 The predicted appearance of orally ingested calcium 

tracer in blood (---) compared with the averaged 

data of Caniggia et ale (1963) (000). 

The results of the two simulations are indistinguishable 

in Fig. 9.8 and do not account for the delay evident in the 

averaged data from the five normal subjects tested by 

Caniggia et ale (1963). We suggest therefore, that the stomach 

is unlikely to contribute significantly to the delayed 

appearance of calcium tracer in the blood, unless there is a 

complete cessation of emptying for a short period following 

ingestion. 

9.2 
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THE 

CAMET3 is implemented on a digital computer, because our 

analogue computer (EAr 580) cannot accommodate the thirty or more 

differential equations in it. The program, which is written 

in FORTRAN for the IBM 360/44, occupies approximately 16,000 

words of 32-bit computer memory. It is also acceptable to the 

Burroughs B6700 computer. Current listings are available 

from Dr W.S. Metcalf, Chemistry Dept, University of 

Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. 

10.1 PROGRAM ORGANISATION 

Each simulation consists of three phases: the option 

setting phase; the simulation phase~ and the graphing phase. 

During the option setting phase, the user specifies on cards, 

the parameters of the model, and various parameters to control 

the operation of the program. Each model parameter (current 

values are given in Table 2.4 (p.31) and Table 9.4 (p.176» is 

identified by a number, as are the control parameters which 

are associated with the numerical solution of the differential 

equations (see section 10.2 and Table 10.3, p.191). Other 

control parameters are set using cards with a code name at the 

beginning. The various code names, their function, and other 

information required on the same or subsequent cards are 

detailed in Table 10.1. 
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Card Code 

NFLUID 

NCALC 

NT RACE 

NOT HER 

PLOT 

WRITE 

INPUT 

Table 10.1 

Control Parameters Identified by a Specific Card Code 

Function of Card 

To specify the numbers of fluid, 

calcium, tracer and other differen

tial equations. Other differential 

equations include those for the 

hormones PTH and CT and bone 

collagen, 

To specify the variables to be 

plotted during the graphing phase. 

Information Required 

The number of equations in each 

category. 

The number of the graph (lor 2) 

the numbers which identify the 

variables to be plotted. 

To specify the variables to be printed The interval 

out during the simulation phase. at which printing is required and 

numbers which identify the variables 

to be printed. 

To specify the details of an input to IThe number which identifies the 

the model. and the details of the size of the 

doses, the time they start, and their 

duration. 

1-' 
co 
U1 
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The parameters NFLUID, NCALC, NTRACE and NOTHER allow 

the user to exclude differential equations from a particular 

simulation, resulting in a saving of computer time. For 

example, NTRACE is set to zero, the progam does not attempt 

to solve any of the tracer equations. If NTRACE is set to 11, 

that number of tracer differential equations are solved. 

A card with INPUT at the beginning, is used to specify 

an input to the model, such as a calcium meal (R
diet

) or a 

calcium infusion (R. f> 
~n 

The time the dose is to start, its 

duration and its magnitude are specified on subsequent cards. 

Inputs defined for one simulated day, may be repeated for any 

number of days, after which the regime m~y be changed if 

desired. The program sets all model inputs to zero by default. 

Cards with WRITE or PLOT at the beginning are used to 

specify the variables to be printed out during the simulation, 

or plotted on graphs at the end of it. The values of up to 30 

variables at specified time intervals may be printed out, and two 

graphs, each of up to 8 variables may be plotted on the printer 

at the end of the simulation. During the simulation, the 

program saves values of the variables to be plotted. The 

scaling of the graphs is automatic, but the user can specify 

whether the origin is to be suppressed or not, whether a 

logarithmic or linear ordinate is to be used, and whether any 

of the variables are to be plotted on the same scale, for 

comparison. 

A flow chart of the simulation phase is shown in Figure 

10.2. After setting the initial values of the solutions to 

the model differential equations and after setting the model 

inputs, the values of all the rates at t = 0 are computed. 
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Fig. 10.2 Flow chart of the simulation phase. 
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The solution then proceeds as a series of small increments in 

time. The results are printed or saved for graphing, and the 

inputs are changed as specified during the option setting 

phase. The simulation terminates when either the independent 

variable, time, reaches the required value, or a specified 

amount of computer time has been used. In either case the 

graphing phase commences immediately. 

The equations of CAMET3 are arranged in a subroutine 

called DIFEQN which is entered whenever the values of the 

model differentials and rates are computed. To make use of 

the parameters NFLUID, NCALC, NTRACE and NOTHER, the equations 

are grouped so that, for example, all the tracer equations are 

together, and if NTRACE is iero, they can be conveniently 

omitted from the computations. In the organisation of DIFEQN, 

care has been taken to ensure that all rates are calculated 

before they are required to evaluate the differentials. In 

addition to the differential equations listed in Table 2.3 

(p.25) and Table 9.3 (p.174), DIFEQN includes differentials 

which, from the beginning of the simulation, allow the 

cumulative totals of a number of model rates to be calculated. 

10.2 SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL 

The CAMET3 differential equations are solved using a 

'predictor-corrector' approximation. At each time step the 

algorithm predicts a solution from information currently 

available, and subsequently corrects it after substituting 

the prediction back into the model differential equations. The 

differential equations in CAMET3 are all of the form 

10.2 
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y == 'Jt(t,y,---), (10.1) 

. 
where y is a solution and y represents differentiation with 

respect to time t. The particular predictor-corrector 

formulae we use to solve (10.1) are a modification of the 

simple predictor (cf. Kelly, 1967, p.186) 

:::;: Y 1 + 2hy n- n (10.2) 

and the modified Euler corrector 

:::;: (10.3) 

where we denote by Yn the solution at the nth time step. h is 

the step length. Formulae of the type (10.2) and (10.3) have 

the advantage that the difference betwe~n the predicted and 

corrected values provides an estimate of the error in the 

approximation. The step length h may be increased if the 

error is small, or decreased if the error is unduly large. 

However, if h is changed, solutions will not be available at 

the appropriate times to allow (10.2) to be directly applied 

for the next prediction. Commonly this problem is overcome by 

interpolating between solutions. In the derivation which 

follows, we use the integration formula itself to calculate 

any interpolation. 

Let h be the minimum step length, and let y by the n 
th solution at the n minimum step (i.e. the solution at t = nh). 

At time nh, let the previous calculated solution be available 

at time (n-nb)h, and we propose to calculate the solution at 

time (n+nf)h. Using the classical Taylor series expansion 

(cf. Morse and Feshbach, 1954, p.375) 

10.2 
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2 C> 

= 
(nfh)..) 

-'l'i:"'r- }Tn + Yn + ••• + 

and 

= 

Eliminating the term in Yn we have 

Yn +n f 

(10.4) 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

where we ignore derivatives of order higher than 3. Equation 

(10.6) excluding the highest order ter~, is our predictor 

formula. We see that if we set nb = nf = 1, (10.6) reduces to 

the form (10.2). To obtain the corrector formula, we 

differentiate (10.4) to give 

. 
Yn+n 

f 
(10.7) 

and eliminate the term in Yn between (10.7) and (10.4), to give 

Yn+n f 

\<1e denote 

corrected 

predictor 

= 
(nfh) 3 

+ Y ) - Y . n n 

b p the predicted solution and c 
Y Yn+n Yn+n f f 

solution. If E and E are the errors in p c 
and corrector formulae respectively, then 

accurate solution at any time is given by 

p 
Yn +n f 

+ E 
P 

= 

(10.8) 

the 

the 

the 

(10.9) 

10.2 
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Table 10 

Control Parameters Associated with the Solution of the 

Differential Equations 

Parameter Function Current Value 

D~MIN The smallest integration step, 

DTMAX 

ERRHI 

ERRLO 

TFIN 

PROTIM 

and time resolution for printing 

or graphing solutions, and setting 

model inputs. 

The maximum value of n f such that 

nfD . = D • tmln tmax 

The maximum relative truncat::\..on 

error above which nf is halved. 

" 

The maximum relative truncation 

error below which nf is doubled. 

The value of time at which the 

simulation is to stop. 

The maximum allowed computer time. 

-4 .5 x 10 

1* 

-3 .2 x 10 

-4 .7 x 10 

4 minutes 

* This parameter is arbitrarily set because the algorithm has 

not required the imposition of an upper limit to the step 

size. 



We take 

as an estimate of E. Therefore c 

and from (10.9) 

p c 2n f 
(Yn+n - Yn+n ) / (3 + -) 

f f nb 

which is an estimate of the error in the approximate 

c The formula for E is itself only approximate Yn+n . c f 
E and E both actually contain terms of higher order p c 
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(10.10) 

VI 

solution 

because 

than h 3 , 
although we assumed otherwise in our derivation. In the 

computer program for CAM~T3 we use the relative error 

E = (lO.12) 

It is common to allow for the approximations in E by 

specifying limits E h' and E 1 such that the step length is rr ~ rr 0 

decreased if E > E h" is increased if E < E l' and is left rr ~ rr 0 

untouched if Errlo ~ E ~ Errhi • Accordingly the control 

parameters ERRHI and ERRLO (Table 10.3) must be set by the 

user during the option setting phase. 

The basic operations in calculating one step of the 

solution are summarised as follows: 

1. Predict using 

p 
Yn+n 

f 

2. Calculate the predicted derivative from 

(10.13) 

(10.14) 

10.2 
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3. Correct using 

c 
+ 

nfh .p 
+ Yn ) ; (10.15) Yn+n = Yn (Yn +n f f 

4. Estimate the error using 

IY~+n 
c I ~ 

Yn+n E = f f 1 

.2n f ······ 
e); (10.16) 

c (3 Yn+n + -); 
f nb 

We see from (10.13) and (10.15) that step length changes are 

made simply by altering n f and nb as appropriate, but we have 

the additional advantage that, by suitably controlling n f and 

nb , we can obtain a solution at any time<nh. Therefore, the 

parameter h or DTMIN as it is called in the program (see Table 

10.3) specifies a time resolution within which the printing 

of results, the saving of variables for plotting, and the 

changing of model inputs will occur. 

A detailed flowchart of the way these various require-

ments combine to control n f and nb during one step of a 

simulation is shown in Fig. 10.4. The most important points 

are: 

1. E is calculated for all solutions, and the maximum of 

these is compared with the error criteria ERRHI and ERRLO. 

2. If E > ERRHI, n f is halved as many times as is 

necessary to get E ~ ERRHI. 

3. If E < ERRLO, n
f 

is doubled for the next step in the 

solution. 

4. If, using the current value of n f , the next solution 

will be past a time at which some action is required (eg. 

printing results), n f is reduced to give the solution at the 

10.2 
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double n 
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is time such that ith = t 
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is the time t of next input save or print such that i h::::: t 
c c c 

represents true, F represents false. 

Fig. 10.4 Flow chart showing the step length control logic 

for one integration step. 
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desired time. For the next step nf is set to its value before 

the interruption, unless 1 and 2 above require it to be 

reduced. 

At the beginning of the simulation YO is not -nb 
available (we could not let nb = 0 because it is a divisor in 

(10.13), and so an alternative method must be used to calculate 

the first step of the solution. We use the 4th order Runge-

Kutta formulae (cf~ Kelly, 1967, p.lS7) 

kO :::: h'.1>(to'YO) 

h k 
kl = h ,,(to + 2' Yo + ....9..) 

2 

k2 h ,,(to 
h kl 

(10.17) :::: + YO + .2) 

k3 = h ,,(to + h, YO + k2) 

and 

= 

The simulation is started with a step of the minimum length h 

(i.a with n f and nb = 1). 

10.3 COMMENTS ON THE INTEGRATION 

The present program is the third which has been written 

for simulating the calcium metabolism model. The first, 

called CAMET, (Livesey, 1970) used the approximate formulae 

(10.2) and (10.3) (p.189) for solving the model differential 

equations, but was otherwise difficult to control. The second 

program was written by the present author and was used for the 

simulation of CAMET2 by Pearson (1972). The integration 

algorithm was essentially the same as used by Livesey (1970), 

but the program was structured much as described in section 

10.3 
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10.1. However, when simulating with CAMET2, Pearson (1972) 

found it necessary to adjust ERRHI and ERRLO so that the 

simulation was carried out using very small step lengths. This 

was due to a need to ensure that the meal inputs to the model 

started and stopped at the correct times. The present 

program guarantees this. To complete simulation 15 which is 

an intravenous tracer dose followed for three days of three 

meals each, Pearson (1972) required 16,000 integration steps. 

The present program, using the CAMET2 differential equations, 

required only 3000 steps for the same test, while maintaining 

an accuracy to within three significant figures of Pearson's 

results. 

CAMET3 includes quantities which vary slowly, such as the 

concentration of calcium in blood, and quantities which vary 

quickly, such as the stomach volume after the ingestion of a 

meal. The model is therefore 'stiff' (cf. Gelinas, 1972). 

The step length in the numerical solution of a stiff model, is 

controlled by the quantities which vary quickly, even if they 

have decayed away to very small values. Using more accurate 

algorithms for solving the differential equations does not 

always reduce the problem of stiffness. A method may be. 

theoretically more accurate in terms of its Taylor series 

expansion, but when applied to a stiff model, large spurious 

solutions or 'instabilities' may be generated. Such was our 

experience with the algorithm due to Nordsieck (1962). This 

method is a predictor-corrector procedure which uses the 

solution and its higher order derivatives at the beginning of 

a step for the next prediction. Step length changes are very 

easily carried out, on the basis of tests of the accuracy and 

stability of the solution. When applied to CAMET2, Nordsieck's 

10.3 
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most accurate scheme which f Taylor ser s term 

omitted is of order 8, gave unstable solutions for some of the 

rapidly changing variables in the gastro-intestinal section of 

the model. It is evident that the test for stability in 

Nordsieck's method is unreliable, a finding supported by the 

theoretical considerations of Lewis and Stovall (1967). 

The present method does not become unstable (probably 

because it is of low order) and is sufficiently accurate for 

our purposes. However, it has not been shown to be the best 

algorithm available in terms of the time required to compute 

a solution of stated accuracy. The current literature does 

not give a clear picture as to the parti~ular solution methods 

which are best suited to a particular model. Current practice 

is to assess methods by trial. Hull (1969) suggests that 

there is a need for clearer definition of the problems which 

occur in solving differential equations, and better assessment 

of the abilities of methods to handle the problems. As far as 

the present simulation program is concerned, the 'stiff' 

methods of Gear (1971) and Treanor (1966) may significantly 

reduce the computer time required, although their effective

ness may be reduced by the meal inputs which are a part of 

nearly every simulation. 
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C HAP T E R 

AN 

The complete model CAMET3 is large, and the program for 

its solution described in chapter 10, requires a computer 

(such as the IBM 360/44 or the Burroughs B6700) which is 

large enough and fast enough to give answers iri an acceptable 

time. Both the IBM 360/44 and the Burroughs B6700 at the 

University of Canterbury are currently run in 'batch' mode, 

whereby the results of a computation are received some hours 

after the submission of program cards and data. Batch mode 

does not allow a modeller to interact efficiently with his 

model. Analogue computers allow such interaction, and solve 

the differential ~quations many times faster than do digital 

computers. However, the scaling of model equations is tedious, 

as is the wiring up of the analogue components. Further, 

analogue computers do not provide automatic documentation of 

the model and tests conducted on it. These objections ~poil 

any advantages of the analogue computer for simulations similar 

to the single runs reported in chapter 9. 

The EAI 640 computer in the Electrical Engineering Dept, 

University of Canterbury, has 16,000 words of memory, a high 

speed disc, a magnetic tape drive, a teletype,and a graphic 

display with a hard copy unit, all of which make it suitable 

for interactive work. As both the present research and that of 

Jordan (1973) would directly benefit, a joint project to 

develop a simulation package for the EAI 640 was undertaken. 

Brennan (1967) reviews the programs available for the 

digital simUlation of continuous models. CSMP and DSL have 

11.0 



been used extensively. Interactive packages such as BIOMOD 

(Groner, 1971), ISL-8 (Benham R.D., 1971), and SIMCON 

(Anderson et a1., 1970) have appeared more recently. 
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Although the present program, SIMUL8, has features in common 

with some of these, it is designed specifically to fulfil the 

needs of the present research and that of Jordan (1973). 

SIMUL8 is mostly written in FORTRAN IV (EAI, 1971). 

Assembler language (EAI, 1972) is used where significant 

savings in either computer memory or computation time can be 

obtained. An instruction manual and program listings are 

available from W.K. Kennedy, manager of the hybrid computer 

laboratory, Electrical Engineering Dept, University of 

Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. 

SIMUL8 consists of a number of uti'li ty programs (Table 

11.1), which perform various operations such as displaying and 

setting model parameters, solving the model differential 

equations, and graphing solutions on the display. Each 

utility is activated by a command from the teletype as 

indicated in Figure 11.2. 

11.1 AND SOLVING THE MODEL 

We note in Fig. 11.2 that the utility for solving the 

model equations calls a FORTRAN subroutine DIFEQN which the 

user must supply to calculate the derivatives, with respect to 

time, of the dependent variables in his model. Numerical 

values are trasnferred to and from DIFEQN in three COMMON 

areas; EQTNS for the model dependent variables, DERIV for 

their derivatives, and MODPAR for the model parameters. 

11.1 
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SIMUL8 utilities 

Teletype Command Function 

NS 

NE 

DT 

TF 

SS 

Y$ 

YY 

MP 

RY 

RP 

OY 

OP 

PR 

DA 

DF 

DO 

DN 

Simulation Control Parameters* 

Set the maximum number of integration steps. 

Set the number of model differential equations. 

Set the integration step length. 

Set the time at which the simulation is to stop. 

Solve the model equations. 

Initial Conditions and Model Parameters* 

Set an initial condition~ 

Investigate the current value of a solution. 

Set a model parameter. 

Read initial conditions from paper tape. 

Read model parameters from paper tape. 

Punch initial conditions on to paper tape. 

Punch model parameters on to paper tape. 

Plotting 

Specify the variables to be saved, during 

the simulation, for subsequent plotting. 

Erase the screen, draw a grid and plot the 

variables with independent scaling. 

As for DA except that all variables are scaled 

the same as the first variable. 

Plot variables on the current graph with the 

scale factors last used. 

Plot variables on the current graph with 

independent scaling. 

11.1 



ED 

LD 

CT 

CD 

ME 

Dumping and Reading Data 

Read data from paper tape into an array 

suitable for plotting. 

List a saved solution on the teletype, 

display, or paper tape punch. 

Miscellaneous 

Type comments on the teletype. 

Type comments on the display. 

201 

Calculate the root mean squared error between 

data re~d in using the ED command, and a 

model solution. 

* Where parameters are being changed from the teletype, SIMUL8 

displays the present value before accepting the modification. 

11.1 
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, Fig. 11.2 The structure of SU1UL8. 
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Table 11.3 shows how a model consisting of two differential 

equations is written as a DIFEQN subroutine for solution with 

SIMULS. The straightforward translation from model to sub-

routine is apparent. The variables and parameters are 

referenced by the order in which they appear in their respec-

tive COMMON areas, so that the quantity B in Table 11.3, is 

referred to by SIMULS as model parameter number 2. 

Table 11. 3 

An Example DIFEQN Subroutine 

Model Equations DIFEQN Subroutine 

r l = -by 2 

dYl 
== aYl dt 

r 2 = dYl 

dY 2 r 2 dt = 

+ r l 

+ cY2 

SUBROUTINE DIFEQN 

COMMON/EQTNS/Yl,Y2,Rl,R2 

COMMON/DERIV/DY1,DY2 

COMMON/MODPAR/A,B,C,D 

Rl == -B * Y2 

DYl = A * Yl + Rl 

R2 = D * Yl 

DY2 = R2 + C * Y2 

RETURN 

END 

The source version of DIFEQN shown in Table 11.3 must be 

separately compiled before loading it into memory with the 

other SIMULS utilities. So that the minimum of user action is 

required to edit (on the display), compile and load his DIFEQN 

subroutine, SIMULS automatically controls the various programs 

11.1 
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which carry out these functions. It a simple task to alter 

DIFEQN, and so change the equations of a model. 

11. J, .• l 

An important logical rule in writing DIFEQN is that all 

quantities used in a particular calculation must have been 

previously defined. For the exa~ple in Table 11.3, it is 

necessary that Rl be calculated before DYI (which depends on 

Rl) and R2 be calculated before DY2 (which depends on R2). 

Failure to correctly order the equations results in inaccurate 

solutions. Simulation languages such as CSMP (Brennan, 1967) 

carry out a 'presort' the user's equations to arrange them 

in their correct order, but we only give a warning if 

incorrect order is detected. The procedure we use relies on 

the following facts. 

1. The FORTRAN compiler does not set variables to any 

value when allocating storage. Hence, when the 

program is loaded into memory, the cells to be used 

for storing the problem variables are not altered. 

2. To carry out an arithmetic operation such as add or 

multiply on the EAI 640, a link is set up from the 

user's program to a standard arithmetic subroutine. 

That is, the arithmetic operations are 'out of line'. 

Before loading the SIMUL8 utilities and the user's DIFEQN we 

set every computer memory location to 255, one of many 'invalid' 

numbers in the floating point representation used in the EAI 

640 (EAI, 1971). Therefore, if the number 255 is encountered 

during an arithmetic operation, we know that a variable has 

not been previously defined, thus violating our requirements 

for equation order. An error mesSage results. In addition, 

11.1.1 
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the above procedure indicates if a model parameter or initial 

condition has not been set. 

11.1.2 

Unlike the simulation program for CAMET3 (chapter 10, 

p.192), SIMUL8 uses a fixed step length algorithm for the 

solution of the model differential equations. The algorithm, 

originally published by Bashforth and Adams (1883), is given 

by (cf. Henrici, 1962) 

(11.2) 

where Yn is the solution y at time nh, h is the step length, 

and 

=: "( t, Y , ---). n 
(11.3) 

This algorithm has so far proved satisfactory. It is recom

mended that before a solution is accepted, it should be 

repeated with a reduced step length. 

11.2 PLOTTING 

When output is displayed on a storage oscilloscope, it 

remains until the whole screen is 'erased'. Consequently, the 

graphical solutions from a number of simulations may be super

imposed for comparison. The basic graphing program in SIMUL8 

takes an array containing samples of the solution for a 

particular model variable, scales it, suppresses the origin 

(optional) and graphs it on the screen. ; Unfortunately, the 

solution may not be graphed as it is calculated because 

scaling information cannot be determined automatically, until 

all the values to be plotted are available. Therefore, during 

11.2 
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the course of a simulation SIMUL8 stores samples of any four 

of the variables (previously chosen by the user) in EQTNS 

COMMON. To allow full flexibility in comparing solutions, we 

use the following four plotting commands (Nl, N2, N3 and N4 
j 

refer by number to variables in EQTNS COMMON which have been 

saved for plotting during xhe previous simulation.) 

DA + NI,N2,N3,N4 Erase the display screen, draw new graph 

axes, and plot each of the variables listed 

with independent scaling and origin 

suppression. 

DF + NI,N2,N3,N4 Erase the display screen, draw new graph axes, 

and plot each of the variables listed but 

using for N2, N3 and N4 the same origin and 

scale factor as determined automatically for 

variable NI. 

DO + NI,N2,N3,N4 Plot the variables indicated on the current 

axes using the same origin and scale factor 

as for the previously drawn graph. . 

DN + NI,N2,N3,N4 Plot the variables Nl,N2,N3,N4 on the current 

axes but using independently determined 

origins and scales for each variable. 

It is necessary to specify only those variables Nl to N4 

which are to be plotted. 

11.3 IONS 

To demonstrate the use of SIMUL8, we solve the simple 

model shown in Table 11.3 (p.203) with Yl(O) = 1, a = c = 

Y2(O) = O. The analytical solution for Yl(t) is 

(11.4) 

11.3 
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A copy of the teletype printout obtained during this simulat

ion, is given in Appendix II. After some manipulation of the 

parameters band c the display copied in Fig. 11.4 was 

obtained. The theoretical solution (11.4) which we generated 

simultaneously, is shown for comparison. 

SIMUL8 is machine pa~ticular in detail only, although the 

scheme described in section 11.1.1 for checking errors in the 

model may not be possible, in its present form, on a different 

computer. The EAI 640 does not have fast floating point 

arithmetic; its time for a multiplication is approximately 20 

times that of the IBM 360/44. Therefore we cannot expect to 

use SIMUL8 for large models such as CAMET3. The efficiency of 

simulation depends both on the speed of the computer and on 

the time required to prepare the model for testing. This is 

especially so for the biological models of the sort discussed 

in chapter 9 and in Jordan (1973). The straightforward 

correspondence between model equations and DIFEQN subroutine 

evident in Table 11.3 has made it easy for a number of users 

of SIMULS to obtain solutions to their models conveniently. 

11.3 
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Fig. 11.4 Graphical output from SIMUL8. 
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HAP T E R 2 

12.1 EXPONENTIAL FITTING 

As long as compartment models are used to represent the 

results of tracer studies, the problem of fitting decaying 

exponential functions to data will remain. In chapters 3 and 

4 we demonstrate that an improvement in the estimates of the 

number of compartments and the exponential coefficients and 

exponents can only be obtained if the accuracy of the data is 

improved. We must accept that limitations in the estimated 

parameters reflect, in the main, limitations on the amount of 

information in the data, and not a deficiency in the fitting 

procedure. 

12.2 INVERSE FILTERING IN THE COMPLEX PLANE 

The results obtained in section 5.1 indicate that this 

procedure may improve some deconvolution problems. This 

contention could be further assessed by a theoretical treatment 

of the behaviour of the Fourier transform of data error in the 

complex plane. Tests on the method for different functions 

g(x) and h(x) would provide useful information. Using present 

fast Fourier transform methods, it would be quite feasible to 

choose the best contour in the complex plane by trial. 

12.2 
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12.3 CONSISTENT DECONVOLUTION 

The consist~ncy conditions for the deconvolution of 

functions, which were introduced in section 5.2.1 provide, in 

principle, a powerful method assessing and improving the 

accuracy of the data. 
. 

However, in chapter 6 we successfully applied this theory 

only to ideal data. The lack of convergence of the positions 

of the zeros calculated from the experimental data in section 

6.4, suggests that Hermite functions may be unsuitable for 

representing this particular data. .Apart from increasing the 

efficiency of the computations, it unlikely that the 

alternative method described in section 8.3.2 for fitting the 

Hermite functions to the data, would improve the deconvolution 

procedure. Better results may be obtained if the 

experimental data is assumed to be of finite extent, and if 

the zeros are calculated by first representing it by a Fourier 

series. 

In chapter 7 we successfully applied the consistency 

conditions to the deconvolution of both analytically generated 

and actual experimental data. This method of consistentdata 

completion could be applied to other problems of the same 

type; such as the removal of catheter 'smearing' of blood 

samples (cf. Branston, 1972), and the removal of the effects 

of recirculating indicator which often limits the amount of 

information which can be derived from tracer studies of the 

circulation (cf. Coulam et al., 1967). A disadvantage of 

Fourier deconvolution methods is that it is difficult to 

impose constraints on the result. In section 7.4 we have 

instances where there is a flow of calcium tracer from gut to 

blood even before the tracer has been introduced into the 

12.3 
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system. This unreal situation is a consequence of the filter

ing of the Fourier transform. The concept of 'entropy' intro-

duced by and Burke (1972) goes some way towards 

imposing a positivity constraint on deconvolved functions, but 

more work is required in this area. 

The deblurring of pictures which have been distorted by 

linear motion, a deconvolution problem in which the zeros 

of G(w) all lie along the real line (cf. Bates et al., 1973). 

If the complete blurred picture not available, the decon-

volution techniques of chapter 7 apply. But because the zeros 

of G(w) 1 along the realI, the matrix inversion used in 

section 7.2 to complete the data may profitably be replaced by 

the following iterative scheme. 

The Fourier transform of the truncated data is calculated 

and forced to zero at the known zeros of G(w). f(x) is re

constructed from its modified transform. In the area where 

f(x) given originally it will now not agree with the data. 

It should be replaced by the data and the process repeated 

until the f(x) reconstructed from its modified transform is 

within a specified accuracy of the data. The completed f(x) 

can then be deconvolved. Current deblurring methods are not 

successful when the blurred picture is incomplete (cf. Bates 

et al., 1973). 

12.4 METABOLISM 

In chapter 9 we removed the logical inconsistency from 

the gut fluid equations of CAMET2, and included a more 

physical description of the emptying of the stomach. A 

further inconsistency in the model is due to the constant 

plasma volume assumed. When a meal is ingested the model 

12.4 
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predicts a drop in the amount of calcium in the blood caused 

by the raised intestinal secretions. Whereas nature the 

volume of the blood compartment so fal for the same 

reason, the model maintains a constant plasma volume, resul-

ting a transient drop in blood calcium concentration. 

Further inadequacies the model as noted by Pearson (1972) 

are mentioned in section 2.2 (p.30). 

The observed delay in appearance in blood orally given 

calcium tracer is unexplained~ This problem deserves some 

attention. Firstly because of the suggestion by Caniggia et 

al. (1963) that the delay time is longer for osteoporotic 

patients, and secondly because the mechanism of the delay may 

provide clues as to the control of calcium absorption. 

The simulation program for CAMET3 is an advance over that 

for CAMET and CAMET2. It is faster, and more easily used. 

Even so, a simulation of, for instance, three weeks, may take 

an unacceptably large amount of computer time. The efficiency 

of algorithms especially designed for solving 'stiff' systems 

of differential equations should be tested in this respect. As 

far as the structure of the program concerned, it seems 

likely that remote, interactive, computer terminals will soon 

be available at this university and so consideration should be 

given to modifying the program to take advantage of these 

facilities. The design principles of SIMUL8 might well be 

applied. 

12.4 
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APPENDIX 

LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN THE CAMET3 MODEL 

The following upper case symbols are used in the model 

equations to denote concentrations, rates etc. 

C concentration 

F fluid flow variable 

M quantity 

R rate 

S cumulative quantity 

SA specific activity 

T tracer calcium 

Extensive quantities are normalised to unit body weight. 

denotes the mean value of the plasma calcium 

- in this model taken as 2.5 m.moles/litre 
. 
x represents the first derivative of x with 

respect to time (dx/dt) 

The symbols used throughout the present work to represent the 

parameters and variables of the model are as follows: 

empirical constant 

the fraction of the fluid entering the 

intestinal compartment I, from compartment 

(I-I), that is absorbed; except that AF5 is 

the maximum volume of compartment 6. 

parameters controlling the volume of the 

intestinal compartment I 

the concentration of calcium in compartment I 

the calcium balance 





R acc 

R . f cJ.n 
R coacc 

Rcodec 

Rdc 

Rdec 

Rderm 
Rdiet 
Rdp 
Rfecl 

R gsec 

R. f J.n 

R . f pJ.n 
R sc 
R sp 
R . urJ.n 

RT acc 

S acc 
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rate of calcium absorption from the intest

inal compartments 

rate of calcium deposition in the bone 

rate of calcitonin infusion 

rate of collagen synthesis 

rate of.collagen destruction 

rate of calcitonin catabolism 

rate of calcium resorption from the bone 

rate of loss of calcium in the sweat 

rate of ingestion of dietary calcium 

rate of parathyroid hormone catabolism 

rate of excretion of calcium in the faeces 

(strictly the rate of flow of calcium into 

the colon) 

rate of calcium excretion into the intestinal 

lumen 

rate of intravenous calcium infusion' 

rate of infusion of parathyroid hormone 

rate of secretion of calcitonin 

rate of secretion of parathyroid hormone 

rate of loss of calcium in the urine 

basal secretion rate of calcium into the 

intestinal compartment I 

rate of tracer uptake by the bone (including 

incorporation in new bone as well as long 

term exchange) 

cumulative skeletal uptake of calcium by 

bone formation 

cumulative resorption of bone calcium 

cumulative loss of calcium in the sweat 



Sdiet 

Sfecl 

Sgsec 

S. f J.n 

s . url.n 
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cumulative ingestion of dietary calcium 

cumulative excretion of faecal calcium 

cumulative intestinal calcium secretion 

cumulative intravenous calcium infusio~ 

cumulative absorption of calcium from the 

intestinal compartments 

cumulative excretion of urinary ium 

specific activity of tracer calcium in 

compartment I 

quantity of unmineralized collagen 

volume of compartment I 

volume of distribution of calcitonin 

volume of distribution of parathyroid hormone 
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DEMONSTRATION OF SIMUL8 

We use the SIMUL8 program described in chapter 10 to 

solve the simple model shown in Table 11.3 (p.203) for the 

conditions Yl(O) 1 and a = c Y2(O) :::: O •. The FORTRAN 
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which describes the model is shown below, where we note that 

we have included a calculation of the analytical solution 

(Ylact ' given by equation (11.4) (p.206). 

C 
C 
C DIFEQN SUBROUTINE TO DEMONSTRATE 
C 
C SIMUL8 BY SOLVING THE MODEL IN 
C 
C TABLE 11.3 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE DIFEQN 
C 

COMMON /EQTNS/ Yl,Y2,YlACT 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

COMMON /DERIV/ DYl,DY2 

COMMON /MODPAR/ A,B,C,D 

THE MODEL EQUATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 

Rl :::: -B * Y2 

DYI :::: A * Yl + Rl 

R2 :::: D * Yl 

DY2 :::: C * Y2 + R2 

C ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
C 

C 

T "" 
YIACT 

RETURN 

END. 

TIME (T) 

:::: COS(SQRT(B~D)*T) 

The following is a copy of the teletype printout obtained 

during this simulation. The various commands used are 

summarised in Table 11.1 (p.200), and where necessary notes 

are added for clarification. 



PAGE 01 

E.A.I. 640 DIGITAL SIMULATION 

IDENTIFY+ SIMUL8 DEMONSTRATION 25/9/73 
LP 

LI 
1 IP 

LI 
IP 

NO. OF STEPS+ 1000 
STEP LENGTH+ ~ 

FINAL TIME+ l. 
VARIABLES TO BE PREPARED + 1,2,3 
NO. OF DIFF. EQTNS. + 2 

2) INITIAL CONDo DEVICE + 
1+ l. 
2+ Do 

MODEL PARAMETER DEVICE + 2 
1 +0 
2 + r. 
3 + 57 
4 + 57 

3)5+ X 
X+ 
MP + 3 : 0 • 500 OE 01 + 0 

4) 

X+ 
SS 
RUN 

X+ 
DA + 

TF 
X+ 

SS 

NO. 1 

1,3 

0.1000E 

RUN NO. 2 

01 + 10. 

5) TIME= 0.500E 01 
NO. OF STEPS= 1000 

X+ 
DA + 1 
X+ 
MP + 1: 0.0 + 

+ 0.1000E 01 + 
+ 0.4000E 01 + 

X+ 
S8 
RUN NO. 3 

X+ 

TIME= 0.400E 01 
NO. OF STEPS= 1000 

DO + 1 

1 
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PAGE 02 

X+-
TF 0.1000E 02 +- X 
X+-

6) NS 1000 +- 50000 
X+-

SS 
RUN NO. 4 

X+-
DA +-
X+-

7) DT 0.4999 E-02 +- .01 
X+-
-SS 

RUN NO. 5 
X+-

8) DO +- 1 
X+-
DA +-
X+ 

1,3 

TF O.lOOOE 02 +- 20 
X+ 
ss 
RUN NO. 6 

X+-
9) DA +-

X+ 
1,3 

1. The user's DIFEQN is being loaded. 

2. Device number 2 specifies the teletype. 

3. The character X causes an immediate return to the 

command input phase. 

4. Increase the final simulated time. 

5. The simulation terminates before the final time of 10 

because too few integration steps have been allowed. 

6. Increase the maximum number of integration steps. 

7. Increase the step length. 

8. Plot results on top of previous solution for comparison. 

9. Plot the graph shown as Fig. 11.4 (p.208). 
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